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Estate of Aaron Griggs v. Jodie Donahue

We would like to acknowledge our tremendous appreciation for
our talented MYLaw Mock Trial Committee including
Ben Garmoe, Esq., who authored this case.

With gratitude to the Maryland Judiciary, CRC Salomon Court Reporting,
and Mock Trial Sponsors

www.mylaw.org
Facebook.com/mylaw.org
Instagram.com/mdyouthlaw

Important Contacts for the Mock Trial Competition
Please call your local coordinator for information about your county/circuit schedule.
Your second point of contact is the State Mock Trial Coordinator:
Iyanna Williams, iyanna@mylaw.org, Maryland Youth & the Law
667-210-2250
Circuit 1—Dorchester, Somerset, Wicomico,
Worcester
Circuit 2—Caroline, Cecil, Kent, Queen Anne’s,
Talbot
Ms. Cassidy Feeney
443-880-1225
cafecassidy@gmail.com

Joseph Carr (Carroll)
410-751-3096
jncarr@carrollk12.org

Circuit 3—Baltimore, Harford
Dr. Dani Biancolli (Baltimore)
443-809-4017
dbiancolli@bcps.org

Circuit 6—Frederick, Montgomery
Ms. Colleen Bernard (Frederick)
301-644-5256
Colleen.Bernard@fcps.org

Ms. Carol Rook (Baltimore)
443-809-4017
crook@bcps.org

Ms. Jessica McBroom (Frederick)
240-236-7748
Jessica.McBroom@fcps.org

Ms. Erin Lange (Harford)
410-588-5223
Erin.Lange@hcps.org

Mr. Scott Zanni (Montgomery)
Scott_A_Zanni@mcpsmd.org

Circuit 4—Allegany, Garrett, Washington
Mr. Brian White
301-697-2429
brian.white@acpsmd.org
Circuit 5—Carroll, Howard, Anne Arundel
Ms. Eve Case (Anne Arundel)
(301) 539-9145 (Google Voice)
(410) 222-5440 (Office)
ecase@aacps.org
Ms. Melissa Montgomery (Howard)
410-313-3141 (office)
301-466-4315 (cell)
mmontgomery@howardcountymd.gov

Ryan Melhorn (Carroll)
410-386-1688
rtmelho@carrollk12.org

Circuit 7—Calvert, Charles, Prince George’s, St.
Mary’s
Ms. Ashley Nadasky
301-753-1759
anadasky@ccboe.com
Circuit 8—Baltimore City
Judge Erik Atas
(410-396-4916 (office)
erik.atas@mdcourts.gov
Mr. Mike Baruch
410-484-4065
mb@zandslaw.com

A competition schedule will be published in mid-December.
Circuit Champions must be declared by February 24.
© All rights reserved, 2020. Reproduction of any portion of this material is not permitted without
the express written permission of MYLaw.

Thank you, 2021-22 Mock Trial Sponsors & Donors!

This competition would not be possible without those noted below. Mock Trial is
funded by sponsors, donors, and school registration fees.
Diamond Sponsors ($5,000 & up)
Maryland Association for Justice
Plaxen Adler Muncy
Verizon Community Grants

Bronze Sponsors Con’t
Natalie McSherry, Esq.
The Honorable Douglas R. M. Nazarian
Nicholas S., Esq.

Platinum Sponsors ($2500 & up)
UMBC Mock Trial

Associates ($100 & up)
Anonymous (Multiple)
Aaron DeGraffenreidt
Stanford Gann, Esq.
Joan Grabowski, Esq.
Sharon Grosfeld, Esq.
Bill Hayden, Esq.
Kurt Heinrich, Esq.
Irwin Kramer, Esq.
Victor Laws, Esq.
Emanuel M. Levin & Associates, PA
Michael L., Esq.
McNamee Hosea
Kyriakos Marudas, Esq.
Cara L. O'Brien, Esq.
RLG Law
Wendy S., Esq.
Paul Vettori, Esq.

Gold Sponsors ($1,000 & up)
Mann & Risch
Potter Burnett
Wais, Vogelstein, Forman & Offutt, LLC
Silver Sponsors ($500 & up)
Arthur Law Group
Bekman, Marder, Hopper, Malarkey, & Perlin, LLC
Carrie Bland, Esq.
The Law Offices of Frank F. Daily P.A.
The Daily Record
Paul D’Amore, Esq.
Dugan Babij Tolley & Kohler, LLC
Etheridge, Quinn, Kemp, Rowan & Hartinger
Barry Gogel, Esq.
Jenner Law Firm
Joseph Greenwald & Laake, P.A.
Iliff, Meredith, Wildberger, & Brennan, PC
Law Offices of Markey & Orsi
Posner & Cord LLC
Rifkin Weiner Livingston LLC
Tydings
Bronze Sponsors ($250 & up)
Natasha Byus
Bader & Cooper
Jim MacAlister, Esq.

Our deepest gratitude to CRC
Salomon Court Reporting, whose
boundless efforts have ensured
the continuation and success of
MYLaw Virtual Mock Trial.
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Dear Coaches, Advisors and Students,
Welcome to a new season of Mock Trial! We are thrilled that you have chosen to
participate this year.

After a year filled with uncertainty, thankfully, some things are returning to “normal.”
We understand, however, that normal may not be exactly the way things were in the
past. As always, MYLaw always hopes to bring you the best experience possible; part of
that, this year, is making sure we support Mock Trial in whatever form your county
deems feasible. Some of you will be virtual and others in-person, and still others may be
a combination. Regardless, it’s our hope that you stay safe and well, while enjoying the
Mock Trial Competition.
We also hope you will enjoy this year’s case, which focuses on premises liability and
weaves in urban exploration. Premises liability cases are common in many personal
injury practices. In fact, it is the fourth leading area of practice for personal injury
lawyers, behind motor vehicle crashes, product liability and medical malpractice.
Interest in urban exploration has risen exponentially in recent years, with more and
more people seeking out abandoned buildings and ruins, often documenting their
findings to online followings. The hobby is enjoyed by people all over the world who will
go to great lengths to find their way into deserted or otherwise iconic sites. But, the
practice should also prompt some very serious questions and planning on the part of
the explorers and property owners, as there are some genuinely terrifying—and
unexpected—outcomes.
As it is every year, our primary goal is to provide students an exciting and enriching
opportunity to learn about the rule of law. The competition provides opportunities to
hone skills that will serve you well for the rest of your life. Mock Trial parallels the real
world in terms of proceedings, interpretations, and decisions by the Bench. Decisions
will not always go your way and you will not always emerge a “winner.” Judges may
offer suggestions based on their own preferences—use these as guidelines rather than
“right” or “wrong” ways of doing things. The next judge who presides over your
competition may prefer things just the opposite—and that, by the way, is very realworld!
Stay safe and be well,

Stephen Pfaffenhauser
T. Rowe Price

Nate Risch
Mann & Risch

Shelley Brown
Executive Director

190 West Ostend Street, Suite 200, Baltimore, MD 21230
Tel: 667-210-2250 www.mylaw.org
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1. GENERAL
1.1. Applicability. These rules shall apply to all MYLAW Mock Trial competitions. Participants are
cautioned that the absence of enforcement of any rule within the local circuit competition does not
mean the rule will not be enforced at the Regional, Semi-Final, and/or State competition.
1.2. Diversity and inclusion. MYLAW has a policy of inclusion, and welcomes all participants regardless
of race, color, religion, gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, disability,
ancestry, genetic information, or any other category protected by federal, state or local law.
1.3. Expectation of participants, coaches, hosts and volunteers. Ethical and professional behavior is
expected at all times during all phases of the MYLAW Mock Trial Competition. MYLAW prohibits
discrimination, retaliation, or harassment in all its forms, by any individual or team. Inappropriate
behavior includes but is not limited to:
 Discriminatory comments based upon any ground listed in 1.2;
 Failure to show respect;
 Violating any of the rules outlined within the casebook;
 Adhering strictly to the “No Coaching” rule;
 Engaging in irresponsible behavior that puts oneself or others at risk, including intoxication at
any time during competitions;
 Illegal conduct of any sort.
1.4. Ideals of MYLAW Mock Trial. To further understanding and appreciation of the rule of law, court
procedures, and the legal system; to increase proficiency in basic life skills such as listening, speaking,
reading, and critical thinking; to promote better communication and cooperation between the school
system, the legal profession, and the community at large; and to heighten enthusiasm for academic
studies as well as career consciousness of law-related professions.
1.5. Integrity. Individuals, teams, coaches and volunteers shall at all times demonstrate the highest
standard of ethical conduct, courtesy, legal professionalism, competence and integrity.
1.6. Damage to property. No participant shall intentionally take, move, or cause damage to any
property of any school, courthouse, or facility hosting any part of a MYLAW Mock Trial competition.
2. ROLES
2.1. Teacher Coach. The team’s teacher coach is considered the primary contact for each school. The
Coach’s primary responsibility is to demonstrate that winning is secondary to learning.
a. Coaching goals. The Teacher Coach shall coach and mentor students about the “real world”
aspects of judging in competitions; including but not limited to competition rules, sportsmanship,
team etiquette, procedures, and courtroom decorum.
b. Coaches’ responsibilities. The Teacher Coach shall recruit students for the team; arrange practice
sessions and scrimmages; coordinate transportation to and from competitions; supervise the team
during practices and competitions; work within the school and greater community to recruit an
attorney advisor; communicate with opposing teams prior to competition regarding any relevant
issues including the identification of witnesses; and ensure that the team arrives at all scheduled
mock trial competitions. Every coach has an obligation to instill by example in every student, respect
for Judges, officials and other members of the MYLAW Mock Trial community.
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2.2. Circuit Coordinator. Maryland is divided into eight judicial circuits. For the purpose of the Maryland
Mock Trial Competition, local competitions will be divided and organized according to the eight judicial
circuits. Each circuit shall have a Circuit Coordinator, who will serve as the primary contact for coaches
and advisors. Circuit Coordinator contact information is listed on the inside front cover of this book.
MYLAW will send official communication to the Circuit Coordinator who is then responsible for
disseminating the information to all Teacher Coaches within their respective circuit. The Circuit
Coordinator shall make decisions or mediate at the local level when problems or questions arise;
establish the circuit competition calendar; arrange for courtrooms, Judges, and attorneys for local
competitions; and arrange general training circuit-wide or county-wide sessions if necessary.
2.3. Local and State Bar Associations. The Bar Associations shall advocate involvement of local
attorneys in advising teams and hearing/scoring trials.
2.4. Attorney Advisors. It is the role of the Attorney Advisor to teach basic court processes and
procedures, to review and explain modified rules of evidence and their application to the case at hand,
and most importantly, to exemplify fairness, professionalism, integrity, and the ideals of the American
justice system. In the absence of an Attorney Advisor, these responsibilities become that of the Teacher
Coach.
2.5. MYLaw. MYLaw shall provide Mock Trial Guides and rules for the State competition; disseminate
information to each circuit; provide technical assistance to Circuit Coordinators; provide certificates to
all registered participants who compete for the season; assist in recruitment of schools; and act as
liaison in finding legal professionals to assist teams.
3: REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT
3.1. Registration information. Registration information is available on the MYLAW.org website.
Registration may be completed online or by mail.
3.2. Team Payment. Payment is expected by the registration deadline. Payments may be made by check
or submitted through the PayPal link found on the MYLAW.org website. An invoice is available on the
MYLAW.org website for your convenience.
3.3. Primary Contact/Teacher Coach. Each school must have a primary contact person, in most cases
the Teacher Coach, in order to register. The Teacher Coach shall be the person MYLAW and/or the
Circuit Coordinator communicates with when applicable. All primary contact persons’ information shall
be current, and shall be listed on the registration form at the time of registration. If a teacher is not
available to serve as the primary contact, a parent, administrator or other school affiliate may do so with
the permission of the school principal.
4. TEAMS
4.1. Team make-up. A team must be comprised of no fewer than eight (8) but a maximum of twelve (12)
student members from the same high school, with the exception of high schools with a Maryland State
Department of Education inter-scholastic athletics designation of Class 2A or Class 1A, which may
combine with any other schools in the LEA in those classifications to field a team.
a. Two “alternate” students are permitted during the local competition only. If a coach wishes to
carry those two alternates forward to state competitions, any related expenses are the
responsibility of the school.
b. If a team advances beyond the local competition, an official roster must be submitted not to
exceed twelve (12) students.
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4.2. Team Roles. Teams may use its members to play different roles in different competitions.
a. For any single competition, all teams are to consist of three attorneys and three witnesses, for a
total of six (6) different students.
b. Note: In Circuits 1 and 2, where teams typically participate in two competitions per evening –
once as the prosecution and once as the defense – students may change roles for the second
competition.
4.3. Fielding teams. High schools that field two or more teams shall not, under any circumstances, allow
students from Team A to compete for Team B or vice-versa.
a. Each team must have its own Teacher Coach and Attorney Advisor, separate and apart from the
other team.
b. If a high school has multiple teams, then those teams must compete against one another during
the local competition.
4.4. Team Information. Teacher Coaches of competing teams are to exchange information regarding the
names and gender of their witnesses at least 24 hours prior to any given round.
a. Teacher Coach for the plaintiff/prosecution should assume responsibility for informing the
defense Teacher Coach.
b. A physical identification of all team members must be made in the courtroom immediately
preceding the trial.
4.5. Attorney Advisor. Every effort should be made for teams to work with an Attorney Advisor to
effectively prepare for competition.
4.6. Attendance of an opponent’s competition is prohibited. Members of a school team entered in the
competition, including Teacher Coaches, back-up witnesses, attorneys, and others directly associated
with the team’s preparation, shall not attend the enactments of any possible future opponent in the
contest.
5. COMPETITION
5.1. Forfeits are prohibited. All registered teams agree to attend all scheduled competitions.
a. Team with inadequate number of students (i.e. due to illness, athletics, or other conflicts), are
expected to attend and participate in the competition, regardless.
b. In these instances, a team will “borrow” students from the opposing team, in order to maintain
the integrity of the competition, and respect for the Court, Presiding Judge, attorneys and the
other team that has prepared for, and traveled to, the competition.
c. The competition will be treated as an automatic win for the opposition.
d. Coaches should make every effort to notify the local coordinator and the other coach in advance
of the competition if there are an inadequate number of team members.
e. When an opposing team does not have enough students to assist the other team, students may
depict two or more of the roles (i.e. they may depict 2 witnesses or play the part of 2 attorneys).
5.2. Local competitions. Local competitions must consist of enough matches that each participating high
school presents both sides of the Mock Trial case at least once.
5.3. Areas of competition. Areas of competition coincide with the eight Judicial Circuits of Maryland.
Circuit #1: Worcester
Wicomico, Somerset
Dorchester

Circuit #2: Cecil, Kent,
Queen Anne’s, Talbot
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Circuit #3: Baltimore
Co., Harford

Circuit #4: Allegany,
Garrett, Washington

Circuit #5: Anne
Arundel, Carroll,
Howard

Circuit #6: Frederick,
Montgomery

Circuit #7: Calvert,
Charles, Prince
George’s, St. Mary’s

Circuit #8: Baltimore
City

5.4. “Unofficial” Circuit.
a. Each circuit must have a minimum of four teams. Circuits that have less than four teams must
abide by the following:
1. If a circuit has up to three teams but less than the required minimum of four participating
teams, the teams may compete in a “Round Robin” that advances the winner to the
competition that determines circuit representative. The runner-up team from another
circuit would then compete with the circuit representative in a playoff prior to the Regional
Competition (see chart in 5.4).
2. Or, when a circuit has less than four registered team, MYLAW may designate another circuit
in which these teams will compete. Geographic location will be the primary factor in making
this determination.
3. Or, under the discretion of a circuit coordinator and MYLAW, if a circuit chooses, it may
combine with the “un-official” circuit to increase the number of opportunities to compete.
b. When a “circuit opening” arises, it will be filled by a sequential rotation of circuits. The secondplace team from the specified circuit will advance to the regional competitions to fill the
opening. If the team is unable to advance, the opportunity will move to the next circuit, and so
on, until the opening is filled. In the event that all circuits are officially comprised of a minimum
of four teams, the designated circuit will remain the next in-line to advance in future years.
2021-2022
2022-2023
2023-2024
2024-2025

Circuit 3
Circuit 4
Circuit 5
Circuit 6

2025-2026
2026-2027
2027-2028
2028-2029

Circuit 7
Circuit 8
Circuit 1
Circuit 2

5.5. Circuit Competition. Each competing circuit shall declare one team as Circuit Champion by holding a
local Mock Trial playoff competition. The Circuit Champion shall be declared by the date set forth in this
casebook. It is at the discretion of the Circuit Coordinator(s) and MYLaw as to the process by which the
champion is declared, particularly if there is more than one county in the circuit.
5.6. Rendered decisions. Attorneys and Judges may preside over, and render decisions, for all matches.
If possible, a Judge from the Court of Appeals or Court of Special Appeals will preside over, and render a
decision at the State Finals.
5.7. Regional/ Quarterfinal Competitions. Each Circuit Champion will compete against another Circuit
Champion in a single competition, in order to determine which team advances to the Final Four. For the
2021-22 competition season, MYLaw will likely create virtual and in-person playoff competitions.
5.8. Dates for MYLAW Final Competitions. Dates for the Regionals, Semi-Finals, and Final competitions
will be set by MYLAW and notice will be given to all known participating high schools. Teams that enter
into the current year’s competition agree to participate on all scheduled dates of the competition as set
forth on the MYLaw website or their local Coordinator.
5.9. Declared winner of the Regional Competition must agree to participate on the scheduled dates
for the remainder of the competition or be eliminated. Any team that is declared a Regional
Representative must agree to participate on the dates set forth for the remainder of the competition.
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Failure to do so will result in the team’s elimination from the competition and the first runner-up in that
circuit will then be the Regional Representative under the stipulations.
6. JUDGING AND SCORING
6.1. Reserved, with information to be provided at a later date.
6.2. Reserved, with information to be provided at a later date.
6.2. All Judges’ decisions are final. Appeals are not allowed. MYLaw retains the right to declare a
mistrial in the event of a gross transgression of the organizational rules and/or egregious attempt to
undermine the intent and integrity of the Mock Trial Competition.
7. DIRECTLY PROHIBITED
7.1. No coaching. There shall be no coaching of any kind during the enactment of a mock trial:
a. Student Attorneys may not coach their witnesses during the other team’s cross examination;
b. Teacher and Attorney Coaches may not coach team members during any part of the
competition;
c. Members of the audience, including members of the team who are not participating that
particular day, may not coach team members who are competing;
d. Except for the express purpose of keeping time, team members must have their cell phones and
all other electronic devices turned off during competition as texting may be construed as
coaching.
e. Teacher and Attorney Coaches shall not sit directly behind their team during competition as any
movements or conversations may be construed as coaching.
7.2. Notice of team demographic information is prohibited. Team members or other affiliated parties,
shall not, before or during the trial, notify the Judge of the students’ ages, grades, school name or length
of time the team has competed.
7.3. Attendance of an opponent’s competition is prohibited. Members of a school team entered in the
competition, including Teacher Coaches, back-up witnesses, attorneys, and any others directly
associated with the team’s preparation, shall not attend the enactments of any possible future
opponent in the contest.
7.4. Use of Electronics. Except for the express purpose of keeping time, the use of electronics (phone,
laptop, iPad, etc.) is completely prohibited.
8. General Trial Procedures
8.1 Time limits. Each team must complete its presentation within forty-two (42) minutes.
a. Each side has a combined total time of forty-two (42) minutes for direct examination, cross
examination, re-cross/re-direct and voir dire (if permitted);
b. Opening statements and closing arguments are five (5) and seven (7) minutes respectfully and
are not included in the forty-two (42) minutes permitted under 8.1a.
c. The “clock” will be stopped during objections (including any arguments related to those
objections), bench conferences, the setting up of demonstrative exhibits prior to the
examination of a witness (where such activity is permitted by the presiding Judge) and court
recesses;
d. There is no objection permitted by any party based on the expiration of time.
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8.2 Use of a Bailiff. Each team is mandated to have a non-competing Mock Trial team member serve as
a Bailiff during the course of each competition.
a. Each Bailiff will keep time for the opposing counsel. The two Bailiffs will sit together in a place
designated by the presiding Judge separate from the contending teams. Bailiffs from the two
teams will work together collaboratively to ensure the accuracy of their records;
b. The Bailiff(s) will also announce the Judge, call the case, and swear in each witness;
c. Each Bailiff shall have two stopwatches, cellphones, or other timing devices.
The second timepiece is intended to serve as a backup device. Note - cellphones should be
employed for the purposes of timekeeping only, with the expressed consent of courthouse
officials.
d. Each Bailiff shall have visual displays (e.g. cards or pieces of paper) of numbers counting down
from 42 in 10-minute intervals, (for example, 40, 30, 20, 10, etc.). At the final 3-minute mark,
the Bailiff will begin counting down on the minute (3, 2, 1, 0). As each interval elapses in a
team’s presentation, the Bailiff will quietly display to both teams and to the presiding Judge, the
time-card corresponding to the number of minutes remaining. When the number zero is
displayed, the presiding Judge will announce that the team’s presentation is concluded. Teams
may ask the presiding Judge for courtesy time to complete a presentation, but the extension of
courtesy time is intended to permit a team to complete a sentence or thought. It should not
extend beyond 15 seconds.
8.3 Student Attorneys.
a. Roles. The Student Attorney who directly examines a witness is the only attorney who may raise
objections when that same witness is being cross-examined. The student attorney who raises
objections on direct examination must be the same attorney who then cross-examines that
same witness. This same principle applies if a Student Attorney calls for a bench conference; i.e.,
it must be the attorney currently addressing the Court. The student attorney who handles the
opening statement may not perform the closing argument. Each student attorney may

conduct only one direct examination and one cross examination.
b. Addressing the Court. When addressing the Judge, always stand.
c. Attire. Professional attire should always be worn during competition.
8.4 Evidentiary Materials. Any materials that have been modified for use during trial (e.g., enlarged),
must be made available during the trial for the opposing team’s use. During witness identification
exchanges, please alert the other team if you plan to use modified materials.
9. Invention of Fact. This rule shall govern the testimony of all witnesses. Mock Trial competitors shall
advocate as persuasively as possible based on the facts contained in the casebook. Teams must rely on
the facts as stated in the case rather than creating new facts or denying existing facts in order to benefit
their parties.
9.1. Judges’ scoring. If a team demonstrates
through impeachment that its opponent has
made an Improper Invention, Judges should
reflect that violation in the scores by penalizing
the violating team, rewarding the impeaching
team, or both.
9.2. Improper Invention. There are two types
of Improper Invention: 1) Any instance in which
a witness introduces testimony that contradicts
6

the witness’s affidavit and/or 2) Any instance on direct or redirect in which an attorney offers, via the
testimony of a witness, material facts not included in or reasonably inferred from the witness’ affidavit.
Facts are material if they affect the merits of the case. Facts are not material if they serve only to
provide background information or develop the character of a witness.
A reasonable inference must be a conclusion that a reasonable person would draw from a
particular fact or set of facts contained in the affidavit. An answer does not qualify as a
“reasonable inference” just because it is consistent with the witness affidavit.
For the purposes of Rule 9, an affidavit includes the witness’s sworn statement, as well as any
document in which the witness has stated his or her beliefs, knowledge, opinions or conclusions.
9.3. Trial Remedy for Violations. If the cross-examining attorney believes the witness has made an
Improper Invention, the only available remedy is to impeach the witness using the witness’s affidavit.
Impeachment may take the form of demonstrating either (1) an inconsistency between the witness’s
affidavit and trial testimony (“impeachment by contradiction”) or (ii) that the witness introduced
material facts on direct or redirect that are not stated in or reasonably inferred from the witness’s
affidavit (impeachment by omission”). The cross-examiner is not permitted to raise an objection to the
Judge on the basis of “invention of fact.”
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Team members will have reliable internet, functioning devices, and a quiet space to compete.
1. GENERAL
1.1. Applicability. These rules shall apply to all virtual MYLAW Mock Trial competitions. Participants are
cautioned that the absence of enforcement of any rule within the preliminary competitions does not
mean the rule will not be enforced at the Quarterfinal, Semi-Final, and/or State competition.
1.2. Diversity and inclusion. MYLAW has a policy of inclusion, and welcomes all participants regardless
of race, color, religion, gender, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, national origin, age, disability,
ancestry, genetic information, or any other category protected by federal, state or local law.
1.3. Expectation of participants, coaches, hosts and volunteers. Ethical and professional behavior is
expected at all times during all phases of the MYLAW Mock Trial Competition. MYLAW prohibits
discrimination, retaliation, or harassment in all its forms, by any individual or team. Inappropriate
behavior includes but is not limited to:
 Discriminatory comments based upon any ground listed in 1.2;
 Failure to show respect;
 Violating any of the rules outlined within the casebook;
 Adhering strictly to the “No Coaching” rule;
 Engaging in irresponsible behavior that puts oneself or others at risk, including intoxication at
any time during competitions;
 Illegal conduct of any sort.
1.4. Ideals of MYLAW Mock Trial. To further understanding and appreciation of the rule of law, court
procedures, and the legal system; to increase proficiency in basic life skills such as listening, speaking,
reading, and critical thinking; to promote better communication and cooperation between the school
system, the legal profession, and the community at large; and to heighten enthusiasm for academic
studies as well as career consciousness of law-related professions.
1.5. Integrity. Individuals, teams, coaches and volunteers shall at all times demonstrate the highest
standard of ethical conduct, courtesy, legal professionalism, competence and integrity.
2. ROLES
2.1. Teacher Coach. The team’s teacher coach is considered the primary contact for each school. For
virtual competitions, teacher coaches will serve as co-hosts, and as such, will allow each of their team
members to “enter the courtroom.” The Coach’s primary responsibility is to demonstrate that winning is
secondary to learning.
a. Coaching goals. The Teacher Coach shall coach and mentor students about the “real world”
aspects of judging in competitions; including but not limited to competition rules, sportsmanship,
team etiquette, procedures, and courtroom decorum.
b. Coaches’ responsibilities. The Teacher Coach shall recruit students for the team; arrange practice
sessions and scrimmages; supervise the team during practices and competitions; work within the
school and greater community to recruit an attorney advisor; communicate with opposing teams a
minimum of 24 hours prior to competition regarding any relevant issues including the identification
of witnesses; and ensure that the team appears at all scheduled virtual mock trial competitions.
Every coach has an obligation to instill by example in every student, respect for judges, officials and
other members of the MYLAW Mock Trial community.
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2.2. Circuit Coordinator. In traditional Mock Trial competition years, the Circuit Coordinator serves as
the primary contact for schools. For the purpose of the 2021-22 hybrid competition year, Circuit
Coordinators will assist with dissemination and collection of information from schools, as well as judge
recruitment. Coordinators will also serve as a conduit for coaches’ questions and/or concerns which will
then be brought to the attention of MYLaw.
2.3. Local and State Bar Associations. The Bar Associations shall advocate involvement of local
attorneys in advising teams and hearing/scoring trials.
2.4. Attorney Advisors. It is the role of the Attorney Advisor to teach basic court processes and
procedures, to review and explain modified rules of evidence and their application to the case at hand,
and most importantly, to exemplify fairness, professionalism, integrity, and the ideals of the American
justice system. In the absence of an Attorney Advisor, these responsibilities become that of the Teacher
Coach.
2.5. MYLAW. MYLAW shall provide the Mock Trial case, guidelines, and rules for the competition;
oversee the virtual competition; disseminate information to each team; provide technical assistance;
provide certificates to all registered participants who compete for the season; assist in recruitment of
schools; and act as liaison in finding legal professionals to assist teams.
3: REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT
3.1. Registration information. Registration information as well as a list of all participating teams may be
found on www.mylaw.org.
3.2. Team Payment. Payment is expected by the registration deadline. MYLAW requests that payments
be made online if possible in the 2021-22 competition year. Payments may be made through the PayPal
link found on the MYLAW.org website. An invoice and W9 are available on the MYLAW.org website for
your convenience.
3.3. Primary Contact/Teacher Coach. Each school must have a primary contact person, in most cases
the Teacher Coach, in order to register. The Teacher Coach shall be the person MYLAW and/or the
Circuit Coordinator communicates with when applicable. All primary contact persons’ information shall
be current, and shall be listed on the registration form at the time of registration. If a teacher is not
available to serve as the primary contact, a parent, administrator or other school affiliate may do so with
the permission of the school principal and as much notice as possible to MYLAW and/or the Circuit
Coordinator.
4. TEAMS
4.1. Team make-up. A team must be comprised of no fewer than eight (8) but a maximum of twelve (12)
student members from the same high school, with the exception of high schools with a Maryland State
Department of Education inter-scholastic athletics designation of Class 2A or Class 1A, which may
combine with any other schools in the LEA in those classifications to field a team. A team may carry up
to two alternate students, who are permitted to compete only in the event that one of the twelve
official members can no longer participate as a member of the team.
a. Two “alternate” students are permitted during the local competition only. If a coach wishes to
carry those two alternates forward to state competitions, any related expenses are the
responsibility of the school.
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b. If a team advances beyond the local competition, an official roster must be submitted not to
exceed twelve (12) students.
4.2. Team Roles. Teams may use its members to play different roles in different competitions.
a. For any single competition, all teams are to consist of three attorneys and three witnesses, for a
total of six (6) different students.
b. Reserved.
4.3. Fielding teams. High schools that field two or more teams shall not, under any circumstances, allow
students from Team A to compete for Team B or vice-versa.
a. Each team must have its own Teacher Coach and Attorney Advisor, separate and apart from the
other team.
b. Reserved.
4.4. Team Information. Teacher Coaches of competing teams are to exchange information regarding the
names and gender of their witnesses at least 24 hours prior to any given round.
a. Teacher Coach for the plaintiff/prosecution should assume responsibility for informing the
defense Teacher Coach.
b. A physical identification of all team members must be made in the courtroom immediately
preceding the trial.
4.5. Attorney Advisor. Every effort should be made for teams to work with an Attorney Advisor to
effectively prepare for competition.
4.6. Attendance of an opponent’s competition is prohibited. Members of a school team entered in the
competition, including Teacher Coaches, back-up witnesses, attorneys, and others directly associated
with the team’s preparation, shall not observe or listen to the enactments of any possible future
opponent in the contest.
5. COMPETITION
5.1. Forfeits. All registered teams agree to attend all scheduled competitions, even in instances where a
team has an inadequate number of students. Virtual forfeits shall occur this season only in the event
that multiple members of one team are unable to finish the trial (due to technology). In the event that
one student loses connection and is unable to rejoin the trial by the time their next trial function arrives,
another student on that team's roster shall fill the missing student's role. If the student loses connection
after the trial has begun, the replacement student may include another student already competing in
that trial (for example, one attorney could fill two roles or one witness could play two parts). If the
connection issues occur before the trial begins, the replacement student may not include another
student already competing in that trial. (In other words, if the issue arises before the case is called and it
appears likely that the student with connection problems will be unable to reconnect in time to
complete their role, their replacement must be someone else on the roster not competing in the
round.) In the event a team refuses to designate a replacement competitor, all trial functions not
performed should be scored a zero by the scoring judges.
If a team cancels/forfeits, the competition will not be rescheduled. It will be treated as an automatic win
for the opposition.
5.2 Notification. Coaches shall make every effort to notify, by email, the local coordinator, MYLaw and
the opposition’s coach in advance of the competition if there are an inadequate number of team
members.
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5.3. Structure and dates of competition. Unlike last year (2020-21), teams will compete against teams in
only their circuit during preliminary competition. Areas of competition coincide with the eight Judicial
Circuits of Maryland. Competition may begin in early January and continue through the end of February.
Quarterfinal, semi-final and state championship competitions will be held in March, ending before
March 25. A complete schedule of competitions will be published in December.
5.4. “Unofficial” Circuit.
a. Each circuit must have a minimum of four teams. Circuits that have less than four teams must
abide by the following:
1. If a circuit has up to three teams but less than the required minimum of four participating
teams, the teams may compete in a “Round Robin” that advances the winner to the
competition that determines circuit representative. The runner-up team from another
circuit would then compete with the circuit representative in a playoff prior to the Regional
Competition (see chart in 5.4B).
2. Or, when a circuit has less than four registered team, MYLAW may designate another circuit
in which these teams will compete. Geographic location will be the primary factor in making
this determination.
3. Or, under the discretion of a circuit coordinator and MYLAW, if a circuit chooses, it may
combine with the “un-official” circuit to increase the number of opportunities to compete.
b. When a “circuit opening” arises, it will be filled by a sequential rotation of circuits. The secondplace team from the specified circuit will advance to the regional competitions to fill the
opening. If the team is unable to advance, the opportunity will move to the next circuit, and so
on, until the opening is filled. In the event that all circuits are officially comprised of a minimum
of four teams, the designated circuit will remain the next in-line to advance in future years.
2021-2022
2022-2023
2023-2024
2024-2025

Circuit 3
Circuit 4
Circuit 5
Circuit 6

2025-2026
2026-2027
2027-2028
2028-2029

Circuit 7
Circuit 8
Circuit 1
Circuit 2

5.5. Circuit Competition. Each competing circuit shall declare one team as Circuit Champion by holding a
local Mock Trial playoff competition. The Circuit Champion shall be declared by the date set forth in this
casebook. It is at the discretion of the Circuit Coordinator(s) and MYLaw as to the process by which the
champion is declared, particularly if there is more than one county in the circuit.
5.6. Rendered decisions. Attorneys and judges may preside over, and render decisions, for all matches.
If possible, a judge from the Court of Appeals or Court of Special Appeals will preside over, and render, a
decision at the State Finals.
5.7. Regional/ Quarterfinal Competitions. Each Circuit Champion will compete against another Circuit
Champion in a single competition, in order to determine which team advances to the Final Four.
5.8. Dates for MYLAW Playoffs. Dates for the playoff competitions will be set by MYLAW and notice will
be given to all known participating high schools before winter break.
5.9. Declared winner of preliminary competitions must agree to participate on the scheduled dates for
the remainder of the competition or be eliminated. Any team that prevails in a competition and
advances to the next round, must agree to participate on the dates set forth for the remainder of the
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competition. Failure to do so will result in the team’s elimination from the competition and the first
runner-up in that division will advance in their place.
6. JUDGING AND SCORING
6.1 PROCess. An online scoring software called PROcess will be utilized throughout the competition
season. Each judge will score the competition independently. It is entirely possible that teams will tie, as
the “tie point” rule has been removed. Teams will log in to PROcess following the conclusion of each
round of competition to view scoresheets, comments and standings. Results may take up to 24 hours to
post.
a. Regular season. During the regular season, every effort will be made to secure two scoring
judges for each competition.
b. Quarterfinals, Semi-Finals and State Championship. At least two attorneys (and the judge) will
independently score team performance at the trial, using the scoring process provided by
MYLaw. Each ballot will be calculated separately from the other ballots. In the event there is a
tie (such as if two non-presiding scorers score the trial and their ballots split between the two
teams) the presiding judge's ballot shall determine the winner of the trial.
6.2 Judges’ decisions are final. Appeals are not allowed. MYLaw retains the right to declare a mistrial in
the event of a gross transgression of the organizational rules and/or egregious attempt to undermine
the intent and integrity of the Mock Trial Competition.
7. DIRECTLY PROHIBITED
7.1. No coaching. There shall be no coaching of any kind during the enactment of a mock trial:
a. Student Attorneys may not coach their witnesses during the other team’s cross examination;
b. Teacher and Attorney Coaches may not coach team members during any part of the
competition;
c. Members of the team who are not participating that particular day may not coach team
members who are competing;
d. Coaches and team members are prohibited from using their electronic devices for any means of
coaching;
e. Reserved.
7.2. Notice of team demographic information is prohibited. Team members or other affiliated parties,
shall not, before or during the trial, notify the judge of the students’ ages, grades, school name or length
of time the team has competed.
7.3. Attendance of an opponent’s competition is prohibited. Members of a school team entered in the
competition, including Teacher Coaches, back-up witnesses, attorneys, and others directly associated
with the team’s preparation, shall not attend or listen to virtual or in-person enactments of any possible
future opponent in the competition.
7.4. Use of Electronics.
a. Cell phones must be completely silenced during the course of the competition.
b. Teams may not record any portion of competition. CRC Salomon will record each competition in
the event that judges need to access a match for the purpose of scoring (i.e. if there is a glitch
with the scoring software or if both judges lose their internet connection). These recordings will
be held for a period of one week and then destroyed.
c. Team members should turn their microphones and cameras off when they are not actively
participating in trial. Judges will be instructed to hide non-video participants.
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8. GENERAL TRIAL PROCEDURES
8.1 Time limits. Each team must complete its presentation within forty-two (42) minutes.
a. Each side has a combined total time of forty-two (42) minutes for direct examination, cross
examination, re-cross/re-direct and voir dire (if permitted);
b. Opening statements and closing arguments are five (5) and seven (7) minutes, respectively, and
are not included in the forty-two (42) minutes permitted under 8.1a.
c. The “clock” shall pause during objections (including any arguments related to those objections),
bench conferences, the setting up of demonstrative exhibits prior to the examination of a
witness (where such activity is permitted by the presiding judge) and court recesses;
d. There is no objection permitted by any party based on the expiration of time;
e. The presiding judge shall have discretion to stop time or add time for technical difficulties in a
virtual competition that do not rise to the level of an emergency in Rule 10.
8.2 Use of a Bailiff and Tech Chair. Teams are strongly encouraged to employ non-competing Mock Trial
team members as Tech Chair during each competition. A Tech Chair is suggested so that the sharing of
documents is managed by one person throughout the course of the competition, although the Bailiff
may do both.
a. Each Bailiff will keep time for the opposing team. Bailiffs from the two teams will work
together collaboratively to ensure the accuracy of their records. The Bailiffs will confer using the
private chat feature to determine how much time remains for each team.
b. Each Bailiff shall have two stopwatches, cellphones, or other timing devices. The second
timepiece is intended to serve as a backup device.
c. Each Bailiff shall have visual displays (e.g. cards or pieces of paper) of numbers counting down
from 42 in 10-minute intervals (for example, 40, 30, 20, 10, etc.). At each of these intervals, the
Bailiff may turn on the camera in order to visually display time remaining, or the Bailiff may use
the chat feature. At the 10-minute mark, the Bailiff must turn on the camera to display the
remaining intervals of 10, 5, 3, 2, 1 minute intervals. When the number zero is displayed visually,
the presiding judge will announce that the team’s presentation is concluded. Teams may ask the
presiding judge for courtesy time to complete a presentation, but the extension of courtesy time
is intended to permit a team to complete a sentence or thought. It should not extend beyond 15
seconds.
d. The Bailiff(s) will also announce the Judge and call the case. Witnesses will be deemed sworn, in
advance of competition.
8.3 Student Attorneys.
a. Roles. The Student Attorney who directly examines a witness is the only attorney who may raise
objections when that same witness is being cross-examined. The student attorney who raises
objections on direct examination must be the same attorney who then cross-examines that
same witness. This same principle applies if a Student Attorney calls for a bench conference; i.e.,
it must be the attorney currently addressing the Court. The student attorney who handles the
opening statement may not perform the closing argument. Each student attorney may conduct
only one direct examination and one cross examination.
b. Addressing the Court. In a traditional mock trial, just as if you were in court, the appropriate way
to address the court is to stand. In the interest of limiting disruption in the virtual competition
process, attorneys shall remain sitting when asking questions or addressing the judge.
c. Appropriate attire, as if you are appearing in court, is expected of all competing team members.
8.4 Evidentiary Materials and Procedure for Introduction of Exhibits.
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a. All witnesses shall have case materials in their possession, but they may only refer to them
when prompted by an examining attorney.
b. Attorneys will not physically approach their witnesses; instead, they will identify the exhibit they
wish to show the witness, and request the Court’s permission for the witness to view it.
c. Attorneys will not be required to confirm they have shown the exhibit to the opposing counsel.
d. When an exhibit or document is shown to a witness, a member of the examining attorney’s
team shall make that document available to all participants via “screen sharing.” The member of
the team posting the exhibit must be a competing team member (including the Bailiff). It is
preferable for teams to separately identify a tech chair who handles evidence and a Bailiff who
handles timekeeping, but your Bailiff may handle both if necessary.
e. Exhibits or other documents posted in this manner will be considered not to have been shown
to the jury unless they are admitted into evidence and formally published to the jury.
Publication to the jury is at the presiding judge’s discretion.
8.5 Objections. Opposing counsel (i.e. the attorney for the other side who is listening to the direct
examination) should keep their camera on but their microphone muted. In the event that counsel
wishes to object, they should quickly unmute themselves in order to object in a timely manner.
8.6 Bench Conferences. Bench conferences may be granted, but must be conducted in open court
during virtual competition.
8.7 Location of Students & Competition. Team members may perform their roles while in the same
room. (This rule has changed since the 2020-21 season.) Please note that the 7.1/“no coaching” rule still
applies.
9. INVENTION OF FACT. This rule shall govern the testimony of all witnesses. Mock Trial competitors
shall advocate as persuasively as possible based on the facts contained in the casebook. Teams must rely
on the facts as stated in the case rather than creating new facts or denying existing facts in order to
benefit their parties.
9.1. Judges’ scoring. If a team demonstrates through impeachment that its opponent has made an
Improper Invention, judges should reflect that violation in the scores by penalizing the violating team,
rewarding the impeaching team, or both.
9.2. Improper Invention. There are two types of Improper Invention: 1) Any instance in which a witness
introduces testimony that contradicts the witness’s affidavit and/or 2) Any instance on direct or redirect
in which an attorney offers, via the testimony of a witness, material facts not included in, or reasonably
inferred from, the witness’ affidavit.
Facts are material if they affect the merits of the case. Facts are not material if they serve only to
provide background information or develop the character of a witness.
A reasonable inference must be a conclusion that a reasonable person would draw from a
particular fact or set of facts contained in the affidavit. An answer does not qualify as a
“reasonable inference” just because it is consistent with the witness affidavit.
For the purposes of Rule 9, an affidavit includes the witness’s sworn statement, as well as any
document in which the witness has stated his or her beliefs, knowledge, opinions or conclusions.
9.3. Trial Remedy for Violations. If the cross-examining attorney believes the witness has made an
Improper Invention, the only available remedy is to impeach the witness using the witness’s affidavit.
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Impeachment may take the form of demonstrating either (1) an inconsistency between the witness’s
affidavit and trial testimony (“impeachment by contradiction”) or (2) that the witness introduced
material facts on direct or redirect that are not stated in or reasonably inferred from the witness’s
affidavit (“impeachment by omission”). The cross-examiner is not permitted to raise an objection to the
judge on the basis of “invention of fact.”
10. EMERGENCIES IN VIRTUAL COMPETITIONS. In the event of technical difficulties during a virtual
competition, the presiding judge shall have discretion to declare a brief recess to resolve technical
difficulties that are substantially impairing a student’s ability to participate in the trial. If the difficulty
cannot be resolved within a reasonable but brief amount of time, then the trial should continue with
another member of the impacted team. Before making an emergency substitution, the impacted team
must make the presiding judge aware by making a statement similar to the following, “Your Honor,
before I begin I would like to inform the Court that I am [insert your name] and I am substituting for
[insert name], who is unable to continue due to technical difficulties.”
The presentation will be scored based on the performance by the initial team member and the
emergency substitute, as a whole.
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PART II: HINTS ON PREPARING FOR A MOCK TRIAL COMPETITION
The following tips were developed by long-time Mock Trial Coaches.
1. Every student, teacher and attorney participating in a team’s preparation should read the entire set of
materials (case and guide) and discuss the information, procedures and rules used in the mock trial
competition. Students: you are ultimately responsible for all of this once Court is in session.
2. Examine and discuss the facts of the case, witness testimony and the points for each side. Record key
information as discussion proceeds so that it can be referred to in the future.
3. Witness’ credibility is very important to a team’s presentation of the case. Witnesses -- move into your
roles and attempt to think as the person you are portraying. Read over your affidavits many times and have
other members of your team ask you questions about the facts until you know them.
4. Student attorneys: you should have primary responsibility for deciding what possible questions should be
asked of each witness on direct and cross-examination. Questions for each witness should be written down
and/or recorded. Write out key points for your opening statements and closing arguments before trial; then,
incorporate any important developments that occurred during the trial. Concise, summary, pertinent
statements which reflect the trial that the Judge just heard are the most compelling and effective. Be
prepared for interruptions by Judges who like to question you, especially during closing arguments.
5. The best teams generally have student attorneys prepare their own questions, with the Teacher and
Attorney Coaches giving the team continual feedback and assistance. Based on these practice sessions,
student attorneys should continue revising questions and witnesses should continue studying their affidavits.
6. As you approach your first round of competition, you should conduct at least one complete trial as a dress
rehearsal. All formalities should be followed and notes should be taken by everyone. Evaluate the team’s
presentation together. Try to schedule this session when your Attorney Coach can attend.
7. Some of the most important skills for team members to learn are:










Deciding which points will prove your side of the case and developing the strategy for proving those
points.
Stating clearly what you intend to prove in an opening statement and then arguing effectively in your
closing that the facts and evidence presented have proven your case.
Following the formality of court; e.g., standing up when the Judge enters or exits the courtroom, or
whenever you address the Bench, and appropriately addressing the Judge as “Your Honor,” etcetera.
Phrasing direct examination questions that are not leading (carefully review the rules of evidence
and watch for this type of questioning in practice sessions).
Refraining from asking so many questions on cross-examination that well-made points are lost.
When a witness has been contradicted or otherwise discredited, learn to limit additional questions,
as they often lessen the impact of previously made points.
Thinking quickly on your feet when a witness gives you an unexpected answer, an attorney asks
unexpected questions, or a Judge throws questions at you.
Recognizing objectionable questions and answers, offering those objections quickly and providing the
appropriate basis for the objection.
Paying attention to all facets of the trial, not just the parts that directly affect your presentation. All
information heard is influential! Learn to listen and incorporate information so that your
presentation, whether as a witness or an attorney, is the most effective it can be.
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The Mock Trial should be as enjoyable as it is educational. When winning becomes your primary
motivation, the entire competition is diminished. Coaches and students should prepare AT LEAST as
much for losing as they do for winning/advancing. Each member of the team, student or coach, is
personally responsible for his/her behavior prior to, during, and at the close of the trial. There are
schools and individuals across the state that are no longer welcome to participate based on previous
behavior.
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Part III: TRIAL PROCEDURES
Before participating in a mock trial, it is important to be familiar with the physical setting of the
courtroom, as well as with the events that generally take place during the competition and the order in
which they occur. This section outlines the usual steps in a “bench” trial that is, without a jury.
1. Courtroom Set-Up
a. Plaintiff/Prosecution will sit closest to the jury box.
b. Defense – will sit on the side of the courtroom that is farthest from the jury box. This is based on the
premise that the defendant is innocent until proven guilty, and so is removed (as far as possible) from
the scrutiny of the court.
c. The Bailiff will sit in either i) the jury box ii) the court reporter’s seat or iii) in another seat so
designated by the Judge, that is equally visible to both parties.
2. The Opening of the Court & Swearing of Witnesses
a. The Bailiff for the Prosecution/Plaintiff will call the Court to order through the following steps:
i. In a loud voice, say, “All rise.” (When the judge enters, all participants should remain standing
until the judge is seated.)
ii. The Bailiff should call the case; i.e., “The Court will now hear the case of ________v.________.”
And announce the judge: “The Honorable ________ presiding.”
b. The judge will permit those in the Court to be seated; then ask the attorneys for each side if they are
ready. The judge will likely ask the parties to identify themselves. This is done in this manner:
One member from each team will state for whom they are there on behalf. For example: "Good
afternoon, Your Honor. I am (Introduce yourself) from (applicable law firm: “Plaxen Adler Muncy”
or “Rifkin Weiner Livingston”) and we represent the (Plaintiff/Defendant)" and then state the
name of your client. "With me are my Co-Counsels," and then introduce your student attorneys.
c. During the course of the trial, the Bailiff for the Defense shall administer the Oath, and ask the
witness to raise his or her right hand: “Do you affirm to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but
the truth under the pains and penalties of perjury?”
3. Opening Statements (5 minutes maximum)
a. Prosecution (criminal case)/ Plaintiff (civil case)
After introducing oneself and one’s colleagues to the judge, the prosecutor or plaintiff’s attorney
summarizes the evidence for the Court which will be presented to prove the case. The Prosecution/
Plaintiff statement should include a description of the facts and circumstances surrounding the case, as
well as a brief summary of the key facts that each witness will reveal during testimony. The Opening
Statement should avoid too much information. It should also avoid argument, as the statement is
specifically to provide facts of the case from the client’s perspective.
b. Defense (criminal or civil case)
After introducing oneself and one’s colleagues to the judge, the defendant’s attorney summarizes the
evidence for the Court which will be presented to rebut the case (or deny the validity of the case) which
the plaintiff has made. It includes facts that tend to weaken the opposition’s case, as well as key facts
that each witness will reveal during testimony. It should avoid repetition of facts that are not in dispute,
as well as strong points of the plaintiff/ prosecution’s case. As with the Plaintiff’s statement, Defense
should avoid argument at this time.
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4. Direct Examination by the Plaintiff/Prosecutor
The prosecutor/ plaintiff’s attorney conducts direct examination (questioning) of each of its own
witnesses. At this time, testimony and other evidence to prove the prosecution’s/plaintiff’s case will be
presented. The purpose of direct examination is to allow the witness to relate the facts to support the
prosecution/plaintiff claim and meet the required burden. It also allows counsel for each side to
establish the credibility of each of their witnesses.
General Suggestions:
 Ask open-ended questions, rather than those that draw a “yes” or “no” response. Questions
that begin with “who,” “what,” “where,” “when,” and “how” or “explain…” and “describe…” are
helpful during direct examination.
 Questions should be clear and concise, and should help guide your witness through direct
examination.
 Witnesses should not narrate too long, as it will likely draw an objection from opposing counsel.
 Do not ask questions that “suggest” a specific answer or response.
5. Cross-Examination by the Defendant’s Attorneys After the attorney for the prosecution/plaintiff has
completed the questioning of a witness, the judge then allows the defense attorney to cross-examine
the witness. The cross-examiner seeks to clarify or cast doubt upon the testimony of the opposing
witness. Inconsistency in stories, bias, and other damaging facts may be pointed out to the judge
through cross-examination.
General Suggestions:
 Use narrow, leading questions that “suggest” an answer to the witness. Ask questions that
require “yes” or “no” responses.
 In general, it is never a good idea to ask questions to which you do not know the answer –
unexpected responses can be costly and may leave you unprepared and off-guard.
 Never ask “why.” You do not want to give a well-prepared witness an opportunity to expand
upon a response.
 Avoid questions that begin with “Isn’t it a fact
that…”, as it allows an opportunistic witness
an opportunity to discredit you.
6. Direct Examination by the Defendant’s Attorneys
Direct examination of each defense witness follows
the same pattern as above which describes the
process for prosecution’s witness. (See #3 above for
suggestions.)
7. Cross-Examination by the Prosecution/ Plaintiff
Cross-examination of each defense witness follows
the same pattern as above for cross-examination by
the defense. (See #4 above for suggestions.)
8. Re-Direct Examination by the Plaintiff/
Prosecution
The Plaintiff’s/Prosecution’s attorney may conduct
re-direct examination of the witness to clarify any
testimony that was cast in doubt or impeached
during cross-examination.

Mann & Risch
410-929-5145
www.mannrisch.com
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9. Re-Cross Examination by the Defense Attorneys
The defense attorneys may re-cross examine the opposing witness to impeach previous testimony.
10. Voir Dire Examination by Either the Plaintiff/ Prosecution or the Defense Attorneys
Voir Dire is the process of asking questions to determine the competence of an alleged expert witness.
Before giving any expert opinion, the witness must be qualified by the court as an expert witness. The
court must first determine whether or not the witness is qualified by knowledge, skills, experience,
training or education to give the anticipated opinion. After the attorney who called the witness
questions him/her about his/her qualifications to give the opinion, and before the court qualifies the
witness as an expert witness, the opposing counsel shall, if he/she chooses to do so, have the
opportunity to conduct a brief cross-examination (called “voir dire”) of the witness’ qualifications. Voir
dire is to be limited to the fair scope of the expert’s report.
11. Closing Arguments (Attorneys) (7 minutes)
For the purposes of the Mock Trial Competition, the first closing argument at all trials shall be that of the
Defense.
a. Defense
A closing argument is a review of the evidence presented. Counsel for the defense reviews the evidence
as presented, indicates how the evidence does not substantiate the elements of a charge or claim,
stresses the facts and law favorable to the defense, and asks for a finding of not guilty (or not at fault)
for the defense.
b. Prosecution/ Plaintiff
The closing argument for the prosecution/plaintiff reviews the evidence presented. The
prosecution’s/plaintiff’s closing argument should indicate how the evidence has satisfied the elements
of a charge, point out the law applicable to the case, and ask for a finding of guilt, or fault on the part of
the defense. Because the burden of proof rests with the prosecution/plaintiff, this side has the final
word.
12. The Judge’s Role and Decision
The judge is the person who presides over the trial to ensure that the parties’ rights are protected and
that the attorneys follow the rules of evidence and trial procedure. In mock trials, the judge also has the
function of determining the facts of the case and rendering a judgment, just as in actual bench trials.
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RULES OF EVIDENCE
INTRODUCTION
In American trials, elaborate rules are used to regulate the admission of proof (i.e., oral or physical
evidence). Rules of Evidence are designed to ensure that both parties receive a fair hearing and to
exclude any evidence deemed irrelevant, incompetent, untrustworthy or unduly prejudicial. If it appears
that a rule of evidence is being violated, an attorney may raise an objection to the judge.
1. Judge decides whether a rule has been violated and whether the evidence must be excluded
from the record of the trial. In the absence of a properly made objection, however, the evidence
will probably be allowed by the judge. The burden is on the attorneys to know the rules, to be
able to use them to present the best possible case, and to limit the actions of opposing counsel
and their witnesses.
2. Formal rules of evidence are quite complicated and differ depending on the court where the
trial occurs. For purposes of this Mock Trial Competition, the rules of evidence have been
modified and simplified. Not all judges will interpret the rules of evidence or procedure the
same way, and you must be prepared to point out the specific rule (quoting it, if necessary) and
to argue persuasively for the interpretation and application of the rule you think proper. No
matter which way the judge rules, attorneys should accept the ruling with grace and courtesy.

ARTICLE I. GENERAL PROVISIONS
Rule 101. Scope. These rules govern all proceedings in the mock trial competition. The only rules of
evidence in the competition are those included in these rules.
Rule 102. Purpose and Construction. These rules should be construed so as to administer every
proceeding fairly, eliminate unjustifiable expense and delay, and ascertain the truth and secure a just
determination.

ARTICLE IV. RELEVANCE AND ITS LIMITS
Rule 401. Test for Relevant Evidence
Evidence is relevant if:
(a) It has any tendency to make a fact more or less probable than it would be without the evidence; and
(b) The fact is of consequence in determining the action
Rule 403. Excluding Relevant Evidence for Prejudice, Confusion, Waste of Time, or Other Reasons.
The court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is substantially outweighed by a danger of
one or more of the following: unfair prejudice, confusing the issues, misleading the jury, undue delay,
wasting time, or needlessly presenting cumulative evidence.
Rule 404. Character Evidence; Crimes or Other Acts.
(a) Character Evidence:
(1) Prohibited Uses: Evidence of a person’s character or character trait is not admissible to prove
that on a particular occasion the person acted in accordance with the character or trait.
(b) Exceptions in a Criminal case:
(1) Evidence of a person’s character or character trait may be admissible for another purpose,
such as proving motive, opportunity, intent, plan, or knowledge.
(2) Evidence of the character or character trait of the defendant, the victim, or any witness
testifying in a case may also be admissible if it shows a pertinent trait. Pertinent traits are
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character traits that relate directly to a particular element of the crime charged or a defense to
that alleged crime.

That is to say, mention of a person’s typical behavior is not usually admissible when trying to prove that
the person behaved in a way that matches the behavior discussed in the current case.

ARTICLE VI. WITNESSES/ WITNESS EXAMINATION
Rule 601. Competency to Testify in General. Every person is competent to be a witness unless these rules
provide otherwise.
Rule 602. Need for Personal Knowledge. A witness may testify to a matter only if evidence is introduced
sufficient to support a finding that the witness has personal knowledge of the matter. Evidence to prove
personal knowledge may consist of the witness’s own testimony. This rule does not apply to a witness’s expert
testimony under Rule 703.
Rule 603. Oath or Affirmation to Testify Truthfully.
Before testifying, every witness is required to declare that the witness will testify truthfully, by oath
provided in these materials. The bailiff shall swear in all witnesses as they take the stand:
Do you promise to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, under the pains and
penalties of perjury?
Rule 607. Who May Impeach a Witness. Any party, including the party that called the witness, may
attack the witness’s credibility.
Rule 608. A Witness’ Character for Truthfulness or Untruthfulness.
(a) Reputation or Opinion Evidence. A witness’s credibility may be attacked or supported by testimony
about the witness’s reputation for having a character for truthfulness or untruthfulness, or by
testimony in the form of an opinion about that character. But evidence of truthful character is
admissible only after the witness’s character for truthfulness has been attacked.
(b) Specific Instances of Conduct. Extrinsic evidence is not admissible to prove specific instances of a
witness’s conduct in order to attack or support the witness’s character for truthfulness. But the
court may, on cross-examination, allow them to be inquired into if they are probative of the
character for truthfulness or untruthfulness of:
(1) the witness; or
(2) another witness whose character the witness being cross-examined has testified about.
By testifying on another matter, a witness does not waive any privilege against self-incrimination for
testimony that relates only to the witness’s character for truthfulness.
Rules 609. Impeachment by evidence of conviction of crime.
(a) Generally. For the purpose of attacking the credibility of a witness, evidence that the witness has
been convicted of a crime shall be admitted if elicited from the witness or established by public
record during examination of the witness, but only if (1) the crime was an infamous crime or other
crime relevant to the witness's credibility and (2) the court determines that the probative value of
admitting this evidence outweighs the danger of unfair prejudice to the witness or the objecting
party.
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(b) Time limit. Evidence of a conviction is not admissible under this Rule if a period of more than 15
years has elapsed since the date of the conviction, except as to a conviction for perjury for which no
time limit applies.
Rule 611. Mode and Order of Examining Witnesses and Presenting Evidence.
(a) Control by the Court; Purposes. The court should exercise reasonable control over the mode and
order of examining witnesses and presenting evidence so as to:
(1) make those procedures effective for determining the truth;
(2) avoid wasting time; and
(3) protect witnesses from harassment or undue embarrassment.
Scope of Direct Examination: Direct questions shall be phrased to elicit facts from the
witness. Witnesses may not be asked leading questions by the attorney who calls
them for direct. A leading question is one that suggests the answer that is
anticipated or desired by counsel; it often suggests a “yes” or “no” answer.
Example of Leading Question: “Mr/s. Smith: “Is it not true that you made several
stops after work before returning home?”
Example of a Direct Question: Mr/s. Smith: “Did you do anything after work, before
returning home?
(b) Scope of Cross-Examination. The scope of cross examination shall not be limited to the scope of the
direct examination, but may inquire into any relevant facts or matters contained in the witness’
statement, including all reasonable inferences that can be drawn from those facts and matters, and
may inquire into any omissions from the witness statement that are otherwise material and
admissible.
Cross examination is the questioning of a witness by an attorney from the opposing
side. An attorney may ask leading questions when cross-examining the opponent’s
witnesses.
In Mock Trial, attorneys are allowed to ask any questions on cross examination about
any matters that are relevant to the case. Witnesses must be called by their own
team and may not be recalled by either side. All questioning of a witness must be
done by both sides in a single appearance on the witness stand.
(c) Leading Questions. Leading questions should not be used on direct examination. Ordinarily, the
court should allow leading questions:
(1) on cross-examination; and
(2) when a party calls a hostile witness, an adverse party, or a witness identified with an adverse
party.
(d) Redirect/Recross. After cross examination, additional questions may be asked by the direct
examining attorney, but questions must be limited to matters raised by the attorney on cross
examination. Likewise, additional questions may be asked by the cross examining attorney on
recross, but such questions must be limited to matters raised on redirect examination and should
avoid repetition.
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(e) Permitted Motions. The only motion permissible is one requesting the judge to strike testimony
following a successful objection to its admission.
Rule 612. Writing Used to Refresh a Witness’s Memory. If a witness is unable to recall a statement
made in an affidavit, the attorney on direct may show that portion of the affidavit that will help the
witness to remember.
Rule 615. Excluding Witnesses. At a party’s request, the court must order witnesses excluded so that
they cannot hear other witnesses’ testimony. Or the court may do so on its own. But this rule does not
authorize excluding a party to the case.
Note: for the purpose of Mock Trial, “excluded” shall mean “constructively excluded.” No competitors
should actually be excluded from the courtroom under this rule, but rather the rule simply indicates that
excluded witnesses must act as if they did not hear testimony from other witnesses or statements made
by attorneys or the judge.

ARTICLE VII. OPINIONS AND EXPERT TESTIMONY
RULE 701. Opinion Testimony by Lay Witnesses. If a witness is not testifying as an expert, testimony in
the form of an opinion is limited to one that is:
(a) rationally based on the witness’s perception;
(b) helpful to clearly understanding the witness’s testimony or to determining a fact in issue; and
(c) not based on scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge within the scope of Rule 702.
Rule 702. Testimony by Expert Witnesses.
A witness who is qualified as an expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education may testify
in the form of an opinion or otherwise if:
(a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will help the trier of fact to
understand the evidence or to determine a fact in issue;
(b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data;
(c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles and methods; and
(d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and methods to the facts of the case.
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A witness cannot give expert opinions under Rule 702 until they have been
offered as an expert by the examining lawyer and recognized as such by
the court. To have an expert witness admitted by the court, first ask the
witness to testify as to their qualifications: education, experience, skills
sets, etc. Then, ask the presiding judge to qualify the witness as an expert
in the field of ____. The presiding judge then asks opposing counsel if they
wish to Voir Dire [vwar deer] the witness.
Voir dire is the process through which expert witnesses are questioned
about their backgrounds and qualifications before being allowed to
present their opinion testimony or testimony on a given subject, in court.
After an attorney who has called a witness questions them about their
qualifications, and before the court qualifies the witness as an expert, the
opposing counsel shall have the opportunity to conduct voir dire.
Once voir dire is completed, opposing counsel may 1) make an objection
as to their being qualified as an expert, 2) request that the court limit their
expert testimony to a more specific matter or subject, or 3) make no
objection about the witness being qualified as an expert. The presiding
judge will them make a ruling regarding the witness being qualified as an
expert.

Rule 703. Bases of an Expert. An expert may base an opinion on facts or data in the case that the expert
has been made aware of or personally observed. If experts in the particular field would reasonably rely
on those kinds of facts or data in forming an opinion on the subject, the need not be admissible for the
opinion to be admitted. But if the facts or data would otherwise be inadmissible, the proponent of the
opinion may disclose them to the jury only if their probative value in helping the jury evaluate the
opinion substantially outweighs their prejudicial effect.
Rule 704. Opinion on the Ultimate Issue. Testimony in the form of an opinion or inference otherwise
admissible is not objectionable merely because it embraces an ultimate issue to be decided by the trier
of fact. Such testimony may be objectionable based on other sections of these Rules.
Rule 705. Disclosing the Facts or Data Underlying an Expert. Unless the court requires otherwise, the
expert may testify in terms of opinion or inference and give reasons without first testifying to the
underlying facts or data. The expert may in any event be required to disclose the underlying facts or
data on cross-examination.

ARTICLE VIII. HEARSAY
RULE 801. Definitions That Apply to This Article; Exclusions from Hearsay.
The following definitions apply under this article:
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(a) Statement. “Statement” means a person’s oral assertion, written assertion, or nonverbal conduct, if
the person intended it as an assertion.
(b) Declarant. “Declarant” means the person who made the statement.
(c) Hearsay. “Hearsay” means a statement that:
(1) the declarant does not make while testifying at the current trial or hearing; and
(2) a party offers in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted in the statement.
(d) Statements That Are Not Hearsay. A statement that meets the following conditions is not hearsay:
(1) A Declarant-Witness’s Prior Statement. The declarant testifies and is subject to crossexamination about a prior statement, and the statement:
(A) is inconsistent with the declarant’s testimony and was given under penalty of perjury at a
trial, hearing, or other proceeding or in a deposition;
(B) is consistent with the declarant’s testimony and is offered:
(i) to rebut an express or implied charge that the declarant recently fabricated it or acted
from a recent improper influence or motive in so testifying; or
(ii) to rehabilitate the declarant’s credibility as a witness when attacked on another ground;
or
(C) identifies a person as someone the declarant perceived earlier.
(2) An Opposing Party’s Statement. The statement is offered against an opposing party and:
(A) was made by the party in an individual or representative capacity;
(B) is one the party manifested that it adopted or believed to be true;
(C) was made by a person whom the party authorized to make a statement on the subject;
(D) was made by the party’s agent or employee on a matter within the scope of that
relationship and while it existed; or
(E) was made by the party’s coconspirator during and in furtherance of the conspiracy.
The statement must be considered but does not by itself establish the declarant’s authority under (C);
the existence or scope of the relationship under (D); or the existence of the conspiracy or participation
in it under (E).
Hearsay generally has a three-step analysis:
1) Is it an out of court statement?
2) If yes, is it offered to prove the truth of what it asserts?
3) If yes, is there an exception that allows the out-of-court statement to be
admitted despite the fact that it is hearsay?
RULE 802. The Rule Against Hearsay. Hearsay is a statement, other than one made by the declarant
while testifying at trial, offered in evidence to prove the truth of the matter asserted made outside of
the courtroom. Statements made outside the courtroom are usually not allowed as evidence if they are
offered in court to show that the statements are true. The most common hearsay problem occurs when
a witness is asked to repeat what another person stated. For the purposes of the Mock Trial
Competition, if a document is stipulated, you may not raise a hearsay objection to it.
RULE 803. Exceptions to the Rule Against Hearsay.
The following are not excluded by the rule against hearsay, regardless of whether the declarant is
available as a witness:
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(a) Present Sense Impression. A statement describing or explaining an event of condition, made while
or immediately after the declarant perceived it.
(b) Excited Utterance. A statement relating to a startling event or condition, made while the declarant
was under the stress of excitement that it caused.
(c) Then-Existing Mental, Emotional or Physical Condition. A statement of the declarant’s then-existing
state of mind (such as motive, intent or plan) or emotional, sensory, or physical condition (such as
mental feeling, pain, or bodily health), but not including a statement of memory or belief to prove
the fact remembered or believed unless it relates to the validity or terms of the declarant’s will.
(d) Business Records. A memorandum, report, record, or data compilation, in any form, of acts, events,
conditions, opinions, or diagnosis, made at or near the time by or from information transmitted by a
person with knowledge, if kept in the course of a regularly conducted business activity, and if it was
the regular practice of that business activity to make the memorandum, report, record, or data
compilation, all as shown by the testimony of the custodian or other qualified witness, unless the
source of the information or the method of circumstances of preparation indicate lack of
trustworthiness, shall be admissible. The term “business” as used in this paragraph includes
business, institution, association, profession, occupation, and callings of every kind, whether or not
conducted for profit.
(e) Public Records. A record or statement of a public office if:
(1) It sets out:
(A) The office’s activities
(B) A matter observed while under a legal duty to report, but not including, in a criminal case, a
matter observed by law enforcement personnel; or
(C) In a civil case or against the government in a criminal case, factual findings from a legally
authorized investigation; and
(2) The opponent does not show that the source of information or other circumstances indicate a
lack of trustworthiness.
Rule 804. Exceptions to the Rule Against Hearsay –When the Declarant Is Unavailable as a Witness.
(a) Criteria for Being Unavailable. A declarant is considered to be unavailable as a witness if the
declarant:
(1) cannot be present or testify at the trial or hearing because of death or a then-existing infirmity,
physical illness, or mental illness; or
(2) is absent from the trial or hearing and the statement’s proponent has not been able, by process
or other reasonable means, to procure the declarant’s attendance or testimony.
Comment: This rule may not be used at trial to assert that a team has “procured” the unavailability
of a witness by choosing not to call that witness.
(b) The Exceptions. The following are not excluded by the rule against hearsay if the declarant is
unavailable as a witness:
(1) Former testimony. Testimony that:
(A) was given as a witness at a trial, hearing, or lawful deposition, whether given during the
current proceeding or a different one; and
(B) is now offered against a party who had – or, in a civil case, whose predecessor in interest had
– an opportunity and similar motive to develop it by direct, cross-, or redirect examination.
(2) Statement Under the Belief of Imminent Death. In a prosecution for homicide or in a civil case, a
statement that the declarant, while believing the declarant’s death to be imminent, made about its
cause or circumstances.
(3) Statement Against Interest. A statement that:
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(A) a reasonable person in the declarant’s position would have made only if the person believed
it to be true because, when made, it was so contrary to the declarant’s proprietary or pecuniary
interest or had so great a tendency to invalidate the declarant’s claim against someone else or
to expose the declarant to civil or criminal liability; and
(B) is supported by corroborating circumstances that clearly indicate its trustworthiness, if it is
offered in a criminal case as one that tends to expose the declarant to criminal liability.
(4) Omitted.
(5) Omitted.
(6) Statement Offered Against a Party That Wrongfully Caused the Declarant’s Unavailability. A
statement offered against a party that wrongfully caused – or acquiesced in wrongfully causing – the
declarant’s unavailability as a witness, and did so intending that result.
Rule 805. Hearsay within Hearsay
Hearsay within hearsay is not excluded by the rule against hearsay if each part of the combined
statement confirms with an exception to the rule.
ARTICLE IX. AUTHENTICATION AND IDENTIFICATION
Rule 901. Evidence may be introduced only if it is contained within the casebook and relevant to the
case. Evidence will not be admitted into evidence until it has been identified and shown to be authentic
or its identification and/or authenticity has been stipulated. Evidence may be admitted before trial upon
stipulation of both parties.
That a document is “authentic” means only that it is what it appears to be, not that the statements in
the document are necessarily true. To satisfy the requirement of authenticating or identifying an item of
evidence, the proponent must produce evidence sufficient to support a finding that the item is what the
proponent claims it is. Evidence that satisfies this requirement may include:
(a) Testimony of a Witness with Knowledge. Testimony that an item is what it is claimed to be.
(b) Distinctive Characteristics and the Like. The appearance, contents, substance, internal patterns, or
other distinctive characteristics of the item, taken together with all the circumstances.
(c) Opinion about a Voice. An opinion identifying a person’s voice – whether heard firsthand or through
mechanical or electronic transmission or recording – based on hearing the voice at any time under
circumstances that connect it with the alleged speaker.
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Objection
Relevance
Substantially
more prejudicial
than probative
Improper
character
evidence

Lack of personal
knowledge/
speculation

Lack of foundation

Beyond the scope

Form of question leading
Form of question compound

MOCK TRIAL OBJECTIONS
Rule Description
401 Evidence is not relevant if it does not make a fact that a party if
trying to prove as part of the claim or defense more or less
probable than it would be without the evidence.
403 A court may exclude relevant evidence if its probative value is
substantially outweighed by a danger of unfair prejudice. By its
nature, all relevant evidence is prejudicial to one side. This rule
generally applies to evidence that could unfairly prejudice the
jury against one side.
404; A number of rules govern whether it is appropriate to introduce
608 affirmative or rebuttal evidence about the character of a witness
and the notice required to introduce such evidence. This
objection is made when improper character evidence has been
given as testimony in court.
Example: "The defendant has always been very rude to me, and
was particularly rude on the day of the incident."
602 A witness may only testify to a fact after foundation has been
laid that the witness has personal knowledge of that fact
through observation or experience. Many teams refer to
testifying to an assumption or fact without personal knowledge
as "speculation." Whenever proper foundation has not been laid
under this rule or others for testimony, "lack of foundation" is
also a proper objection.
Speculation, or someone's idea about what might have
occurred, is generally not permitted. A witness may not jump to
conclusions that are not based on actual experiences or
observations, as this is of little probative value. Some leeway is
allowed for the witness to use their own words, and greater
freedom is generally allowed with expert witnesses.
602 This objection is made when counsel asks a question without
first establishing that the witness has a basis to answer it. This
most frequently occurs when the examining attorney is going
too quickly and not asking preliminary questions that
demonstrate the witness' familiarity with the facts.
611 In Maryland mock trial, the initial cross examination is not
restricted to the content of the direct examination. All
subsequent examinations (beginning with redirect) must be
within the scope of the prior examination.
611 This objection is made when counsel starts arguing with the
witness, badgering a witness, or becoming overly aggressive.
This objection is made by an attorney to protect a witness during
cross examination.
611 This objection is made when counsel asks a compound question.
A compound question asks multiple things.
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Form of question narration

Form of question argumentative
Non-responsive

Asked and
answered

Improper lay
opinion

Improper expert
opinion
Hearsay

Hearsay
exceptions
Authentication

611

This objection is made when either a witness begins telling a
narrative as part of their answer, or counsel's question calls for a
narrative. It is admissible for a witness to testify about what
happened, but they must do so in response to a question. This
objection prevents long winded witness answers.
611 This objection is made when counsel starts arguing with the
witness, badgering a witness, or becoming overly aggressive.
This objection is made by an attorney to protect a witness during
cross examination.
611 This objection is made when a witness does not answer the
question being asked by the attorney. This objection can help an
attorney corral the witness and get a straight answer to
questions the witness may be trying to avoid. Be careful to avoid
making this objection when the witness simply gives a different
answer than what was expected or desired.
611 This objection is made when counsel has asked a question and
received an answer, and asks the same question again. If an
answer is given, a new question must be asked. Counsel can ask
a question multiple times if the witness is not giving a full
answer, is being uncooperative or unresponsive.
701 A “lay” (meaning “non-expert”) witness may only testify to what is
rationally based on their perception, which generally means what
they perceived with their own senses. This rule is closely related
to Rule 602, which requires the witness to have personal
knowledge before testifying about what they know.
702 Expert witnesses are permitted to testify about their opinions, but
they must stay within the boundaries of Rule 702. This rule
provides the necessary qualifications for a court to allow a
witness to testify as an expert.
801- An out-of-court statement (including a statement by the witness
802 on the stand) may not be used to prove the truth of the matter
asserted. That said, there are many exceptions to the hearsay
rule.
803- Provides for exceptions to the hearsay rule in instances when
804 the evidence is technically hearsay, but circumstances would
suggest that it will be reliable.
901 The proponent of a piece of evidence must prove the evidence is
authentic. Rule 901 provides rules for how evidence is
authenticated, and any party may object under Rule 901 if they
believe the proponent of evidence has not proven the evidence
they wish to admit is authentic.
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Please note: Invention of Fact has been removed as both a Rule of Evidence and an Objection. The
thinking behind this is as follows: if a witness tells a falsehood on the stand, it will be better to take
up the issue on cross examination and impeach the witness using their own witness statement. The
effect is two-fold: 1) the witness is shown to have lied, and 2) the judge/jury will see the greater
skill of the crossing attorney.
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SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 1
1. This is a jury trial set in the Circuit Court for Chesapeake County. Chesapeake County is a county
in western Maryland. All venue and jurisdictional requirements have been met.
2. Because this is a jury trial, competitors should direct their arguments to the “members of the
jury.” No judge should ever instruct students to argue this case as a bench trial.
3. The Plaintiff has four witnesses available to testify, and the following rules apply to the Plaintiff
only:
a. The Plaintiff is required to call Hunter Knowles and Rahul Singh.
b. The Plaintiff may call either Elin Sanchez or Jess Leonard. Both Sanchez and Leonard
were present on the exploration trip where Aaron Griggs eventually died.
c. The Plaintiff team must provide notice before trial about which student the Plaintiff
intends to call. The Plaintiff must provide such notice sixty (60) minutes before trial,
either by a pretrial conversation or an email to the Defense team’s designated contact
person.
d. Under no circumstances may a Plaintiff team call both Sanchez and Leonard.
e. Plaintiff teams are free to present their three witnesses in any order.
4. The Defense has three witnesses available to testify and must call all three: Defendant Jodie
Donahue, Monroe Williams, and Salem Harris. Defense teams are also free to present their
three witnesses in any order.
5. Once the Plaintiff has provided notice to the Defense about their selection between the two
optional witnesses, each team must provide the other team with their selected call order and
the pronouns for each witness who will testify at trial.
6. All affidavits and reports including the interview of Jodie Donahue are not exhibits and are not
permitted to be entered into evidence.
7. For the purposes of Maryland Rule of Evidence 615, Defendant Jodie Donahue may serve as
party representative for the Defense. In the event this case is tried in-person, Defendant Jodie
Donahue is permitted to be seated at counsel table. All other witnesses must be constructively
excluded upon a proper Motion to Exclude made by either party, and judges should not
entertain any argument to allow any other witnesses besides Donahue to remain in the
courtroom.
8. The Plaintiff does not have a party representative for the purposes of Rule 615.
9. Exhibit 1 is a photograph of Aaron Griggs. The Plaintiff team is permitted to supply a photograph
of Aaron Griggs for trial. That photograph must be disclosed to the Defense team prior to trial,
and a copy of the photograph must be made available to the Defense team for their use. The
photograph of Aaron Griggs must be of an individual who could reasonably be between 19-20
years old at the time the photograph was taken. Teams may use photographs of a person of any
gender identity, but should be aware that for the purposes of this case Aaron Griggs’ pronouns
are he/him/his. The photograph is not permitted to contain any other individuals, any animals,

1

Both parties agree that the Special Instructions are inadmissible at trial. Teams may direct the Presiding Judge to
the Special Instructions in the event they believe an opposing side is violating the Special Instructions or the Special
Instructions can be used to clarify a question raised by the Presiding Judge.
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10.

11.

12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.

18.

or any information that could possibly relate to this case. For example, the individual portraying
Aaron Griggs may not be wearing a shirt that touts Griggs’s climbing accomplishments.
If the Plaintiff team chooses not to provide a photograph of Aaron Griggs or fails to disclose the
photograph before the trial begins, Exhibit 1 does not exist. Any objections to the use of Exhibit
1 because it does not comply with these rules should be heard by the Presiding Judge.
The photographs depicted in Exhibit 14 fairly and accurately depict the locations they purport to
depict, and the photos contain all relevant photographic information for this case. No party may
argue that one photo does not accurately match another photo, nor may a party argue that
there are missing photographs or that other photographs would materially change the facts of
this case.
Witnesses must acknowledge authorship of any document that purports to be authored by
them and the authenticity of any signature that purports to be theirs. A witness whose affidavit,
deposition, or report states that the witness is familiar with a particular document must
acknowledge, if asked, that the witness is familiar with that document and that the referenced
document is the same version as the corresponding document in the current case.
This is a closed universe case packet. The only legal materials that competitors may mention or
rely upon are the Maryland Rules of Evidence, Statutes, and Case Law provided in this packet. All
participants must acknowledge this if asked by a judge.
All parties have waived objections specifically related to the United States Constitution and no
party may raise any objections related to the United States Constitution.
No witness may refuse to answer any questions and no attorney may instruct a witness not to
respond to a question based on the witness’s Fifth Amendment rights.
Witnesses should feel free to use distinctive accents, speech patterns, and mannerisms - but
these elements must never become material inventions of fact. For example, a witness may not
testify using a distinctive accent and then have an attorney argue in closing that a certain
statement must not have been said by that witness because the person who heard the
statement did not state that they heard the distinctive accent.
Because this is a jury trial, this packet includes Jury Instructions. For the purposes of this trial,
the parties are to assume these Jury Instructions were read aloud by the Presiding Judge to the
panel of jurors. This is done so the jury understands the law they must apply when considering
the facts of the case. Jury Instructions are read to a jury after the last witness has testified and
prior to closing arguments being made by the attorneys. Jury Instructions are created by a
committee of select Judges and Attorneys from the Maryland State Bar Association who are
tasked with coming up with impartial, accurate statements of the law in language
understandable and familiar to someone that does not have legal training. Jurors shall not be
provided with any additional law to the jury instructions, and no team may make a motion to
modify the provided jury instructions in this case.
Exhibit 15A is a transcript of Exhibit 15, which is an audio exhibit. Exhibits 15 and 15A are not
preadmitted, and they must be admitted together. When this trial is held virtually, teams are
permitted to play the audio exhibit on Zoom in any way they choose if the exhibit is admitted
into evidence. When this trial is held in person, teams may use one device to play the audio
exhibit, and that device may be connected to an amplifying speaker if necessary. The device may
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be anything the team chooses, so long as it complies with any courthouse restrictions, and is not
used to violate any rules such as rules on team communication during the trial.
a. For example, a team is permitted to play this exhibit from a phone connected to a
Bluetooth speaker. But the team must ensure that phone is not connected to the
internet and is not used at any other point during trial except to play the exhibit.
19. Teams are not permitted to modify the audio from Exhibit 15 in any way, including slowing
down or speeding up the audio, adjusting the pitch of the audio, or changing the order of the
words in the audio. Team are free to play portions of the audio if they choose, subject to any
objections raised by the opposing team.
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STIPULATIONS
1. Exhibit 1 (the photograph of Aaron Griggs) is pre-admitted and may be used by either party
during opening statements. The only objection permitted to Exhibit 1 is that the photograph
does not follow the Special Instructions or was not disclosed prior to trial.
2. For the convenience of all parties, all potential exhibits have been pre-labeled and prenumbered. These numbers should be used for all purposes at trial regardless of which party
offers an exhibit or what order exhibits are offered.
3. Exhibit 2 (the autopsy report of Aaron Griggs) and Exhibit 3 (the Police Report) are pre-admitted.
They have already been admitted into evidence before trial and all parties have waived
objections to these exhibits. All participants are free to display pre-admitted exhibits at any time
during trial and no one may raise an objection to the admissibility of a pre-admitted exhibit.
a. This stipulation does not prevent teams from objecting to the way a pre-admitted
exhibit is used, if a team believes a pre-admitted exhibit is being used in a manner
prohibited by the Rules of Evidence.
4. Exhibits 4 and 5 are not to scale. Both parties waive all objections to Exhibit 5 based on the map
not being to scale.
5. Exhibits 6, 7 and 8 are screenshots taken from the cellular phone of Elin Sanchez. The
screenshots were taken from 9:50 to 9:53 p.m. on April 21, 2021 and were provided to counsel
for both parties. All parties agree that the contents of those text messages, including names and
timestamps, are accurate.
6. All parties and witnesses are of at least normal intelligence and none has or ever has had a
mental condition that would impact a person’s perception, memory, or ability to respond to
questions on cross examination.
7. All notice requirements have been satisfied for all evidence and exhibits in the case packet and
no party may object at any time that they did not receive proper notice that the other side
intended to use a particular document or piece of evidence.
8. This is a bifurcated trial. Testimony should be limited to evidence relevant to the question of
liability. Testimony going solely to the issue of damages is irrelevant.
9. Officers Sloat and Featherston were killed in a motor vehicle accident on September 21, 2020.
Both officers are unavailable to testify at trial.
10. Exhibit 15 is a radio commercial commissioned by defendant Jodie Donahue. Donahue hired a
local recording artist to record the commercial and paid that artist $150 for their work. Donahue
paid local radio station WHFS $200 per airing, for a total of $600, to air the commercial on April
14, 15, and 16, 2020, at 1:05 p.m., for a total of three times.
11. Exhibit 15A is a fair and accurate transcript of Exhibit 15. All parties agree that Exhibit 15A is
correct and accurate, and no party may dispute the accuracy of the information in Exhibit 15A.
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COMPLAINT
Comes Now, Plaintiff, Michael Griggs as Personal Representative of the Estate of Aaron Griggs,
by and through his attorneys, Plaxen Adler Muncy, P.A., who respectfully represents unto this court as
follows:
COUNT I
NEGLIGENCE
1.

That Plaintiff, Michael Griggs, as Personal Representative of the Estate of Aaron Griggs,

and Aaron Griggs at all times relevant and material hereto has resided in Maryland.
2.

That the Defendant, Jodie Donahue, owned and/or managed the premises, located at

the Donahue property off Chapman Road, in Chesapeake County, Maryland.
3.

That on or about April 18, 2020, Aaron Griggs was walking on the premises owned and

managed by Defendant. Aaron Griggs was at the Donahue property off Chapman Road, in Chesapeake
County, Maryland. Upon entering the property, Aaron Griggs fell through the basement staircase,
causing his death. Defendant knew or should have known of the dangerous condition.
4.

That on or about April 18, 2020, Aaron Griggs was an invitee of Defendant.

5.

That solely as a result of the failure of the Defendant to properly maintain all common

areas in and on the premises, Aaron Griggs sustained severe injuries which caused his death.
6.

That the aforesaid incident occurred as a result of and was proximately caused by the

carelessness and negligence of Defendant, which consisted inter alia of the following particulars:
a.

Failing to properly supervise the common areas in question as to furnish to

Aaron Griggs a safe walkway, free from hazards which were recognized or should have been
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recognized by Defendant, as causing or likely to cause serious physical harm to Aaron Griggs,
and others;
b.

Failing to maintain the above property in a reasonably safe condition to ensure

that Aaron Griggs would not be caused to fall as a result of the dangerous condition which was
known or should have been known to Defendant;
c.

Failing to properly inspect the property, and/or walking area wherein Aaron

Griggs was caused to fall as a result of the dangerous condition;
d.

Failing to maintain the premises owned and/or operated by Defendants in a

reasonably good and safe condition for Aaron Griggs and other invitees to the property;
e.

Failing to warn invitees to Defendant’s property of the hazard which caused

Aaron Griggs’s injuries;
f.

Failing otherwise to comply with applicable laws and regulations of the State of

Maryland and the applicable Federal or local laws and regulations;
g.

Otherwise failing to exercise the reasonable degree of care required under the

circumstances; and
h.
7.

Otherwise being negligent.

That Defendant is the owner and/or operator of the property and surrounding area, was

responsible for maintaining the area in question, including the floor, stairs, and/or walking area, in a
reasonably safe condition for the safe use of lawful visitors to the property.
8.

That Defendant had a responsibility to correct and alleviate any hazardous and/or

dangerous conditions on the property which posed a risk of injury lawful invitees to the property.
9.

That Defendant had a responsibility to warn lawful visitors of the property of any

dangerous conditions on the property and to place appropriate warnings where hazardous conditions
existed.
10.

That notwithstanding said legal duties, Defendant negligently and carelessly allowed the

stairs and walking area of the property to remain in an unsafe condition despite the fact that the
Defendant knew, or in the exercise of reasonable care should have known that the condition of the
premises was hazardous and posed a risk of severe injury to lawful visitors to the property.
11.

That Defendant was negligent and/or careless in failing to take appropriate measures to

warn visitors, and or invitees of the dangerous conditions, in failing to place appropriate warnings of the
hazardous condition, in failing to adequately and promptly correct the dangerous and hazardous
condition created by the stairs and failing to otherwise act with reasonable care as owners, operators,
and or managers responsible for the safe operation and maintenance of the property.
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12.

That Aaron Griggs sustained serious injuries as a direct and proximate result of

Defendant’s negligent and/or careless conduct, including but not limited to failing to inspect the
property, failing to correct an obvious and or known hazardous condition on the property, negligently
fixing a known hazard, failing to warn of a hazardous and or dangerous condition, and in otherwise
failing to maintain the property in a safe condition for visitors, guests, invitees, and or employees.
13.

That as a result of the aforesaid conduct and breach of the duty of care by the

Defendant, Aaron Griggs sustained the injuries causing his death, without any negligence of the Aaron
Griggs contributing thereto.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff, Michael Griggs as Representative of the Estate of Aaron Griggs, demands
judgment in excess of Seventy-Five Thousand Dollars ($75,000.00) plus costs of this suit.
Respectfully Submitted,
/s/
PLAXEN ADLER MUNCY, P.A.
10211 Wincopin Circle, Suite 620
Columbia, Maryland 21044
(410) 469-8275
www.plaxenadler.com
Counsel for Plaintiff
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We are proud to support
MYLaw Mock Trial Teams!
Good luck to all!
Do You Need a Personal Injury Lawyer in Maryland?
If you've been injured, you have special needs. Call the lawyers who handle only personal
injury cases.
At Plaxen Adler Muncy, P.A., our experienced lawyers fight to protect the injured. We handle
your claim from start to finish. We fight to get you the compensation you are entitled to receive.
Our lawyers handle complex and simple injury claims involving:
Auto accidents
Pedestrian and bicycle accidents
Premises liability
Products liability
Dog bites
Medical malpractice
Worker's compensation
Social security disability claims

Evening & Weekend
appointments available
410-730-7737
www.plaxenadler.com
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ANSWER
Jodie Donahue, Defendant herein, by their attorney, Rifkin Weiner Livingston, LLC, files this

Answer, and states:
GENERAL DENIAL OF LIABILITY
1. The Defendant is not indebted as alleged.
2. That Defendant did not commit the wrongs as alleged.
3. That on or about April 18, 2020, Aaron Griggs was a trespasser on Defendant’s property.
4. The Defendant denies each and every allegation contained in the Complaint and demands strict
proof thereof.
AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSES
5.

Plaintiff’s claim is barred by assumption of risk.

6.

That the Defendant specifically denies the existence of any causal connection of the injuries to the
accident alleged.

7.

The Complaint and each and every count therein fails to state a claim upon which relief can be
granted.
WHEREFORE, having fully answered the Complaint, Defendant respectfully requests that same

be dismissed, with costs.
/s/
RIFKIN WEINER LIVINGSTON, LLC
2002 Clipper Park Road, Unit 108
Baltimore, MD 21211
(410) 769-8080
www.rwllaw.com
Counsel for Defendant
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PRETRIAL ORDER REGARDING SALEM HARRIS TESTIMONY
Upon consideration of Plaintiff’s Motion To Exclude Evidence and Testimony of Salem Harris,

and the Defendant’s Response in Opposition to Plaintiff’s Motion to Exclude Evidence and Testimony of
Salem Harris, it is this 14th day of October, 2021, by the Circuit Court for Chesapeake County, hereby:
FOUND that, pursuant to Maryland Rule of Evidence 702, Salem Harris is qualified to testify
about safety standards related to climbing, hiking, outdoor adventuring, and urban exploring; and it is
further
FOUND that this case poses a challenge for both sides in that the safety standards and practices
for exploring abandoned properties are disputable and there is not a clear industry standard. As a result,
each side has enlisted the paid services of different types of expert witnesses. This Court acknowledges
it is possible that Salem Harris could attempt to testify on matters that are outside of Harris’s scope of
expertise based on their experience and training. In the event such testimony occurs, counsel for
Plaintiff is free to raise an objection under Rule 702 and argue the witness has gone beyond their
expertise; and it is therefore ORDERED that Plaintiff’s Motion To Exclude Evidence and Testimony of
Salem Harris is DENIED in part and RESERVED in part; and it is further
ORDERED that the portion of Plaintiff’s Motion that seeks to prevent Salem Harris’ testimony
entirely is DENIED; and it is further
ORDERED that the portion of Plaintiff’s Motion that seeks to limit Harris’ testimony is RESERVED
for the trial judge to decide in the event such an objection is raised at trial.
/s/

Erik Atas

Judge
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PRETRIAL ORDER REGARDING PHOTOGRAPHS
Upon consideration of Defendant’s Motion To Exclude Evidence of Photographs, and the
Plaintiff’s Response in Opposition to Defendant’s Motion To Exclude Evidence of Photographs, and
testimony taken on the record for a pretrial hearing on September 17, 2021, it is this 20th day of
September, 2021, by the Circuit Court for Chesapeake County, hereby:
FOUND that, on September 17, 2021, Inspector Rahul Singh appeared before this court for a
pretrial hearing on the issue of the admissibility of certain photographs taken by Inspector Singh.
Inspector Singh presented several photographs to the court depicting the cabin where Aaron Griggs
died, including the area at the bottom of the stairs where Aaron Griggs’ body was recovered.
Chesapeake Police Officers Charles Carmichael and Devin Woodcomb also testified and produced
several photographs taken at the scene including photographs depicting Aaron Griggs’ body
postmortem; and it is further
FOUND that Defense Counsel has raised an objection to the admissibility of all photographs
depicting the basement area where Aaron Griggs died that were taken after Griggs’ death, including the
postmortem photographs of Aaron Griggs’ body and the photographs of that same location taken by
Inspector Singh approximately two weeks after this incident. Defense Counsel argues those photographs
are inadmissible under Maryland Rules of Evidence 403 as they are unfairly prejudicial and contain little
to no probative value. Counsel for Plaintiff argues these photos contain probative value to help the jury
understand the context surrounding Griggs’ death and to see the impact of the fall that ultimately led to
Griggs’ demise; and it is further
FOUND that this is a bifurcated trial; and it is therefore
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ORDERED that Defendant’s Motion To Exclude Evidence of Photographs is GRANTED in part and
RESERVED in part; and it is further
ORDERED that the only photographs that may be admitted at trial are the photographs this
Court is pre-marking as Exhibit 14A - 14K. These photographs include photographs of the fences on the
Donahue property, external photographs of the cabin where Aaron Griggs died, and internal
photographs of that same cabin. The admissibility of these photographs at trial is RESERVED for the trial
judge; and it is further
ORDERED that all other photographs taken by individuals connected to this proceeding are
excluded under Rules 403 as they are either cumulative to the photographs referenced above or pose a
substantial danger of misleading the jury during the liability portion of trial.

/s/

Ben Garmoe

Judge
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Affidavit of Elin Sanchez
Witness for the Plaintiff
After having been duly sworn by oath, Elin Sanchez hereby states as follows: I am over 18 and
competent to make this affidavit. I was subpoenaed to testify in this trial, and I am not testifying
voluntarily.
My name is Elin Sanchez. I am 20 years old and in my junior year at Catoctin College. I met Aaron
Griggs during freshman orientation in 2019, and I saw Aaron fall to his death. I won’t forget that day for
the rest of my life.
The last thing in the world I want to do is testify at this trial. Aaron was my best friend and I miss
him every day. After he died, I took the rest of the semester off from school and had to talk to a
therapist almost every day for months. I don’t want to think about that day ever again, and I told
Aaron’s family I just couldn’t handle testifying. But they told me I had to - and they sent me a subpoena.
I’m telling you everything I can remember. Everything relevant about what I know about what happened
to Aaron is written in my affidavit.
Back in August of 2019 I started at Catoctin College after finishing my senior year at Park River
High School. I loved that Catoctin was in a quiet area where I could really focus on studying and doing
well in school. I don’t always make friends easily, but I was really fortunate that on my first day of
orientation I was put in a group with Aaron, Jess Leonard, and Monroe Williams. I could tell you so many
stories from that day about how we became fast friends; it was just an instant connection. I think we
talked all night. From then on, we basically did everything together.
I do remember one specific thing that happened a few days after we all met. We were sitting in
the dining hall when Aaron suggested we should try to get on the roof of the administration building. It
was the tallest building on campus and Aaron said he knew how to access the fire escape if “everyone is
up for a little bit of danger.” I didn’t think that was a good idea, but Aaron and Monroe went off and
came back a few hours later claiming they made it to the roof. They didn’t have any pictures so I can’t
tell you if that really happened. But it was definitely the start of a trend with Aaron and what he liked to
do.
Aaron was definitely the type who liked to explore. I remember he told me once that he read
websites about urban exploring. He would talk about how cool it was to go see abandoned properties
and take pictures of all of the empty spaces that were just left to decay over the years. He would invite
me along sometimes, but I was trying to focus on school, so I never went with him. In hindsight, maybe I
should have tagged along a few times, so I was more prepared for what happened on the day he died.
I will say that Aaron did mention safety sometimes. I remember he would talk about how
important it was to have a plan for where you were going. Sometime in October he told me about an
abandoned hospital he was going to explore. It sounded dangerous to me, especially if they were going
to go up or down old sets of stairs, but Aaron told me: “Don’t worry, I have a plan. We’re only going to
go places we can test first to make sure they can hold our weight. I’m not going to let myself get hurt
just to see another corner of an abandoned building.
I was never really interested in joining Aaron on these trips (or Monroe, who I think went with
Aaron a few times), but all of that changed on Halloween in 2019. Our group of four skipped the parties
and stayed in to watch a movie. Jess suggested we watch something funny, but Aaron had a different
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suggestion. He said because it was Halloween, we should watch something scary - and he picked The
Belair Witch Project.
I had never seen that movie before, but I have to admit it was a lot of fun. It definitely got us to
jump a few times and I’m pretty sure I slept with the light on that night. But that’s not what I remember
most from that night. What I remember most is after we finished the movie, we were all sitting in
silence just taking it in, and then Aaron spoke up. He said, “You know… that movie was filmed in
Maryland. Not that far from here, actually.” Monroe laughed and said, “I’m pretty sure we all know
what you’re thinking, Aaron” and we all laughed too. Someone changed the subject, and we didn’t
discuss the movie anymore that night.
But a few weeks later, around Thanksgiving, Aaron sent us all a text message. That’s a
screenshot of our group text in Exhibit 6. (The name of the group chat was “Patapsco4” because we all
lived in Patapsco Hall at school.) I gave that screenshot from my phone to both attorneys in this case,
and everything in that screenshot is accurate. Exhibits 7 and 8 are also screenshots from that same
group text and those are also fair and accurate screenshots. Like you can see in the message, Aaron sent
us a link to a website and said “Hey, remember Belair Witch? Here’s a website run by the person who
owns the land where they filmed that movie. It’s like 20 miles from here! And check out the site - they
sell maps to find the actual cabin where the ending was filmed.”
I have to admit I was intrigued. I clicked through to the website on my phone; you can see the
screenshot of the website in Exhibit 12. I remember looking at this site and feeling a bit unsure. It’s
definitely not a very professional looking website, and I didn’t like how it seemed to be advertising the
place as a tourist attraction. Not that there’s anything wrong with trying to make some money if you
own famous land, but I just didn’t get the sense that the owner was being very careful.
That February, Aaron sent the group another message, which you can see in Exhibit 7. This one I
remember because it really shocked me: Aaron said he had gone to the Belair Witch property on his
own. You can see from those texts he told us he went there at night and wanted to go explore it in the
daytime “when we have permission to be there.” I don’t know this for sure, but I think Aaron might have
been lying about this. Aaron did tend to tell a good story sometimes, and this seemed like something he
would say to impress us.
I didn’t hear anything more from Aaron about this until everything changed in March. Our
campus shut down on March 16th and we all had to go home and finish the semester online. I had to go
back to my parents’ house in Bowie, and my younger sister and I were both doing all of our classes
online. Just a few days later we heard from Aaron again about the Belair Witch property. You can see
those messages in Exhibit 8. He just kept trying to convince us to go explore the place and see what we
could find. I think he would have kept talking about it, but classes started getting a lot harder now that
everything was online, and our group text moved on to other things. No one even responded to those
messages, I think someone just changed the subject. It was definitely difficult not getting to see each
other with how scary everything was that month, and I think we all just sat in our rooms a lot.
In early April we finally decided we were going to see each other. I know the stay-at-home order
was still in effect, but I just couldn’t do another day in my house with my parents hovering over me and
my internet barely supporting two people at a time. My dad even showed up in the background of one
of my Zoom calls during class and made everyone laugh! We decided to meet at a local park near my
house and keep our distance from each other to be safe. It was so nice to just sit as a group and relax
again, even though everything else was terrible.
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Near the end of our time at the park, Aaron brought up the Belair Witch home. He suggested we
go visit it on April 18th. He was right that the date worked well; it was before finals started but after a
lot of our papers were due. Plus, it’s not like we were doing much on the weekends anyways. We all
agreed and made plans to meet there around 2 PM on the 18th. It was just nice to have another date to
look forward to where I knew I would be able to see my friends again.
In the week leading up to the 18th, I did some more research about urban exploring and how to
stay safe. I decided I was going to bring a flashlight and some extra water, and I knew I wasn’t going to
let us do anything illegal. Monroe had some experience exploring with Aaron, and Jess pretty much
went along with what the rest of us did, so I knew it would probably fall to me to be the one thinking
about safety. I will admit I was excited about the idea of seeing such a creepy place in real life, but I was
also really nervous. Aaron had mentioned trying to see where the last scene of the movie was filmed,
and I was pretty sure that was a bad idea.
I remember the day before we went to the property, April 17, I got a call from Aaron. He was
practically shouting. He told me “I heard about the place we’re going on the radio! The commercial said
we could explore every set, and that must include the cabin where they filmed the ending.” I asked him
for more specifics but he just said “this place sounds amazing, I’ll see you tomorrow” and hung up.
It took about an hour to drive from my house to the Belair Witch property, and I got there a few
minutes after everyone else. When I arrived at about 2:15 PM on April 18th, Aaron, Jess and Monroe
were already inside the gift shop. I found them talking to the owner who introduced themselves as Jodie
Donahue.
Donahue was very friendly. In my opinion, Donahue was a bit too friendly. Donahue kept telling
us all about how the movie was filmed on the property and how we needed to check out all these
different spots. Donahue never mentioned anything about safety or needing to be careful, and Donahue
just seemed to want us to explore as much as we could. I figured Donahue knew the property better
than we did and would know if it was safe or not, but that definitely stood out to me.
We stayed for a few more minutes but eventually Aaron bought one of the maps from Donahue
($20 for a map??) and we got ready to head out. As we were leaving, Aaron asked Donahue about the
cabin and whether we could explore inside.
Donahue paused for a moment and responded. As best I can remember, Donahue said “the
cabin is in pretty rough shape, although the basement where the last scene of the movie was filmed is
safe. But the floors on the main level could give you some trouble and it hasn’t been checked out in a
while. Make sure to look out for each other and don’t go anywhere you shouldn’t.”
I started to ask a question to clarify whether we were allowed inside but Donahue cut me off.
“Oh, and of course… take a lot of pictures and share them with other people who might want to explore.
The more people who come here to explore where that movie was filmed, the better things will be for
me.” I started to ask again if we could go inside, but Donahue walked away, and Aaron told me not to
worry about it. I definitely wasn’t clear if we were allowed inside or not, but I thought about it for a
moment and assumed we were fine to go inside since Donahue told us to watch out for the floors and to
take pictures.
We walked out of the gift shop around 2:45 PM and started to walk around the property. I have
to admit, most of it was pretty boring. At first it was fun to wander in and out of the trees like the
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students from the movie, but after a few minutes it all started to look the same, and none of it was
recognizable at all. It only took about a half hour before we started to make our way over to the cabin.
We navigated around the property using the map in Exhibit 4. That map definitely added to the
confusion over whether we could go into the cabin or not. It had the photos of the cabin and all of the
facts about the movie, but it didn’t say anything about the condition of the cabin or what the rules were
for what we could go see. It definitely seemed to feature the cabin though, and that’s where we decided
to head next.
At one point Jess asked if the map said anything about where we could or couldn’t go, and
Aaron said “it definitely says we can go inside the cabin. Why else would they tell us all about the
inside?” The map doesn’t say that directly, but I could see why Aaron would think that, because the map
did talk a lot about the inside of the cabin and doesn’t say anything about the cabin being off-limits. And
it was obvious that Aaron wanted to go inside the cabin, so he also was probably just seeing what he
wanted to see.
We ended up making a full loop and starting to walk north toward the cabin in the same
direction as we started. We passed the campsites again – they were on our left – and then came to a
chain link fence that seemed to go all the way around. We walked around for a minute (and saw the
weak spot in Exhibit 14A and the fallen tree in Exhibit 14K) before we got to the gate in Exhibit 14J. As
you can see from the photo, we were able to walk right through. Just a few seconds after we went
through the fence, Aaron had gotten ahead of the group and was headed toward the cabin. We couldn’t
see the cabin when we first got to the fence, but it came into view soon after we passed the fence.
I decided I needed to at least make us talk about this before we went inside. It was almost 4 PM
at that point and the sun was still up, but it was slowly starting to set and there wasn’t as much light as
there had been earlier. As we got close to the cabin and started to really see its condition, I started to
get concerned. I was shown the photos in Exhibits 14C through 14F before I wrote this affidavit and I
agree that’s how the cabin looked on the day we were there. As you can see from the photos, it doesn’t
look too bad, but it doesn’t look great either.
I told Aaron to stop, and I called the group over. I asked everyone “Are we going to go inside?”
Aaron said yes, and Monroe said yes right after that. Jess and I looked at each other and Jess said they
wanted to at least look inside, but probably not anything more than that. I wasn’t sure how much I
wanted to explore inside either, but I definitely wanted to see what the inside looked like. I remember
the last thing I said before we went in was that we needed to stick together. I wish Aaron had listened to
me.
Aaron walked up to the front of the cabin and grabbed the side of that front door. From these
photos it looks like it might latch closed, but it wasn’t latched that day. As soon as Aaron pulled on the
door, it swung open on the hinges. Aaron and Monroe didn’t hesitate; they were immediately just
wandering all over the inside. I agree that Exhibit 14G is what the cabin looked like that day, and I
thought the floors felt pretty weak. Aaron and Monroe didn’t seem to be checking if the floor could hold
their weight, but nothing happened, and they didn’t fall through so after a minute I started to calm
down.
Jess was still outside and after a few minutes Monroe stepped back out to join Jess. At that
point it was just Aaron and me inside the cabin. Aaron was crouched down at the back of the cabin near
the basement door you can see on the floor in the back of Exhibit 14G. I walked over to stand next to
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him and he looked up at me with a big smile and then pulled that door open. I could make out the first
step at the top and then all I could see was darkness as the steps went into the basement.
I watched as Aaron slowly put his weight onto the stair. He seemed fine, and then he did the
same thing with the second step. He was very cautious with each step and I think he made it down
about five steps before he stopped. He turned back to me and opened his mouth to say something, and
then I heard a loud crunching sound, like several boards breaking all at once. His face changed to one of
surprise and he reached out a hand toward me, but it was too late. The last thing I heard was the sound
of Aaron hitting the basement floor.
Everything seemed to move in slow motion for a moment, but then I remember screaming.
Something in me was able to stay calm enough to stop screaming and tell Monroe and Jess not to run,
and that one of them needed to call 911. Jess yelled back that Jess was near the front entrance, so Jess
went outside and called for an ambulance. Monroe came back inside and found me about 30 seconds
later and we called Aaron’s name for what felt like hours. We talked about trying to get down to where
Aaron was, but there was no way to do it safely.
At some point the police and EMTs arrived at the cabin. Donahue was with them too although I
don’t know who got there first. The EMTs cleared us out and the police separated us and talked to Jess,
Monroe and me about what happened. I told them everything I’ve written in this affidavit and they
eventually let the three of us talk to each other again. We just sat in a circle on the ground in silence,
hoping for what we knew wasn’t going to happen. Eventually the EMTs took Aaron out on a stretcher,
but they weren’t in a hurry. One of them came over to us and told us that Aaron had died.
I’ve seen the photograph of the stairs in Exhibit 14H and I have no idea if that’s how the stairs
looked that day. It was too dark inside the cabin to see whether the stairs were dirty or intact. But I’m
certain that Aaron broke some of those stairs on the way down. I heard the fifth stair crack, the one you
can see in the middle of Exhibit 14H, and I know I heard Aaron hit something else on the way down. I
don’t think those stairs were broken until Aaron fell.
The rest of the day is a blur. Aaron’s parents showed up right before the EMTs left with his body,
and they were screaming and demanding answers from the police. I don’t remember much else, but I do
remember overhearing Donahue telling Aaron’s parents that Donahue had told us not to go inside the
cabin. I saw Donahue gesture in the direction the fence and say “why do you think I put the fence there?
They were never supposed to be inside, it’s obviously not safe.” I didn’t hear any other parts of that
conversation, but it looked like it got pretty heated.
I went home that day and I don’t think I’ve ever really recovered. I’ve spent so much time
wondering whether we should have been inside that cabin, and I don’t really have a great answer. We
did go through the fence, but Donahue told us we would be okay if we looked out for each other! I tried
to do that, but I guess I should have done a better job.
I swear or affirm that everything in this affidavit is true. Before I wrote this affidavit, I was instructed
that I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my testimony in this case, and I
carefully followed those instructions. I am fully aware that I must update this affidavit with any new or
additional information I remember from now until the moment I take the stand to testify at trial.

Elin Sanchez
Elin Sanchez
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Affidavit of Jess Leonard
Witness for the Plaintiff
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After having been duly sworn by oath, Jess Leonard hereby states as follows: I am over 18 and
competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not subpoenaed or compelled to
testify.
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My name is Jess Leonard. I’m 20 years old and I’m a junior at Salisbury University. I was a
freshman at Catoctin College on April 18, 2020 when Aaron Griggs died. I couldn’t go back to school and
face my classmates after what happened to Aaron, so I decided to transfer as far away as I could while
staying in-state. I’m now at Salisbury studying nursing. I didn’t see what happened to Aaron, but I was
inside the cabin when it happened. I don’t think I’ll forget that day for the rest of my life, and I wish I had
done more to help keep our group safe.
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I met Aaron during freshman orientation at Catoctin College. He was so outgoing from the
moment I met him. You know those people where people are just drawn to them? That was who Aaron
was. He just had that infectious energy, and everyone went out of their way to talk to him. He and I
were in the same small group at orientation along with Elin Sanchez and Monroe Williams, and the four
of us became inseparable almost immediately. I know that sounds cliché, but it was like those friend
groups you see in movies. We just immediately trusted each other and did everything together.
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My first semester of freshman year wasn’t always easy, but having Aaron, Elin and Monroe
around made it tolerable. We would spend hours sitting out on the quad eating questionable campus
food and imagining what people were saying to each other. Aaron loved to do this thing where he would
create a scenario in his head about two people talking to each other like British spies. It didn’t matter
who they were, somehow his stories always ended with the people escaping on a helicopter. The four of
us just loved to sit and avoid homework and stress together.
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It was Halloween night that we first watched The Belair Witch Project. Of course, it was Aaron’s
idea; he loved scary movies. Normally we’d all outvote him and watch something that wouldn’t keep us
awake all night, but it was Halloween, so he managed to talk us into it. I didn’t think the movie was that
scary until the very end when they found the abandoned cabin. That scene stuck with me for a long time
even before what happened to Aaron. It just seemed like exactly the type of place that no one should
want to go.
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After we finished the movie that night, we were all sitting in silence processing the ending when
Aaron laughed and said “You know… that movie was filmed in Maryland. Not that far from here,
actually. I bet I could sneak us in there if we went to check it out.” I think Monroe made a joke about
Aaron being obsessed with going places he wasn’t allowed to go and then someone changed the
subject. But that definitely wasn’t the last time Aaron brought up that movie.
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A few weeks later, around Thanksgiving, Aaron sent a text message to our group chat. I
recognize the screenshots in Exhibit 6-8 as our texts, although all the screenshots look like they were
taken from Elin’s phone. They’re all accurate though. You can see in the screenshot that Aaron found
the website for the person who owned the property where Belair Witch was filmed. And he immediately
mentioned the map to the cabin where the ending was filmed. I was just relieved that he didn’t want to
sneak onto the property anymore. I didn’t look at the website and just assumed he was telling the truth
about the cabin being somewhere we could go.
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I guess this would be as good a time as any to mention that Aaron did like to go exploring. I
don’t know that much about what he did or how it worked, but sometimes he would mention that he
liked to go places that were shut down or abandoned. He never specifically mentioned going places that
were off limits, but I assumed that’s what he meant. I don’t think abandoned schools or hospitals just
open their doors to give tours to college students. Monroe apparently went with him sometimes, but I
don’t know much about that either.
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I do remember a conversation I had with Aaron in January of 2020. We were home for winter
break and Aaron called me one night because he couldn’t sleep. He told me he had gone to this
abandoned amusement park recently and he couldn’t stop thinking about going back. I was definitely
concerned about that story. I was worried that he wasn’t being safe enough – he never talked about
what he did to stay safe while exploring, although to be fair I never asked – but I was also worried about
the effect this was having on him. His voice made it sound like he was obsessed with going back to that
park, and he said it was keeping him awake just thinking about it.
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I didn’t feel very comfortable about how he sounded so I actually brought it up to him. I
remember I said to him “Aaron, I think you need to calm down a bit with this exploring. If it’s keeping
you awake just thinking about it then it’s probably not going to be safe for you to keep doing.” Aaron
just laughed in that infectious, disarming way he could and said, “Jess, you worry about me and I
appreciate that, but I’m very careful when I explore – even when I have to sneak in. I just love seeing
places that society has left behind.” I think I just dropped it at that point because I wasn’t going to
change his mind.
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A few weeks later Aaron sent another text to the group, that’s the one in Exhibit 7. And that one
definitely surprised me because Aaron claimed he had gone to the Belair Witch filming site by himself!
You can see from the texts that he says we have to go back as a group because during the day we can
have permission to be there. I took that to mean he went there without permission, but I don’t know if
that’s true. Based on what he told me a few weeks ago though about how much he was obsessed with
exploring, I thought he was telling the truth.
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Of course, we all know what happened next in the world. Campus shut down on March 16th and
we all had to switch to virtual classes. I have four younger siblings – two brothers and two sisters – and
let me tell you: that was a disaster. I basically got nothing done for the next few weeks while we traded
devices and tried not to crash the internet every day. Our group text with Elin, Monroe and Aaron was
just full of complaining about how miserable we all were. That is until Aaron brought up the Belair Witch
filming spot again.
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As you can see in Exhibit 8, Aaron hadn’t forgotten about going to see where Belair Witch was
filmed. He was trying to convince us to go visit the site and I was definitely interested. It’s not like we
were able to do anything else. But you can see from the chat that I think we were all too exhausted and
overwhelmed to respond with much energy. And I’ll give Aaron credit; he dropped the subject and
didn’t push us about it.
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In early April the four of us met up at a park near Elin’s house. Thankfully the weather started to
warm up, so we were able to sit outside for hours and have something that felt like normal. Aaron even
revived his British spy impressions for the few people we saw out walking their dogs. That’s the last
happy memory I have of the four of us together, and it’s a day I’ll remember forever. It was a perfect
spring day and I think we could have sat out there for days if we could have.
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There’s one thing about that day that sticks out to me. It was starting to get dark, and we were
getting ready to leave when Aaron brought up the Belair Witch property. He suggested we go visit on
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April 18th and he said something really interesting. He told us he called the owner, a person named
Jodie, and that Jodie told him we were allowed to explore anywhere on the property we wanted as long
as we bought a map. It’s not like we had anything else to do, so we all agreed to that date. I was a bit
nervous about what to expect but I trusted that Aaron wouldn’t encourage us to do something he
thought was unsafe.
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I didn’t know much about urban exploring, so I called Monroe on April 16th to ask some
questions. Monroe and Aaron liked to go exploring together sometimes and I thought Monroe would be
able to give me an idea of what to expect. Monroe told me that Aaron was very careful and that we
would be fine because this property was mostly just woods and old trails. I asked about the cabin and
Monroe said he talked to Aaron and that Aaron was planning to just take pictures of the outside. That
seemed fine to me and I felt a bit better after that conversation.
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The day before we went, on April 17th, I called Aaron. Aaron said a lot of the same things that
Monroe did. Aaron told me we would only go where we were allowed to go, and that mostly it was just
for the thrill of being in such a spooky place. Aaron also told me he heard a radio commercial that said
we could go anywhere we wanted. I was listening to WHFS that day and actually heard the same
commercial myself, it’s the one in Exhibit 15. I asked Aaron and he said that’s the same one he heard
too. I didn’t think the commercial sounded very official, but Aaron insisted we would be safe, so I
trusted him.
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On the 18th I borrowed my dad’s car and drove to meet Aaron, Monroe and Elin at the Belair
Witch property. I told my dad I was going to the park again which I didn’t feel good about, but I don’t
think he would have let me go if I told the truth. Looking back at what happened, that probably should
have been a warning sign. Either way, I got to the property right at 2 PM and saw Monroe and Aaron
already waiting in the parking lot. Elin was running a few minutes late so the three of us went inside the
smaller building which had a sign saying it was the gift shop.
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There was only one other person in the building. That person came over and introduced
themselves as Jodie Donahue. I immediately liked Jodie; they were warm and welcoming and asked us a
lot of questions about school and how we were holding up during the pandemic. I feel like I’m a good
judge of character and I definitely got the sense that Jodie enjoyed having visitors and liked meeting the
people who came to their property. But I also know that Jodie was trying to sell us maps and other
souvenirs, so Jodie might have just been really good at their job.
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We chatted with Jodie for about 10 minutes before Elin showed up. During those 10 minutes
Jodie told us all about the history of the property and how you could literally retrace the footsteps of
the movie if you knew where to start. Jodie mentioned they were planning on offering guided tours in a
few months to drum up more interest in the property, and even talked about a year-round haunted
house as a future dream. I was expecting more discussion of safety and rules, but they never came up.
Jodie just told stories about how much we could see on the property if we explored the whole place.
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I do remember Jodie telling us a really interesting fact about the cabin. Jodie mentioned that the
outside of the cabin is wooden, but the inside is made of stucco and bricks. According to Jodie, the
producers of the film used cheap local lumber to build the outside so they could spend most of their
limited budget making the inside look as creepy as possible. That’s why the outside and inside walls
don’t seem to match. I’ve never understood why movies do things like that, but it was still interesting to
learn.
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Elin showed up and we bought a map and started to leave so we could start to see the property.
Before we left, Aaron asked Donahue about the cabin. I’m pretty sure Aaron’s exact question was: “We
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can check out the inside of the cabin, right?” The wording might have been slightly different, but I
remember exactly what Donahue said in response. Donahue had a half-smile, like they were trying not
to seem too interested in Aaron’s question, and said “the cabin is in pretty rough shape, but it should be
okay if you’re careful. It hasn’t been checked out in a while, but I don’t think you’ll have an issue in
there. Just be smart and look out for each other.”
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Elin started to ask a question to Donahue, something like “can we go in there or-” when
Donahue cut Elin off and said “Oh, take a lot of pictures while you’re out there and share them with
other people who might want to explore. The more people who come here to explore where that movie
was filmed, the better things will be for me.” Elin seemed to be trying to follow up again, but Donahue’s
phone rang, and they went to answer the call. Aaron looked at us and said, “that’s a good enough yes
for me, let’s go.” We should have stayed and clarified with Donahue again, but I think we were all
anxious to get outside and start exploring, so we left.
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Looking back on this now, I’m not sure if I know what Jodie was trying to say. Aaron asked if we
could go inside, and Jodie said we should be okay if we’re careful. I know that Jodie never specifically
said yes, but they also never said no. If they wanted us to think we weren’t allowed inside the cabin,
they should have answered Aaron’s question.
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We started exploring the property around 3 PM. For the next hour or two we walked through
the woods joking with each other and recreating scenes from the film. At one point Monroe stopped us
all and said, “What was that sound?” We all stopped and were silent, and then Monroe played a
screaming noise from their phone. I think I jumped about a hundred feet in the air, but then we all
couldn’t stop laughing. It just felt so great to be doing something together as friends besides sitting on
Zoom or texting about sitting on Zoom.
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I don’t remember what time we got to the cabin, but I think it was around 4:00 or 4:30 PM. It
was still bright outside, but the sun was slowly starting to go down. Those woods really did create the
effect you see in the movie too. It was pretty dark inside the wooded areas even on a sunny day. I was
glad I wasn’t there by myself and definitely glad we had a map to help us figure out where we were
going. And thankfully we didn’t lose the map unlike the students in the movie.
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Before we could see the cabin, we came to a chain link fence. It looked like it went all the way
around the cabin, but it was hard to tell from where I was standing, and we never checked if it did.
Ordinarily I would see a fence and assume it meant we weren’t allowed to go past it, but after walking
around for a minute we saw several weak spots, including what you can see in Exhibit 14A and 14K.
Then we saw the gate in Exhibit 14J, and it looked like it was partially open. I didn’t know how old the
fence was and whether it was something Donahue put in or wanted us to ignore.
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We all stood there in silence for a minute before I asked if the map said anything about the
fence and whether we can go inside the cabin. Aaron responded right away and said “the map definitely
says we can go inside the cabin, you can see the photos right here. And Donahue never even mentioned
this fence so I think we can ignore it.” I wasn’t sure how I felt about all of that, but Monroe moved first
and walked right through the gate. Aaron followed right after, I went next, and Elin went through last. It
was easy to walk right through the opening you can see in Exhibit 14J, and I didn’t see any signs telling
us not to go through that entrance.
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When the cabin came into view, I immediately felt a chill go down my spine. It looked exactly
like the cabin from the movie except it clearly had sat unused and unmaintained for a long time. You can
see what it looks like in Exhibits 14C through 14F. Even from a distance it looked like it could fall over in
a strong wind.
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By the time I turned back around, Aaron and Monroe were already to the front of the cabin. I
didn’t see them run there but I don’t think they could have made it to that spot without running as soon
as they got through the fence. I was ready to follow them when I heard Elin yell something from behind
me. Elin told them to stop and wait for us to catch up so the four of us could talk about this. The four of
us stood by the front entrance and had a quick conversation
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Elin asked me if I wanted to go inside. I said I wanted to see what it looked like but not much
more than that. I did think we were allowed inside based on what Donahue told us, but I also knew it
wasn’t smart to walk around an abandoned building with a basement. Elin agreed with me that they
wanted to see the inside too, but they told us all to stick together. Elin looked right at Aaron when they
said that, and Aaron grinned and said, “Don’t worry, we’ll all stay together and keep each other safe.” I
really wish Aaron had followed that plan.
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Aaron grabbed that front door that you can see in Exhibits 14C through 14F and pulled it open.
There wasn’t anything holding it closed and it swung open on the hinges with barely any effort. But the
moment the door was open, it was like the conversation we just had hadn’t even happened. Aaron and
Monroe were wandering all over the cabin looking in every corner. I’ve seen Exhibit 14G and I agree
that’s what the inside of the cabin looked like. Elin followed them inside, but I stayed right by the front
entrance.
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I wasn’t thrilled with their decision to rush in, but I did see Aaron carefully stepping from one
spot to the next. It looked like they were trying not to put all of their weight in one spot. I stayed by the
front entrance and tried to keep Aaron and Monroe from doing anything dumb. It’s not a very big cabin
though, and I think after a few minutes Monroe got bored because Monroe stepped back outside.
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Since Elin was with Aaron, I walked back outside and around to the side to see what Monroe
was doing. Monroe had their camera out and were taking some pictures, and I started to give advice on
where to stand for the best lighting when we both heard noises. I remember what I heard as clearly as I
remember anything in my life. I heard a creaking noise, and then a loud crack. It sounded like wood
snapping in two. Maybe a second or two later, I heard Elin start screaming. They weren’t saying words,
they were just letting out this horrible, desperate scream.
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Monroe and I immediately rushed to the front door, but we weren’t sure if the floor had given
in, so we didn’t go inside right away. Monroe slowly made their way across the floor and that’s when I
saw Elin crouched over the door to the basement. I think I just stopped caring about safety at that point,
and I ran across the floor to where Elin and Monroe were located by that basement door.
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I saw Elin on the ground, peering down into the basement. I couldn’t see the stairs because it
was too dark, but it was obvious what happened. Aaron had fallen into the basement. Elin was yelling
Aaron’s name, but he wasn’t responding, and none of us knew what to do. Monroe was panicking and
started to try and push past us to go down the stairs, but Elin and I held Monroe back. I had to yell to get
Monroe’s attention, but I managed to convince them we couldn’t get down there safely and we needed
to call for help.
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I ran back outside of the cabin and searched for cell signal to call 911. It took a few minutes, but
I managed to get through, and police and EMTs were there really fast. One of the EMTs talked to me for
a few minutes to make sure I wasn’t injured, and then I talked to the police about what happened and
told them everything I’ve written in this affidavit. They finally let the three of us talk to each other again
and we just sat on the ground waiting for the inevitable news. We could hear the EMTs working to get to
Aaron, but I could hear them stop rushing when they got to the basement. One of the firefighters came
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over and sat with us for a few minutes and explained that Aaron probably died as soon as he hit the
ground.
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I don’t remember much else about that day, but I do remember one specific interaction. Aaron’s
parents showed up after the EMTs recovered his body and they were talking to the police and the EMTs.
They were obviously upset but they were mostly calm. But then Donahue showed up, way after
everything was done and we were getting ready to leave. I have no idea what took them so long to
arrive, especially with like 50 fire trucks and squad cars flashing sirens and blaring horns on their
property.
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I walked over to Donahue and was about to start yelling at them for telling us it was safe inside
the cabin when Donahue looked at me and said “you ignored the fence! You ignored the signs! Why do
you think I put those there?” I had no idea what Jodie was talking about with signs, because we
definitely didn’t see any signs – and we went past the fence because Jodie didn’t say we couldn’t. But
before I could say anything back, Aaron’s dad ran over and got in Jodie’s face. They screamed at each
other for a few seconds, and I could make out Jodie saying, “It’s obviously not safe” while gesturing at
the cabin, while Aaron’s dad kept yelling, “It’s your fault, it’s your fault” over and over. The police had to
separate them. Aaron’s parents left in an ambulance soon after that.
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I have to admit I think Aaron’s dad is right. Jodie Donahue told us it was safe to go inside the
cabin and never warned us about how dangerous it was to explore. And no, I don’t buy the argument at
all that we should have realized the fence meant we weren’t supposed to go inside. It looked old and
Donahue never mentioned it to us, and they were clearly lying about any signs telling us not to enter. I
blame Donahue for being so desperate to sell their stupid maps that they let my best friend die. There’s
nothing anyone could say to me that would convince me this isn’t Jodie Donahue’s fault, and I hope
Aaron’s parents take every cent that Donahue has.
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I swear or affirm that everything in this affidavit is true. Before I wrote this affidavit, I was
instructed that I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my testimony in this
case, and I carefully followed those instructions. I am fully aware that I must update this affidavit with
any new or additional information I remember from now until the moment I take the stand to testify at
trial.
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Jess Leonard
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Jess Leonard
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Affidavit of Hunter Knowles
Witness for the Plaintiff
After having been duly sworn by oath, Hunter Knowles hereby states as follows: I am over 18
and competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not subpoenaed or compelled
to testify.
My name is Hunter Knowles. I’m 26 years old and I’m a journalist. I spoke to Jodie Donahue
several months before the accident occurred in this case, and I’ve been asked to share everything about
my interaction with Donahue. I take extensive notes for every interview I conduct, and Jodie’s was no
different. I’m using those notes to help make sure I have a clear recollection of our meeting.
I was born here in Chesapeake, but I lived in a lot of places growing up. My parents were
wanderers who loved to see the world, so I remember having to change schools a lot. Some people think
I picked up an accent from one of those places along the way, and maybe I did. That’s not really for me
to decide, I guess.
When I was 16, I started to discover my two passions: writing and exploring. I think I was a
strong writer from a young age, but it didn’t show in school because I had to move around so much.
Sometimes my parents would take us across the world halfway through the school year, right as I was
starting to feel settled wherever we were. It took me a long time to build up the confidence in my
writing, but during my teenage years I started writing on message boards and sharing some of my
stories with other people. I definitely knew that writing was going to be my career at that point.
Of course, moving around the world also meant I got to see some pretty incredible places. And
don’t get me wrong, I loved the major spots like the Eiffel Tower or the Sydney Opera House - but I
started to figure out there was a whole movement of people who wanted to explore the places that no
one else knew about. I started reading and posting on urban explorer websites when I was 16, and it
sparked a lifelong passion for exploration and discovery.
I’ve gotten to see some really unique places through my exploring. A few years ago, I went
through an old hospital for tuberculosis patients, and just a few months ago I went with friends to an
abandoned mall. I don’t really spend any time checking to see if I’m technically allowed inside of these
places, and I suppose it’s possible I might be breaking the law. But my friends and I are careful not to do
anything dangerous and we’re happy to leave if someone asks us.
I ended up going to the University of Maryland, College Park for undergrad and studied in their
journalism school. I worked for the school paper while I was there and covered a wide variety of topics
from football to campus protests. Once I graduated in 2017, I interned at the Hrabowski Gazette for a
few months before landing a full-time job at the Chesapeake Sun. I worked at the Chesapeake Sun for
two years, from September of 2017 to October of 2019. I was initially assigned to the main stories desk
and covered everything from local puff pieces to overnight crime stories. It was a fun job, and I enjoyed
the work, but I spent most of my free time finding new places to explore. I think my bosses noticed a
few times when I was late because I was out the night before checking out a new find or coming back
from a trip, but I was always careful to get my work done on time.
Unfortunately, in October of 2019, I went exploring alone at an abandoned school in southern
Chesapeake County. I rarely go places alone for a few reasons. The primary one is safety because it’s
easier to look out for each other in a group, but it’s also to keep an eye out for security guards or other
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people who might want to cause problems. None of my friends were available that night and I made the
stupid decision to go by myself.
I had gone through the school and taken some pictures and was getting ready to leave when I
turned a corner and saw a Chesapeake Police Officer about 25 feet away. He had his flashlight on, and
he immediately shined it on my face. He stopped me and asked me who I was, and I lied to him and said
I was the owner of the property. That story fell apart quickly when he asked me a few more questions,
and I was arrested and charged with trespassing and making a false statement to police.
I ended up pleading guilty to making a false statement to police. I didn’t have to serve any time
in prison, and I think there’s a chance I can have my conviction expunged in the future if I finish my
probation without any issues. I really regret telling the officer that I was the property owner; I just
panicked in the moment and thought I could talk my way out of the situation. It doesn’t reflect who I am
and it’s not something I would ever do again. I still explore a lot and I still go places that might be offlimits for me, but if I’m ever caught, I’ll just tell the truth about why I’m there.
Unfortunately, my employer found out about my charges and fired me. I tried to explain what
happened, but they just wouldn’t listen. I haven’t had another regular job since losing that job in
October of 2019, and I get by with the revenue from my website and selling some of the old items I find
from my exploring on eBay. A few months after the Sun let me go, I started
“www.ExploreChesapeake.bay” to share some of my stories and photos. (I thought the custom domain
was a nice touch.)
ExploreChesapeake is mostly my own work, but every so often I am contacted by people who
want to feature their property or their work on my site. That’s what happened in January of 2020 when I
got a phone call from Jodie Donahue. I still don’t know how Donahue got my number, but I remember
that call clearly. Donahue told me they owned the property where The Belair Witch Project was
featured, and they were hoping I could interview them and publish a piece about their property on my
site.
I wasn’t sure if I would end up running the piece, but I met Donahue to do the interview because
I thought the movie connection was interesting. And honestly, I really liked Donahue when I first met
them. They were friendly and helpful, and spent a few hours with me going through the history of their
property and how cool it was that so many of the original film locations were still intact.
I don’t record my interviews, but I remember a lot about the conversation I had with Donahue.
You can see the piece I published in Exhibit 11, and I think it’s pretty obvious from that article that
Donahue really wanted people to come check out their property. I kept trying to guide the conversation
away from just promoting their gift shop and toward a substantive discussion of what explorers could
find on Donahue’s property, but it didn’t seem like Donahue cared that much about the specifics.
I didn’t even put the worst quotes into the story. After I closed my notebook, Donahue looked at
me and said, “Okay, so off the record, I can’t actually tell people to go explore the cabin but obviously
that’s where people should go.” I never agreed for this to be off the record which is why I’m sharing it
now. In my opinion, “off the record” only applies if both sides agree to it. Other reporters might see this
differently, but in my experience that’s how “off the record” works. Anyway, I just nodded after
Donahue said that, but Donahue kept going. Donahue told me, “That cabin is in pretty rough shape so I
definitely wouldn’t suggest anyone should go in there alone. I put up a sign to cover any issues, so
hopefully everyone just gets their photos and leaves.”
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I thought that Donahue was done, but they weren’t! Donahue paused again and then said, “And
last thing: I had a call a few weeks ago with the original producers of the film about them possibly
making a sequel! I think if I can build some regular business and intrigue about the property, I’ll be able
to convince them it’s a good decision. And the cabin is the key to that plan.” I thought about putting
those quotes in my story but ultimately decided they didn’t have much to do with what I wanted to
write about. It felt like Donahue was trying to use me for their own publicity, especially with what they
said about a possible sequel, and I didn’t want to be a part of that, so I left all of those quotes out. But
Donahue definitely said those things, I remember it very clearly.
Unfortunately, it turned out that Donahue wasn’t very happy with my story. As you can see in
Exhibit 11, I put some very light criticism at the end. I barely even said anything bad about Donahue!
Apparently even a little bit of gentle critique was too much. Donahue called me out of the blue a few
days after the piece went up and screamed into the phone that I was a “lousy no-good joke of a
journalist who wouldn’t know a good story if it punched me in the face.” Donahue also yelled, “If a good
story didn’t punch me in the face, maybe they would.” Donahue told me they were going to make sure
my story wasn’t read by anyone else, and then they hung up.
A few days later I woke up and checked my site and it was down. I checked the traffic trackers
for the site, and they were off the charts, like hundreds of thousands of views in just a few hours, from
all over the world. I’m not a computer expert but I knew what this was: it was a DDoS attack. (That’s
short for “distributed denial of service” attack.) That’s where someone hires a company to flood a
website with traffic until it crashes because the servers are overloaded. My site was down for almost a
month because of this attack, and I had to spend almost $2,000 to get someone to help me fix it. I lost
thousands of dollars in advertising revenue during that month as well.
Obviously, I can’t prove that Jodie Donahue attacked my site. I’m not great with technology and
I can’t afford to hire someone to investigate what happened. But let’s be real here: of course, I blame
Donahue! Who else could it have possibly been? It’s absurd to claim it’s just a coincidence that Donahue
threatened me and specifically said they would make sure no one could read my story, and then a few
days later my website was taken down. Before the attack I was averaging barely 5000 unique views per
month; there’s no one else out there who would want to target my site, and I never got any demands
from hackers or anything like that. I’m absolutely certain it was Donahue who paid someone to attack
my site.
I don’t really have a good thing to say about Donahue. They came in, tried to use my livelihood
for their own personal gain, threatened me, and then came after my only reliable source of income. I’m
happy to testify here and tell you the truth about Donahue if it helps the Griggs family take Donahue
down. I swear or affirm that everything in this affidavit is true. Before I wrote this affidavit, I was
instructed that I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my testimony in this
case, and I carefully followed those instructions. I am fully aware that I must update this affidavit with
any new or additional information I remember from now until the moment I take the stand to testify at
trial.

Hunter Knowles
Hunter Knowles
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Report of Inspector Rahul Singh
Witness for the Plaintiff
Introduction
My name is Rahul Singh. I’m a senior inspector for Brickchecker of Lesser Chesapeake. On May 2, 2020 I
was hired by the family of Aaron Griggs to perform a property inspection of the land owned by Jodie
Donahue, and specifically the abandoned cabin on Donahue’s property where Aaron Griggs died.
Background and Qualifications
I graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Maryland,
Baltimore County (UMBC) in 2011. Upon graduating I began a 150-hour course with Inspection and
Training of Maryland (ITM) to gain my certification in home inspection. I passed that course with an Aand passed the National Home Inspector Examination. I also completed the required 72-hour on site
experience training through ITM and was certified in Maryland as a Home Inspector in 2012. I was hired
by Brickchecker of Lesser Chesapeake in 2012 as a home inspector.
I worked full-time as a home inspector at Brickchecker for three years before beginning an additional
certification process to be certified as a Commercial Inspector. I sat for several classes with the
Commercial Property Inspectors Association (CPIA) on topics like structural evaluation, code inspection
and compliance review, roof inspection for commercial buildings, and several other similar topics to
prepare me to inspect a broad variety of buildings and structures. While there is not a specific
certification for Commercial Property Inspection in Maryland, I passed the certification course with CPIA
in 2016. That allows me to refer to myself as a Certified Commercial Property Inspector.
Upon passing the CPIA inspection in 2016, I began to broaden my work with Brickchecker and was
promoted to Senior Inspector. (I’m not even 35 yet though, so the “senior” refers to the job title and not
to me.) Brickchecker is a full-service inspection agency, and we provide services to many different types
of properties. For most of 2016 and all of 2017, I split my work about 50/50 between standard home
inspections and commercial inspections. In 2018 and 2019, my primary focus was commercial
inspections. I would estimate I did about 80% commercial inspections and 20% home inspections from
2018-19.
In March of 2020 (I believe the exact date was March 22, 2020) I was furloughed when our office closed
temporarily due to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. I was unemployed for approximately a month
until April 21, 2020 when Brickchecker brought me back on due to the rapidly growing real estate
market. During the approximately one month where I was unemployed, I did not complete any
inspections. I focused on home inspections exclusively from April 21, 2020 when I was re-hired until May
2, 2020 when our company was contacted by the family of Aaron Griggs and asked to perform an
inspection of the Donahue property and the cabin where Aaron Griggs died. At the time of this request, I
was the most experienced inspector on staff with a commercial property inspection license, so I was
assigned to complete the inspection. While the Donahue property is not technically a commercial
property, nor is it a workplace which is why I think there was no OSHA inspection, it presented enough
unique challenges that my supervisors felt I should handle the inspection.
At the time of this inspection, I would estimate I have performed approximately 800 home inspections
and 350 commercial property inspections. Of those inspections, less than 20 have been of what I would
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call “abandoned” property. Hundreds of those inspections were of “vacant” property, which I consider
property that has been unused for less than six months and is being maintained by an owner or manager
who intends to use or have someone occupy the property in the near future.
Abandoned buildings, where the owner makes little to no effort to maintain the property and has no
intention for the property to be occupied in the near future, are simply not inspected often. Abandoned
buildings are bought and sold at lower rates than maintained property, and inspections are often not
necessary for abandoned buildings because new owners will typically demolish existing structures and
start with a ground inspection. As a result, I do not have extensive experience with inspections of
property similar to the Donahue land and the abandoned cabin on the Donahue property. That said, all
of the same principles and basic rules apply for an inspection of this nature and I was fully qualified and
capable to complete this inspection.
One last note about my qualifications: both of my certifications require 10 hours of continuing education
courses each year. I have completed exactly 10 hours of continuing education each year as required and
can provide documentation of those courses upon request.
Inspection Parameters and Materials Reviewed
My inspection in this case had two components. First, I did a walk-through inspection of the entire
Donahue property. Second, I focused on the area surrounding the abandoned cabin where Aaron Griggs
died, and I inspected the interior of that cabin extensively.
I relied on several documents and exhibits when preparing this report. I took several photographs during
my inspection of the property, which can be seen in Exhibits 14A through 14K. I took photographs of the
area of the basement where Aaron Griggs passed away, but those photographs are not included in this
report because of a court order. I also reviewed copies of the map sold by Donahue at their store, and
you can see that map in Exhibit 4. I did not review any witness statements or conduct any interviews, as
doing so could potentially bias my inspection of the property.
I utilized relevant safety standards in the field of property inspection, and I followed what is referred to
in my field as the OED method. That stands for “observe, examine, and document.” I first observe the
property and look for any obvious surface-level problems. I then do a thorough and complete
examination of all areas of the property. Finally, I document all of my findings in a comprehensive report
like this one. The OED method is standard in my field and I learned it during my ITM certification
courses. It is used by hundreds of thousands of property inspectors across the world.
All of my methods used are reliable and accurate, and I had sufficient facts and data to reach all of my
conclusions. I reliably applied the OED method to the facts of this case, and I used my scientific and
technical knowledge to reach all of my conclusions to a reasonable degree of professional certainty.
Safety Standards
Many of the standard checklists for inspections were inapplicable in this case because of the unique
nature of the property. When I inspect commercial buildings, for example, I look for whether electrical
and plumbing lines are secured and wired correctly. When I inspect homes, I look for any potential
issues with the structure or invasive pests. In this instance, I had to use my knowledge to develop a
checklist I could apply to these unique circumstances.
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I knew very little about this case going into my inspection, which was by design to prevent any potential
bias. That said, I needed some basic information to help guide the development of safety standards. I
spoke to Officer Karen Featherston of the Chesapeake Police Department and requested a brief
overview of the facts and issues of this case. She relayed the following information to me:
1. The property was mostly outdoors but had three structures: a two-story home, a single
story converted garage (the “gift shop”), and an abandoned cabin that had never been used
as a residence.
2. Aaron Griggs was the deceased party and they had gone to the property to explore because
it was the site of filming for a film.
3. The owner, Jodie Donahue, welcomed visitors to their property, but there was an open
question about whether the students including Griggs were permitted to be inside the
cabin.
4. Officer Featherston also asked me to examine whether the signage and other measures
were compliant with safety standards in my industry to prevent harm to visitors to the
property.
I should make one note here for completeness. Once Officer Featherston completed relying this
information, I thanked her and began to end the call. Before I was able to do so, she started speaking
again and said this was “off the record.” I am not a journalist and that term is not applicable to me, so I
said nothing and did not agree to that arrangement. Officer Featherston spoke again and said, “Look,
this Donahue person is a smug jerk, and a kid is dead because of their stupid maps. I don’t want you to
write anything that isn’t true, but I expect this report to come out the way we need it.” I told Officer
Featherston I thought that request was extremely inappropriate, and I ended the call. I did not report
the exchange to anyone at the Chesapeake Police Department, and I simply resolved to do what I do in
all of my cases: complete a fair and impartial review of the information I discover during my inspection.
Based on the information given to me by Officer Featherston, I decided to focus on two crucial questions
related to safety:
1. Did Jodie Donahue provide sufficient information and/or communication to clearly indicate
whether visitors to the property were permitted to enter the cabin where Aaron Griggs passed
away?
2. Did Jodie Donahue take reasonable steps to secure the abandoned cabin such that a visitor to
the property would not be exposed to unsafe conditions?
As a safety inspector, it’s my job to make sure properties are compliant with Chesapeake County Codes
related to construction and maintenance. But the basic standard of all codes is that property must be
safe for a reasonable person to function without being exposed to unsafe conditions. I used that basic
standard of “reasonable care” to reach my conclusions in this case.
Conclusions
I reached three conclusions in this case, although only two of them are connected to the events that led
to Aaron Griggs’ death.
As it pertains to the surrounding Donahue property, I found nothing remarkable during my inspection.
Most of the property consists of several acres of forest land with no structures or inhabitable buildings.
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The two inhabitable structures other than the abandoned cabin are Jodie Donahue’s residence and the
building next door that holds the small gift shop. (Perhaps “held” the small gift shop is a better term, as
the gift shop appeared to be closed and shut down when I visited the property.) I did not inspect either
of those buildings as they had no information that would impact my investigation of Aaron Griggs’
death.
I have two conclusions related to the abandoned cabin and the area surrounding that cabin. They are:
1. Jodie Donahue did not provide sufficient signage to warn potential visitors that the cabin was
dangerous and may have quietly encouraged visitors to explore the cabin area despite making
no effort to ensure it was safe. This is a violation of reasonable care.
2. Jodie Donahue’s attempts to secure the abandoned cabin were woefully inadequate and
constitute clear violations of reasonable care.
Narrative of Inspection and Conclusions
I arrived at the Donahue property at 8:30 AM on Monday, May 4, 2020. I was given permission to
inspect the property by Jodie Donahue’s attorneys, but Donahue themself did not appear to be present
for my inspection. If they were on the property at the time, I did not see them.
Before arriving at the property, I asked Donahue’s attorneys if Donahue had made any changes to the
property between the end of the police investigation and my arrival to the property. They assured me
Donahue had made no changes and had not gone near the cabin since the accident. I have no way of
verifying this information, although I did not notice anything that appeared to show evidence of
tampering or recent modifications to the property. I also spoke to Officer Charles Carmichael, one of the
responding officers after the accident, who assured me that police and emergency personnel were
careful not to disturb the scene aside from the removal of Griggs’ body.
I parked in the driveway near the Donahue residence and did a brief visual inspection of the two
buildings that contain Donahue’s home and the formerly operational gift shop. Both were unremarkable
and appeared to be well-maintained. I did not consider either building to be relevant to my inspection.
I began to walk the property in broad circles, slowly making my way around the area with the goal of
ending my inspection in the area where the abandoned cabin is situated. As you can see in Exhibit 4, the
cabin sits roughly in the center of the property, so this technique allowed me to quickly view the
remainder of the property before arriving at the area where I believed I would need to spend the most
time.
As noted above, the remainder of the property was also unremarkable. Donahue owns several acres of
forest land that were depicted in various scenes within The Belair Witch Project. These areas contained
the natural, inherent dangers of walking through a forested area, such as downed trees or uneven
pathways, but they were moderately easy to navigate, and I did not note anything that impacted my
conclusions related to the area where the abandoned cabin is located.
About 1.5 hours after I began my inspection of the property, I first encountered a chain link fence that
surrounded the area where the abandoned cabin is located. I walked the entire perimeter of that fence
and documented its condition. Most of the fence was in decent to good condition, although some areas
were poorly maintained or impacted by falling trees. You can see in Exhibit 14A as well as Exhibits 14J
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and 14K, that several areas of the fence are broken and not properly maintained. Exhibit 14A was taken
on the southern edge of the fence, approximately due north from where the campsites are located on
Exhibit 4. Exhibits 14J and 14K are also taken on the southern edge of the property. Exhibit 14A is
roughly in the middle of the fence, Exhibit 14J is about 200 yards to the left of Exhibit 14A, and Exhibit
14K is about 150 yards to the right of Exhibit 14A. Because of these areas in the fence where it was not
properly maintained, as well as the gate entrance in Exhibit 14J, the fence was not a meaningful obstacle
to anyone who wanted to enter the cabin.
There was essentially no signage warning people not to enter the area inside of the chain link fence. I
found one faded “No Trespassing” sign on the north side of the property that faces away from the
Donahue home. That sign can be seen in Exhibit 14B. I noticed the sign because I was carefully
documenting the property as a part of my inspection, but someone else could easily miss that sign if
they did not walk around to the area of the property where it was located.
I found two copies of the printed map that Donahue sold at the gift shop and provided to me. Both were
located inside of the fence in the area depicted in Exhibit 4. (I did not take a photograph of the maps
from where I found them.) One of the maps had a handwritten note in black sharpie on it with an arrow
pointing at the photo of the basement. It read “check this out! Looks just like the movie!” You can see
the photo I took of that map in Exhibit 5 with Officer Michael Sloat holding the document. I
photographed that map and then provided the original copy to Officer Sloat of the Chesapeake Police
Department.
I was very concerned by these observations. It might seem like the presence of a fence is sufficient to
indicate to explorers or visitors that they are not permitted to enter, but that’s not actually true. As I
discussed in my mention of safety standards, property owners need to communicate clear instructions
for what areas are safe or off limits. A fence may be on a property to keep out wildlife or children. This
fence had several areas that were improperly maintained. And perhaps most importantly, Exhibit 14J
shows a gate that is at least partially open. It is reasonable to imagine someone could see that gate, with
no signage around it, and believe they were permitted to go beyond the gate.
Additionally, there is evidence in this case that I will discuss later to suggest that Donahue wanted
visitors to ignore that fence. The lack of maintenance or signage on the fence was a clear violation of
reasonable care and industry standards related to safe maintenance of property, and it increased the
possibility that someone would bypass the fence and be exposed to a dangerous property.
Once I had fully examined the area outside of the fence, I passed through the fence in the area shown in
Exhibit 14J. I was able to walk through the gate with no difficulty. From there I began to approach the
cabin.
My immediate impression of the cabin is that it was obviously abandoned and in a state of moderate
disrepair. As you can see from the photographs, I took shown in Exhibits 14C through 14F, the exterior
of the building does appear to be mostly intact. But you can also see clear signs of weathering and wear
on the external building materials. This should have been a clear warning sign to Aaron Griggs and the
others with him that the cabin may be unsafe.
That visual appearance does not absolve Donahue of their responsibility to follow best practices for
safely maintaining their property. The entrances to the cabin were entirely unsecured. I was able to
easily pull open the front door and enter the cabin without any resistance. There were no plywood
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barriers to keep me out, no fencing or other security barriers around the cabin, and no signs or writing
on the cabin itself warning potential visitors not to enter the cabin.
Once inside of the cabin I carefully inspected the interior. I was aware that Griggs fell to his death in the
basement and thus knew there was a basement below me, and the floor could potentially cave in. I used
rocks I collected during my walkthrough of the property to test if sections of the floor could withstand
pressure before stepping on them, and I only examined portions of the cabin where I felt I could safely
walk without risk of injury. The photograph of the interior of the cabin can be seen in Exhibit 14G. While
it is only one photograph, it depicts the entire interior area of the main cabin.
Once I had inspected the main level of the cabin, I found the door that led to the basement stairway.
That door is visible in the back of the room in Exhibit 14G. Once I used my flashlight to illuminate the
stairs to the basement, I could clearly see the step about five steps down where Aaron Griggs had fallen
through to the ground below. There was limited daylight in the cabin, so I used a tripod and flood light
to illuminate the basement from the top of the stairs. From my position at the top of the stairs I could
see the area where Griggs fell to their death. I did take photographs of that area, but they are not
included in this report by court order, and they played no role in my final conclusions.
I used a pulley anchored to one of the trees behind the cabin to slowly lower myself into the basement
without using the stairs. Once in the basement, I set up another flood light and took the photographs
depicted in Exhibit 14H and 14I. As you can see from Exhibit 14H, the stairs to the basement have
extensive debris on them and appear to be weak and in need of repair. I did not attempt to test if any of
the other stairs would hold my weight as I did not want to disturb the scene if a criminal investigation
was still underway.
Ultimately my time inside the cabin led me to my second conclusion about the safety risks that Donahue
allowed to exist. That cabin was an extremely dangerous building and in my professional opinion it
would have been impossible for anyone to explore the entirety of the interior structure without
suffering significant injury. While I did not use any tools to determine the strength of the floor or the
basement stairs, and none of the floor areas broke or caved when I placed rocks on them to test their
strength, I could feel the floor bending under my weight at multiple points during the inspection. This
cabin was a death trap, and it is tragic that Aaron Griggs was allowed to enter and was not warned of
the potential risks.
I’m not a lawyer so I can’t speak about whether Griggs should have been able to know the cabin was
dangerous simply by looking at it. But in my opinion, that does not absolve Donahue of their affirmative
duty as a property owner to follow best practices and to use reasonable care when securing and
maintaining their property. Donahue’s failure to warn visitors of potential danger in and around the
cabin was made even worse by the fact that Donahue invited those visitors to explore Donahue’s
property.
It is my professional opinion that Jodie Donahue did not properly maintain their property, did not
properly indicate what areas of the property were off-limits to visitors, and made no effort to secure the
cabin where Aaron Griggs died. These conclusions amount to violations of safety standards that all
property owners are expected to follow, and they are unacceptable lapses that may have caused a
young man to die.
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Outside Investigation
I do not typically conduct outside research when inspecting a property. In this case, however, I felt it was
necessary to determine if Donahue was using other methods to adhere to the safety standards I just
discussed. If, for example, Donahue was telling visitors clearly that the fence was meant to keep them
away from the cabin and that the cabin was unsafe for exploration, this could possibly change or at least
impact my conclusions.
I first looked at the map of the Donahue land that Donahue was selling in the gift shop. That’s the map
shown in Exhibit 4 and the map shown in Exhibit 5 that I found on the property. The map was very
concerning to me because it does not contain any warnings to suggest the cabin is off limits. It clearly
marks the cabin’s location, discusses facts that could encourage people to enter the cabin, and does not
provide clear instructions to visitors on where they are allowed to go or areas they should avoid. This
was very concerning to me and it added to my belief that Donahue did not properly warn visitors of the
dangers inside the abandoned cabin.
I also wanted to gather more information about the copies of the map I found inside the fence
surrounding the cabin. While I was not able to ask Donahue directly about the handwriting, I was able to
find a copy of Donahue’s resume from LinkedOn. I contacted Donahue’s previous employer, a local
bowling alley about 20 miles from the property I inspected. I set up a meeting with two individuals who
claimed to have worked with Donahue and had seen Donahue’s handwriting extensively because the
system at the bowling alley required them to write all scores and receipts by hand. Both individuals
asked that I not use their name in this report, but they both agreed the handwriting on Exhibit 5 is
Donahue’s.
I attempted to verify this information but was only able to reach one other person who claimed
knowledge of Donahue’s handwriting: a former college professor who had seen Donahue’s handwriting
approximately ten years before our interview. That professor also requested to remain anonymous but
agreed the handwriting appeared to belong to Donahue.
If the handwriting on Exhibit 5 is indeed Donahue’s handwriting, that is very concerning to me because it
suggests that Donahue may have intended to encourage people to explore inside the cabin where Aaron
Griggs died. I cannot offer an opinion as to whether the handwriting is Donahue’s, but I can say that if it
is, that map certainly represents a gross violation of safety standards for property owners.

Rahul Singh

Rahul Singh
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Affidavit of Monroe Williams
Witness for the Defense
After having been duly sworn by oath, Monroe Williams hereby states as follows: I am over 18
and competent to make this affidavit. I am testifying voluntarily and was not subpoenaed or compelled
to testify.
My name is Monroe Williams, and I’m 21 years old. I was a freshman at Catoctin College back in
2020 when Aaron Griggs died. I finished my first year but then left school and haven’t really found the
right path since then. I’ve done some odd jobs and tried a few classes at community college, but nothing
has stuck. It’s definitely not easy for me to talk about what happened to Aaron but I’m going to do my
best to recall what happened.
I met Aaron at freshman orientation back in fall of 2019. We had to do one of those welcome
sessions where you were put at a table with a bunch of strangers and work together to solve some
puzzles. It was like a mini-escape room except we were seated at a table and our orientation guide kept
yelling motivational phrases at us. (College is weird sometimes.) But Aaron, Jess Leonard, Elin Sanchez
and I just figured out right away that we were a great match. Aaron and Elin figured out one of the last
clues and we all cheered, which made our orientation guide cheer so loud that Jess knocked Jess’s water
off the table. It’s one of those memories that I can’t help but look back on and laugh.
The four of us basically saw each other every day after that. We would spend hours at each
other’s dorms playing games, watching movies, and helping each other navigate the chaos of freshman
year. We just clicked, and it was so easy to spend time together and not worry about all of the pressure
and the social challenges that come with adjusting to a new place and new people. Aaron was about as
loyal of a friend as you can imagine. I miss him a lot these days.
About a month after classes started, Aaron pulled me aside and asked me if I wanted to go
exploring with him. I asked him why he was talking to me alone and not Elin and Jess, and he said “I
don’t think they’re quite ready for what I have in mind. I want to explore some places where we might
have to take a few risks.” He showed me a few pictures on his phone of abandoned hospitals, run down
schools, and even an abandoned amusement park. I had never done that type of exploring before but
I’m not one to back down from a challenge, so I was definitely in.
Every few weeks I would tag along with Aaron and go exploring. And at first it was great. We
would do safety checks before we went inside, we would stay within a few feet of each other, and I
really felt like we were discovering new places and seeing amazing things without taking unnecessary
risks. But over time, things changed. We started doing less safety checks, we started branching out into
more dangerous places, and sometimes Aaron would go off on his own when I would stop because I
didn’t feel comfortable. I didn’t feel great about that part of our exploring, but aside from that it was an
amazing experience to see these creepy places that society has left behind.
Of course, Aaron’s attention became focused on a new place around Halloween of 2019. On
Halloween night we all watched The Belair Witch Project at Aaron’s insistence. I hadn’t seen that movie
before, but I loved it. The entire premise was so creepy, and it really surprised me a few times. The
ending especially was the scariest scene I’ve ever seen, and I’m pretty sure we all screamed at the very
end. I remember we put on some dumb comedy show after that and turned all the lights on so we could
try to calm down and get some sleep.
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But that was the same night that Aaron mentioned The Belair Witch Project was actually filmed
in Maryland. He told us it wasn’t too far from where we were, and he said he looked it up and the cabin
where the final scene was filmed is still there. A few weeks later, Aaron Griggs showed the website to
Williams on 11/13/19 where he learned was maintained by Jodie Donahue. The screenshot in Exhibit 12
is an accurate depiction of what I saw on Donahue’s website about the Belair Witch property. I was
definitely surprised that we were allowed to visit the filming locations, but I didn’t see anything telling
us we were allowed to go inside the cabin where the last scene was filmed.
Over the next few months, Aaron would bring up the Belair Witch property every so often. You
can see in Exhibits 6 through 8 that he mentioned it a lot in our group texts and was really pushing us to
go check it out. And for me it wasn’t that I didn’t want to; I thought it was a great idea. He just kept
suggesting it at bad times or he would suggest it and then we’d all get distracted by an exam or some
event on campus. But as you can tell from the messages, Aaron really seemed fixated on that location
and would bring up a lot that he wanted to see if the basement really was still intact.
I honestly can’t say for sure if Aaron visited the Belair Witch property without us. I remember
once that Elin claimed Aaron had said that, but I don’t remember him telling me he had gone there. But
it’s definitely possible. I could tell he was annoyed when I would stop and turn around during an
exploration. It was obvious from his body language and tone of voice that he thought I was being
overcautious and wasn’t willing to take enough risks to see the best areas of these old buildings or
locations. He even said that to me once during a trip to an abandoned office park. I didn’t want to go
into an old computer server room because I figured there was a lot of weight on the floor, and it could
be dangerous. Aaron looked at me and said, “If you won’t take risks to see the best spots, I’m not sure
why you’re here.” I wouldn’t put it past him to go check out the Belair Witch property without me
before we all went there.
March of 2020 was when things started to move quickly. We all got sent home in mid-March
because of COVID and within a few days I think we were all going crazy. I love my family, but they live a
few hours away from campus and going from campus life to not seeing any of my friends overnight was
miserable. You can see from the texts in Exhibit 8 that Aaron was feeling the same way too, because he
brought up the Belair Witch property again. I think it was around that same time that we all decided to
meet at a park where we could stay distanced and see each other.
At that park meeting we all finally agreed to go visit the Belair Witch film site. I was really
excited to go, but I was definitely nervous about how Aaron seemed to be approaching the idea. He told
us he was pretty sure we weren’t supposed to go in the cabin where the last scene was filmed, and he
said we’d have to be careful to make sure no one saw us if we did go exploring in there. Like I
mentioned, Aaron tended to push the limits a bit and this seemed like another example of that
behavior.
Aaron and I actually met up the night before the 18th to talk about the plan for the next day. We
went back to the park and we talked about what we wanted to see and how cool it would be to recreate
some of the scenes from The Belair Witch Project. But then Aaron suggested we bring a film camera to
recreate the final scene, where the one student is in the basement facing the corner. I think my surprise
must have registered on my face because Aaron looked at me and laughed and said, “What’s wrong with
you?”
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I told Aaron I had looked at the website and it didn’t say anything about going inside the cabin.
And I said I really wasn’t comfortable going with him on exploring trips anymore if he was going to keep
pushing our limits. I wish I could say otherwise, but it just didn’t seem like I was getting through to him.
Aaron told me he was sure we were allowed to go inside the cabin; in fact, he said that was obviously
why the cabin was featured so prominently on the website. He did reassure me that we would stick
together and be safe, but I didn’t feel very comforted.
Aaron also told me about a radio commercial he heard for this property. He said the radio
commercial said we could explore “all the sets” and that had to include the cabin. He also said the
commercial specifically referenced the property as the “ultimate thrill.” I didn’t hear the radio
commercial before Aaron died, but before I wrote this affidavit my lawyers played Exhibit 15 for me.
That’s definitely the commercial Aaron described, but he didn’t mention any of the other parts.
We changed the subject for a bit, but I brought it back up before we left and asked him how he
could be so sure we were allowed to go inside that cabin. I wondered if maybe he had already talked to
the property owner or something, but Aaron said he hadn’t called the owner and didn’t know any more
than I did. He said, “I guess I’m just better at interpreting the rules so we can have more fun.” I left it at
that and figured I could just do what I usually do and encourage Aaron to be safe while we explore.
On April 18th we all met at the property around 2 PM. Elin was a few minutes late so Jess, Aaron
and I went inside and met Jodie Donahue. I liked Donahue immediately, if I’m being completely honest.
We had a lot in common and I just thought Donahue was trying to make sure we appreciated the history
of the property while still being safe. They kept bringing up how important it was that we were careful
and that we stuck together.
We bought a map from Donahue and turned to leave, but Aaron turned back around and asked
Donahue about the cabin. I think Aaron’s exact question was “That cabin, where the last scene was
filmed; it’s safe to go inside if we’re careful?” Donahue’s response was immediate and very clear to me.
Donahue told us “You can’t go in the cabin, that’s why there’s a fence. The floors could give you some
trouble and it hasn’t been checked out in a while. Feel free to get as close to the cabin as you want, but I
definitely don’t want you to go inside.”
That was clear enough for me, so I stepped outside. The other three were inside for another
minute and I have no idea if Donahue said anything to them after I left, but soon after that they were
back outside, and we headed out to explore. We decided to head to the edge of the property and work
our way inward so we could end by the cabin before heading home.
We barely made it to the edge of the property when Aaron announced he was sick of wandering
through the trees and wanted to go see the cabin. There was no talking him out of it, and we started
moving in the direction we thought the cabin would be. I’m not sure if the woods at that place really are
cursed, but we definitely got turned around a few times trying to navigate our way to the cabin. It was
sunny out but not a lot of light made it through the thick tree brush and down to where we were, so I
was glad when we ran into the chain link fence and I was able to figure out where we were.
The chain link fence definitely looked like it had seen better days. We walked around a little bit
and saw several spots that were broken, including the ones in Exhibit 14A and Exhibit 14K. After a few
minutes, we found the gate you can see in Exhibit 14J. Aaron didn’t even seem to pause when he saw
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that gate. He walked through so fast that he was practically running, so I followed behind him to try and
keep up.
Aaron didn’t say a word about what Donahue told us earlier about not going inside, and it sure
looked like he was determined to see the inside of that cabin. As Aaron walked through the gate in the
fence (the one in Exhibit 14J), I suggested we look around a bit more to see if there was something to
tell us whether we were allowed beyond the fence, like a “No Trespassing” sign or something similar.
Aaron definitely heard me, I was standing right behind him, but he didn’t acknowledge me or answer at
all.
Right as Aaron reached the front of the cabin and I was a few steps behind him, Elin called out
for us and told us to stop. Elin and Jess caught up and we had a group discussion about what to do.
Aaron wanted to go inside but I told him it was a bad idea. I said I wanted us to think about this because
Donahue clearly told us not to go inside. Aaron reacted strongly to that. He let out a harsh laugh and
then said, “Come on, you have to learn to read between the lines. Jodie said to get as close as we want.
You really think that busted fence was meant to stop us?”
Aaron stepped inside the cabin, so I followed behind him. I will admit that once we got inside
the cabin, I got distracted by the sheer creepiness factor of standing in the place where Belair Witch was
filmed. I know this was probably just the sunlight playing tricks on my eyes (and the woods playing tricks
on my mind), but I could have sworn I saw shadows moving past the side of the cabin while we were
inside.
After a few minutes I stepped back outside to take some pictures. Jess went with me and we
walked over to the side of the cabin and started to talk about where we could get the best lighting to
show how creepy this place was. I figured I could even show the pictures to Jodie since they asked us to
take pictures while we explored. I was just starting to relax and enjoy the novelty of exploring such an
interesting location when everything happened so fast.
I don’t know exactly how long it was from when I separated from Aaron and when I heard Elin
scream, but I don’t think it was any longer than 30 seconds. I didn’t see where Aaron was in the cabin
when I stepped outside, but I think Aaron basically went straight to the entrance for the basement. I’m
not sure how he would have known where that entrance was if this was really his first time in the cabin,
but he found it right away. I was outside when I first heard the noises that are burned in my brain.
I heard some sort of noise that sounded like wood cracking, like when wood pops in a fire but
much louder. Almost instantly after that I heard Elin start screaming. Elin was initially just screaming
without forming words, but then they just kept screaming “Aaron!” over and over again until Jess and I
made it to where Elin was. I was confused at first about what happened until Jess pointed toward the
entrance to the basement. Immediately I felt my stomach drop and I knew Aaron must be down there. I
wanted to try and go down there myself, but Jess and Elin talked me out of it, and they were definitely
right. Anyone could look at those stairs and see they weren’t safe. Jess ran outside to call 911 and I
stayed with Elin until police and paramedics arrived.
I don’t remember much about what happened the rest of the day, but I do remember I was one
of the last people to leave. The police interviewed each of us and Donahue showed up at some point,
but everyone cleared out once Aaron’s parents left in an ambulance. Elin and Jess left really quickly and
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without much warning, and suddenly it was just Jodie and me. I was getting ready to leave when Jodie
asked if we could talk for a minute.
Jodie just broke down crying and told me this was never supposed to happen. Jodie said they
knew they could have made it clearer that people weren’t supposed to go inside the cabin, but that they
wanted people to think that was a possibility until they showed up and bought the map from Jodie. I
thought that was a pretty scummy business tactic, but I also believed Jodie and thought they seemed
sincere. I told Jodie they made it clear to us that we weren’t allowed to go inside the cabin and that I
had tried to talk Aaron out of it. Jodie calmed down a lot after hearing this, and we exchanged phone
numbers before I left.
A few weeks after this lawsuit was filed, I got a call from Jodie asking if I would testify on their
behalf. Jodie apologized a lot during that call for asking me to testify against my best friend’s parents,
but Jodie said they didn’t want their life to be ruined just because Aaron and our group went where we
weren’t supposed to go. After I thought about it for a little while, I agreed to testify for Jodie. I love
Aaron and I miss him every single day, but in my opinion, he knew we weren’t supposed to go inside
that cabin. The whole point of court is to tell the truth, and that’s why I’m here – as hard as the truth
might be to acknowledge in this case.
I would say I’ve become friends with Jodie since this lawsuit was filed. We don’t hang out a lot,
but we see each other about once a month. I think it’s wrong to blame Aaron’s death on Jodie, but to be
clear, Jodie has never asked me to lie or do anything besides tell the truth. Unfortunately, my decision to
befriend Jodie has caused Elin and Jess to stop speaking to me. They said I “sold out” instead of backing
up our best friend’s parents, and they told me to enjoy whatever Jodie was paying me to tell my side of
the story. Those accusations are nonsense and I think they’re both just still hurting about what
happened. I am too.
I swear or affirm that everything in this affidavit is true. Before I wrote this affidavit, I
was instructed that I should include everything I know that could possibly be relevant to my testimony in
this case, and I carefully followed those instructions. I am fully aware that I must update this affidavit
with any new or additional information I remember from now until the moment I take the stand to
testify at trial.
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Interview of Jodie Donahue
Witness for the Defense
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SLOAT: OK, I have just turned on the recording device. I will advise everyone in the room that this device
only records audio. We do not have video recording devices set up in this room. I’m Officer Michael
Sloat with the Maryland State Police. With me is Officer Karen Featherston. It’s 4:17 PM on May 6, 2020.
We’re conducting this interview with Jodie Donahue in Room #2 at police headquarters. All parties are
wearing a mask and maintaining six feet of distance from one another. Jodie Donahue, please state your
full name for the record and spell your last name:
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DONAHUE: Jodie Myrick Donahue. That’s D-O-N-A-H-U-E.
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SLOAT: To be clear, you are here of your own free will. No one has forced you, coerced you, or offered
you anything to be here. You are not a suspect in any crime, nor are you under arrest. You are free to
leave at any time and all statements given in this interview are given freely and without pressure or
undue influence. We have asked you here to give a voluntary statement about your knowledge in the
death of Aaron Griggs, and you have agreed to give a voluntary statement without an attorney present.
Do you agree?
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DONAHUE: Yes, I do. And feel free to call me Jodie.
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SLOAT: Sounds good. Jodie, can you tell us how you first bought the property you own now?
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DONAHUE: Sure. Back in 2017 I was living in a small farmhouse about five miles from where I live now. I
had almost no monthly expenses because I bought that place for cheap and fixed it up myself, and I was
doing well with my job as a sales representative. I saw the property advertised for sale, but for some
reason the ad didn’t mention that it was where The Belair Witch Project was filmed. I knew that because
I’ve lived in this area for my whole life and I was in grade school when the movie came out, so I jumped
on the opportunity to buy that land.
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SLOAT: Did you start living there right away?
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DONAHUE: No, the house on the property needed some work so I spent a few months fixing it up before
I sold my old place and moved there. There was also a separate building next to the house that might
have been an old garage. I didn’t worry about that building right away but eventually remodeled it and
started using it as my gift shop.
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SLOAT: Can you tell us about when you started to market your property to outside visitors?
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DONAHUE: Yeah, that was about a year after I moved in. I spent a fair amount of money to buy the
property and fix up the main house, and I knew there was some potential tourist money since Belair
Witch is still very popular, especially in this area. I decided it made sense to fix up the old garage building
and start to use it as a half-museum, half-gift shop that could help me bring people to explore the
property.
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FEATHERSTON: Was that your full-time job?
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DONAHUE: Definitely not. Maybe in a few years I could put in some paths and charge admission, but for
right now it’s just a weekend hobby. I’d probably be willing to arrange special events on weekdays if
someone asked, but so far no one has.
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FEATHERSTON: I understand. Did you do anything to make sure the property was safe for people to visit
and explore?
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DONAHUE: Of course. I walked the entire property and cut down dead trees, and I cleared some walking
paths for people to use. I tried to clear out as many rocks and thorns as possible to make it easy for
people to get around. It’s a large property though, so there was only so much I could do.
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SLOAT: Let’s talk about the cabin. What did it look like when you bought the property?
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DONAHUE: Pretty much how it looks now: empty, worn down, abandoned. I don’t know how long
before the movie it was built, but even in Belair Witch it’s in pretty rough shape. The outside doesn’t
look too bad, but the inside has seen better days.
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SLOAT: Did you go inside after you bought the property?
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DONAHUE: I did. It had a few places where the floor seemed a bit weak, and obviously it wasn’t
somewhere you could live, but I didn’t have any problems. The first thing I did was go down the stairs
and check out the basement. It looked like it hadn’t been touched since the movie was filmed, which
was really cool but also incredibly creepy.
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SLOAT: Anything else you noticed about the cabin when you went inside?
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DONAHUE: I had read about how the inside and outside were made of different materials, but it was still
weird to see in person. The outside is made with lumber from a nearby forest, but the inside has brick
walls and stucco. I think it had something to do with how they wanted the place to look for the movie.
Apparently, the outside needed to look creepy and rustic, but the inside needed to have more of a
haunted feel.
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SLOAT: There’s a chain link fence around the cabin area. Did you put that in?
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DONAHUE: No, that was there when I bought the place. I thought about removing it but ultimately
decided to leave it to keep out unwanted guests. And then when I decided to market the property as a
tourist spot, I knew the fence would be the perfect tool to help make sure no one went inside the cabin.
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SLOAT: Since you bring that up, let’s talk about it. Did you do anything else to the fence to make it clear
you didn’t want people to explore the cabin?
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DONAHUE: Sure, I hung some “Do Not Enter” and “No Trespassing” signs around the fence. I think I put
3 or 4 of them out there.
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SLOAT: When was that?
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DONAHUE: That would have been summer of 2019, probably in July.
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SLOAT: I went to the property the day of Aaron Griggs’ death and there was only one sign on the entire
fence, and it looked a lot older than a year.
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DONAHUE: Is that a question?
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FEATHERSTON: Come on, you know what we’re asking. If you hung those signs, where are they?
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DONAHUE: I don’t know what you want me to say. I hung the signs. Someone must have taken them
down or stolen them. I can’t control what other people do.
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SLOAT: Okay, fine. But that fence is in bad shape. There’s even a gate with an opening, and some trees
have fallen on the fence. You didn’t fix it up or think it was just better to replace it?
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DONAHUE: Like I said earlier, I was trying to do this on a budget. But also, it’s a fence, what more does it
need to be? Even if it was in perfect shape someone could have just climbed over it. The whole point of
the fence was to communicate what I also told people, which is that the cabin was cool to look at, but it
wasn’t safe to explore inside.
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SLOAT: Let’s take a look at a few photos. You’ve seen all the photos in Exhibit 14?
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DONAHUE: Yeah, I have. Those are all from my property and inside the cabin.
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SLOAT: Exhibit 14J shows a gate with an opening, and Exhibit 14K has a tree fallen on the fence. Anyone
could just walk through these openings, couldn’t they?
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DONAHUE: I’ve already told you, I did this on a budget. All of those photos show the fence, and people
should understand what a fence means, even if it’s not in great shape.
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SLOAT: Okay. Let’s talk about a few of the things you did to promote your property. You actually hired
someone to make a radio commercial, didn’t you?
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DONAHUE: Yeah, I did. I’m not sure why they picked such an awful voice actor, but I paid some local kid
a few hundred bucks to make that commercial. It aired three times on WHFS in April of 2020, but I don’t
know if it actually worked. The transcript in Exhibit 15A is accurate, though, and the audio in Exhibit 15 is
the audio from the final commercial.
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SLOAT: Did anyone ever come in and mention the radio commercial?
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DONAHUE: Yeah, they did. The day before Aaron and his friends came to the property, a guy on his own
came by. He told me he wanted to explore all of the sets, so I sold him a map and wrote some directions
on it.
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SLOAT: You’d agree with me that the commercial says you can explore “all of the sets.” Right?
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DONAHUE: That’s what it says, yes.
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SLOAT: Including the cabin?
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DONAHUE: What is this, a cross examination?
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SLOAT: Let’s move on. I found a page on Atlas Enigma that claimed you contributed to it. Here’s a
printout, it’s Exhibit 9. Is that true?
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DONAHUE: Yes, it is. I was familiar with that website before I bought the property. After I bought the
land and did some renovating work, I contacted them to see if they would put a page up about the
filming locations. They did a short interview with me about what was there to see from the films.
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SLOAT: This page quotes you as saying, “The ultimate scare opportunity is to try and stand in the same
corner as Josh did at the very end of Belair Witch.” Doesn’t that go directly against what you just said
that you didn’t want people to go inside the cabin?
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DONAHUE: I was just trying to drum up some interest in the place. Once people got to the property, I
made it clear they weren’t allowed inside the cabin. But by that point they were already there, and I
could probably sell them some maps and merchandise. I’m not saying it was the most ethical approach,
but I framed it as a hypothetical anyways.
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SLOAT: You didn’t answer my question. Doesn’t that go against what you said you wanted people not to
do?
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DONAHUE: I don’t think it does. And if you’re going to talk to me in that tone, I’m going to leave.
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SLOAT: I’m sorry. I’m just trying to clarify what you’re saying.
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FEATHERSTON: Let’s talk about the Chesapeake Gazette article, Exhibit 10. Was this before or after the
Atlas Enigma piece?
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DONAHUE: This was a few months after that. I think I called their news desk and pitched it as a
community interest story, and they sent an intern out a few days later. And as you can see in this article,
I make it clear the cabin is off limits.
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FEATHERSTON: Okay, fair enough. But you also say in here that the basement area is still intact like it
was in the film. If people aren’t allowed to go into the basement, why would you even mention that?
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DONAHUE: I don’t know how many times I need to explain marketing to you, but that’s the most famous
scene in the movie. If I didn’t make people think they could see every filming spot, they probably
wouldn’t show up. Do you see theme parks advertise that some of their rides are closed for
maintenance? Of course not.
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SLOAT: Your property has a fence around the entire edge, doesn’t it?
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DONAHUE: Yeah, it does, I had that installed not long after I bought the place. It cost a lot, but I wanted
to protect my investment and stop people from sneaking in without buying something from me.
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SLOAT: But it’s just a chain link fence, right? Weren’t you worried that someone would come on the
property and try to go on the cabin without stopping by your gift shop? Because you said all this stuff
about how the filming spots were still there in the cabin.
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DONAHUE: I can’t control what other people do. I make rules and it’s up to other people to follow them.
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SLOAT: Alright. Let’s talk about this last interview, the one with ExploreChesapeake. I see here that you
spoke to Hunter Knowles, the own-
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DONAHUE: Hunter Knowles is a liar. They have these crackpot theories that I attacked their website or
something, when they probably just forgot to pay the bill.
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SLOAT: But you agree you gave an interview to Hunter Knowles?
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DONAHUE: Yes, I did.
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SLOAT: In Exhibit 11 it says you told Knowles that it was worth visiting your property to see the places
where “iconic scenes” were filmed. Does that sound familiar?
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DONAHUE: Yeah, that sounds like me. But then Knowles starts going on and on about how I said people
could take self-guided tours in the cabin and how they should go in there and tag us in photos on
Instagram. I never said any of that and Knowles clearly just embellished my story for some page views.
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FEATHERSTON: Didn’t your dispute with Knowles happen after this? Why would Knowles make
something up about you before the two of you even argued?
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DONAHUE: That’s a question for Hunter Knowles. There’s a reason they don’t record interviews, it
would reveal they’re a liar. And I know they’re a criminal too.
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FEATHERSTON: But you didn’t record it either, did-
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SLOAT: Let’s move on. Jodie is here voluntarily, so let’s try to keep it civil. Jodie, I want to get back to
talking about the fence and how your property looked. I talked to the other kids who were exploring
that day and they said it was really easy to get past the fence. One of them even told me they figured
you didn’t care because the fence was in such bad shape. Why didn’t you at least repair the fence a little
bit?
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DONAHUE: I did, but not until after this happened. But that’s a ridiculous thing to think. If there’s a
fence, I don’t want people going past the fence! And I would dispute the characterization that the fence
was in bad shape. It had a few spots that didn’t look great, but it’s also a fence in the middle of a forest.
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Trees and branches fall down sometimes, and I can’t spend every minute walking the property and fixing
the fence.
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SLOAT: But one of them also told me they looked at the map and saw a picture from inside the cabin.

163
164

DONAHUE: Right, because you can’t go inside. It allows people to see what it looks like and imagine
what it would be like to go inside.

165

SLOAT: Let’s agree on something though: this map doesn’t say “don’t go inside the cabin.”

166

DONAHUE: It doesn’t have to.

167
168

SLOAT: Come on, this is an easy question. It doesn’t specifically tell people on the map that the cabin is
off-limits, does it?

169

DONAHUE: Not in those exact words, no.

170
171

SLOAT: Fine. I’ll accept that. Let’s talk about April 18th. What do you remember about when the group
of students - Aaron Griggs, Elin Sanchez, Jess Leonard, and Monroe Williams - came into your gift shop?

172
173
174
175
176

DONAHUE: It was early afternoon, maybe around 2 PM. I think just 2 or 3 of them came in at first, and
one of them came in a bit later. Aaron, the one who eventually passed away, rest his soul, he had so
many questions. He came across as a bit of a horror movie buff but also someone who didn’t really want
to follow the rules. He asked a lot about whether anything was dangerous, but not in the way where
people were trying to avoid danger. It sounded like he wanted to go looking for danger.

177

FEATHERSTON: That’s a great thing to say about a kid who died.

178
179

DONAHUE: You asked me a question, I answered it. Stop trying to make me feel like this is my fault or
I’m going to leave.

180
181

SLOAT: Let’s all keep calm here. You’re talking to Aaron, what about the other students - did you talk to
any of them?

182
183
184
185

DONAHUE: A little bit. Aaron did most of the talking, but I think I answered a question or two from the
others about how old the place was. One of them told me they thought $20 for a map was way too
much, but I explained that this property didn’t come cheap, and I had to make a little bit of money
somehow.

186

SLOAT: Let’s get specific about the cabin. When did it come up in conversation?

187
188
189

DONAHUE: It didn’t come up until after they bought a map. I sold one to Aaron, he opened it, and then
he asked me about the cabin. If I’m remembering things right, he asked, “We can go inside the cabin,
right?”

190

SLOAT: What did you say to that?

191
192
193

DONAHUE: I told him absolutely not. I said the cabin was off limits, it has a fence around it and “No
Trespassing” signs on the fence. I made it very clear to the entire group that the cabin wasn’t for them
to go exploring.

194

FEATHERSTON: That’s definitely not what the others told me at the scene.

195

DONAHUE: You mean college kids lied to make their friend not look bad after his death? I’m shocked.

196
197

SLOAT: Alright, look. Let’s just cut to the chase here. You’re telling me you weren’t ambiguous at all?
You didn’t even hint to them that maybe the inside of the cabin would be a cool place to see?
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199
200
201

DONAHUE: I mean, I answered their questions about what it looked like. Like I told you earlier, I’m in the
business of marketing. I’m not going to tell them it’s boring and they can’t see anything. I think at one
point I said they would be safe to get close to the cabin as long as they stuck together. But I told them in
no uncertain terms that they were not allowed to go inside.

202

SLOAT: Wait a second. To get close to the cabin they’d have to go through the fence.

203

DONAHUE: I just meant as close to the cabin as possible without going past the fence.

204

SLOAT: Are you sure? Because it sounded like you just said you told them they could go past the fence?

205

DONAHUE: I didn’t say that. I said they could get close if they were careful. The fence is close.

206

SLOAT: Isn’t it impossible to see the cabin from outside the fence?”

207
208

DONAHUE: Not everywhere. It’s not easy to see but there’s a few spots where you can catch a glimpse
of the outside.

209

SLOAT: Okay. The cabin isn’t secured in any way, like with plywood or signs on the cabin itself?

210

DONAHUE: I’m not sure how many more times I have to explain marketing to-

211

SLOAT: Just answer the damn question, it’s not that hard.

212
213
214

DONAHUE: You’re right. I wanted to preserve the exterior as close to the film as possible so people
would come and take photos of the cabin. So no, I didn’t hang any signs on the cabin itself or do
anything to try and block the doors.

215
216
217

SLOAT: Earlier you said you fixed up the house you used to own and the house you live in now. It wasn’t
worth using those skills to do some work on the inside in case someone tried to explore? Maybe make
sure the stairs to the basement weren’t accessible?

218
219

DONAHUE: Same answer. I wanted to be able to tell people it looked the same and let their imaginations
go from there.

220
221

SLOAT: Let’s finish up with what happened the rest of that day. I assume the students eventually left
your gift shop?

222
223

DONAHUE: They did, I think around 3 PM. Everything was quiet around the property for a few hours
until I heard the first sirens.

224

SLOAT: What do you mean?

225
226
227
228
229

DONAHUE: I was sitting in the gift shop starting to close up for the day when I heard sirens getting
closer. Pretty soon it sounded like they were right next to my house, so I walked outside and saw three
or four Chesapeake Police Department cars and a bunch of emergency vehicles and ambulances. One of
the EMTs ran over to me and told me they got a call about a person who had fallen into a basement on
my property.

230

SLOAT: How did you react to that?

231
232
233
234

DONAHUE: I was confused at first because I don’t have a basement and it’s just me living there, but then
I remembered the kids were out there and realized they must have gone inside the cabin. I led the EMTs
there as quickly as I could, but it was too late. One of them told me later they think Aaron died as soon
as he hit the ground.

235
236

SLOAT: I remember you and Aaron’s dad got into a heated conversation at one point. What do you
remember about that interaction?
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237
238
239
240

DONAHUE: Aaron’s dad came over to ask a few questions. I explained that I put the fence there to keep
people out because the cabin wasn’t safe. He accused me of tricking people into thinking the cabin was
an area they could explore, and it became obvious to me that he was overcome with grief. I decided to
end the conversation and went back to my house.

241

FEATHERSTON: Do you remember that we spoke that day too?

242

DONAHUE: Yeah, you asked me to give you a statement and I declined.

243

FEATHERSTON: Everyone else talked to us, you know.

244
245

DONAHUE: You love to do that thing where you raise your voice at the end of a sentence and act like
you asked a question.

246
247

FEATHERSTON: And you love to talk back instead of answering basic questions. Why didn’t you talk to
me that day?

248
249

DONAHUE: I don’t owe you an explanation for that decision. I helped the EMTs find Aaron and the other
students, and now I’m here telling you everything I know.

250

SLOAT: Have you spoken to anyone from the Griggs family since April 18th?

251

DONAHUE: No.

252

SLOAT: You didn’t reach out to see if you could be helpful at all? After their child died on your property?

253
254
255
256
257

DONAHUE: Call me cynical if you want, but I assume I’m going to be sued. I feel terrible about what
happened to Aaron, I really do. He seemed like a great kid and he clearly had a lot of people who loved
him. But it was a terrible accident caused by his decision to go somewhere he wasn’t allowed to go.
That’s not my fault and I’m not going to lay awake every night thinking about something I couldn’t have
prevented.

258
259

SLOAT: I’ve actually got one more question for you. For the purposes of this recording, I’m setting on the
table a map that was given to me by Inspector Rahul Singh. Jodie, do you recognize this map?

260

DONAHUE: I recognize the map, sure. No clue who wrote on it.

261

SLOAT: You beat me to my question. That’s not your handwriting there, in black sharpie?

262

DONAHUE: Nope. No clue who wrote on this. I’ve sold tons of these maps. It could have been anyone.

263

SLOAT: About how many maps have you actually sold?

264

DONAHUE: Maybe 10 or 20.

265

SLOAT: And isn’t that a black sharpie in your jacket pocket, on the back of your chair?

266
267

DONAHUE: Yeah, it is. And it looks the same as the millions of other black sharpies in the world. That’s
not my handwriting and you’re not going to get me to admit it is.

268
269

SLOAT: Jodie. Come on. It says, “check this out, just like the movie.” You’re telling me someone else
wrote that on your map? This isn’t the map you sold to the visitor the day before Aaron died?

270
271

DONAHUE: I guess I’ll repeat myself again and maybe you’ll hear me this time: it’s not my handwriting, I
didn’t write that, and you’re not going to get what you want. Time to move on.

272
273
274

SLOAT: Alright Jodie, we appreciate your time. I need to just ask a few more questions before we wrap
up. Is there anything else you can think of, anything at all, that you think could possibly be relevant to
the death of Aaron Griggs or any other events that relate to this case?
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275

DONAHUE: No, I can’t. I told you everything I know.

276
277

SLOAT: And you’re aware that if you remember anything else that is relevant to this case, you must
notify us of that information immediately, up to the beginning of any trial if there is one?

278

DONAHUE: Yes, I understand that.

279

SLOAT: Do you swear or affirm that everything you’ve told us today is true?

280

DONAHUE: Yes.

281

SLOAT: Thank you. Karen, anything else?

282

FEATHERSTON: Just curious if the $20 maps were worth a kid’s life.

283

DONAHUE: We’re done here.

284

SLOAT: This interview has concluded. It is now 6:03 PM on May 6, 2020.

285

Jodie Donahue

286

Jodie Donahue
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Salem Harris
Witness for the Defense
Introduction
I was hired by Jodie Donahue’s attorneys to prepare a report on the actions of Aaron Griggs and
Jodie Donahue on April 18, 2020, and specifically to evaluate whether Aaron Griggs or Jodie Donahue
violated safety practices in the fields of urban exploring and the maintenance of outdoor property. I
used my extensive experience in outdoor recreation, climbing, hiking, and outdoor safety training to
evaluate each of their actions and come to my conclusions.
Background
I’m 33 years old and I currently work as an independent consultant for property owners who are
designing outdoor recreation spaces. I assist them in the development of safety rules and standards,
equipment purchases, effective design of safety warnings and signage, and marketing techniques that
allow effective marketing without compromising safety and while considering potential issues of liability
in the event of an injury. I formed my consulting business, Harris Outdoor Consulting LLC in 2018 and I
have been the owner, operator and sole employee for the entirety of its existence.
I began exploring my outdoor surroundings at age 3. I was born and raised in Estes Park,
Colorado, and my parents would take me hiking from a very young age. As soon as I could walk on my
own and figure out directions, I was out on the trails near my house alone. I loved to venture off the
trails and find new and interesting places to explore. As I got older, I began to explore the mountainous
terrain in the area surrounding Estes Park. I was an active member of the Local Mountain Scouts while I
was a teenager; that’s an organization that gives merit badges for outdoor activities like rock climbing,
archery, and fishing. In 2002, my senior year in high school, I was named a Hawk Scout - the highest
possible honor in scouting.
I got my Bachelor of Science in Exercise Science in 2006 from the University of Colorado. While I
was an undergraduate student, I worked all four years for a local tour company. As a tour guide, I would
lead groups to many different places around Colorado, including mountain hikes, rock climbs, and whitewater rafting. I am certified in wilderness first aid, wilderness survival, and extreme survival training.
These certifications cover scenarios where an individual may be hurt or stranded in an area with little to
no resources including access to modern medical tools or regular food and water sources.
I started learning about urban exploring when I was 16 years old. A friend of mine told me about
an abandoned mine not too far from where we lived, and we went there one day to check it out. From
the moment we snuck past the fence and into the main mine shaft, I was hooked. But it was also
obvious to me right away how dangerous this could be. There were holes in the ground that looked
hundreds of feet deep, and they were barely covered by old rotting wood. From that point on I told
myself I was going to learn how to explore as much as possible without getting hurt. I continued
exploring but I changed my approach. I would search for places where it was clear that I could explore
legally, or I would find older properties where the owners would give me permission to look around.
This was easier than I expected it to be; most of them just wanted assurances I would be careful and
wouldn’t sue them if I got hurt, and then they were fine to let me explore.
From about 2000 to 2010 I’ve explored hundreds of different abandoned properties, from
schools to hospitals to farmhouses and so many other examples. And I didn’t limit myself to buildings; I
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loved finding old junkyards in the middle of a field somewhere and seeing the boats and trucks that
people had just given up to nature. These adventures were where I developed so many of my rules
about safety and exploring without exposing myself to significant danger. I used years of trial and error
to figure out what I think are the best practices for how to explore safely and responsibly.
After graduating in 2006 I worked for three years until 2009 at an outdoor ropes and ladders
course outside of Denver that was often used by corporations and other organizations for motivational
retreats. I helped them redesign their safety procedures and signage to modernize their approach and
stay in line with standards in that field. I am proud to say that during my final year in 2009, I was the
lead safety supervisor for the entire property, and we did not have a single serious injury. Sprained
ankles and rope burns are inevitable in a place like that, but we didn’t have to call emergency services
the entire year, and I attribute that to my careful planning and dedication to following safety rules.
In early 2010 I accepted a job here in Chesapeake as a forest guide at the Chesapeake Wildlife
Center just outside of Chesapeake City. From 2010 to 2018 I worked at Chesapeake Wildlife handling all
kinds of duties from guided nature tours to trail maintenance to teaching local scouts about responsible
outdoor exploration. I taught several simple courses to kids including how to tie different knots, basic
wilderness first aid, how to prepare for overnight backpacking trips, and what to do if you get injured
without anyone to help you.
I’ve never testified in court before. On one prior occasion I was hired to prepare a report for the
owner of a climbing gym who needed someone to evaluate whether an injured customer had properly
followed facility rules before falling and fracturing several bones. I wrote a report in that case evaluating
their safety standards and the customer’s actions, but the case settled before it went to trial. That said, I
have extensive experience in all of the areas necessary to render opinions about how to explore safely
and within the boundaries of the law.
Compensation
I charged $250 per hour for my work in this case. I don’t know if there is a standard rate for
people who do work like I do, but that seemed like a fair amount because of my expertise and years of
experience with safety practices and urban exploring. I spent 12 hours of work reading documents and
doing research for this case, and I spent 9 hours writing this report. If I am called to testify, I will bill for
10 hours of preparation time and 1 hour for my time on the witness stand. That amounts to a total of 32
hours of work spent on this case. I also charge a $2500 flat fee if I am called to testify in court. Most of
these numbers came from doing internet searches on what other expert witnesses charge.
Materials and Scope of Review
I reviewed the affidavits of all three eyewitnesses: Elin Sanchez, Jess Leonard, and Monroe
Williams, as well as all exhibits referenced in those affidavits. I also reviewed maps of the property
owned by the defendant, Jodie Donahue, as well as images of the maps sold by Donahue at their store
and photographs of the property and the cabin in question taken by Inspector Rahul Singh. Finally, I
reviewed Rahul Singh’s report discussing the property and their inspection of that property. I utilized
relevant safety standards in the fields of climbing and hiking to generate the standards for urban
exploring that I will explain in this report.
I did request an interview of the defendant, Jodie Donahue, or the ability to review Donahue’s
affidavit. Each of those requests were denied by Donahue’s attorneys. Their stated reason was that
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Donahue was not present at the time of Aaron Griggs’ death and as a result Donahue would have no
useful information for me. I did not agree with this reasoning, but this did not impact my final
conclusions. While it would have been ideal to interview Donahue or review their sworn statement, I
had sufficient information to complete my review and reach my conclusions.
Methods and Standards
Urban exploring is a term with many different definitions. While the use of the word “urban” in
the term might lead some to believe that such exploration must occur in a city. While it often does, that
is not a requirement. “Urban exploring” is best defined as “the exploration of a man-made structure that
is abandoned or in a state of disrepair.” (That is a definition I wrote myself, but I ran it by several fellow
explorers and they each agreed it was accurate.) By its very nature, urban exploration involves some
degree of danger, as abandoned or dilapidated structures usually have at least some areas where floors,
stairs, or other parts of the structure are damaged and unreliable.
Because urban exploration is a pursuit that exists at the intersection of several different disciplines
and sometimes involves violating the law, there are not settled safety standards that have been
published or peer reviewed. But based on my experience and research, there are certain common
principles that all experienced urban explorers should follow. They are:
1. Follow all applicable laws.
2. Pay close attention to signs and other markings that indicate a place is off-limits to explorers
and could be dangerous.
3. Never explore alone.
4. Never trust weight-bearing structures without testing their strength first.
5. Maximize light sources.
In this report I will document the information I learned in my review of the available evidence and
apply that information to each of these safety principles. This is what I call a “comparative analysis” and
it is a standard form of analytical review that I have used throughout my career. It is reliable and widely
used in my field and other similar fields of safety analysis. While it’s true as I mentioned earlier that I
have not testified in court using this method, I have used this method in hundreds of reports that I have
prepared during my time as a consultant. When I do a comparative analysis report, I look at my client’s
current safety procedures and compare them to accounts I gather of potential conduct at that client’s
location. That allows me to identify and propose solutions for safety issues that may exist.
I carefully applied a comparative analysis to the facts and data of this case, and I had more than
enough information (otherwise known as sufficient facts and data). All of my conclusions are made to a
reasonable degree of professional certainty.
Conclusions
Based on my review of all applicable evidence, I reached two conclusions:
1. Aaron Griggs failed to follow nearly every safety standard that a reasonable urban explorer
should follow.
2. Jodie Donahue provided sufficient signs and indications to demonstrate that explorers on
Donahue’s property should not enter the cabin where Aaron Griggs was killed.
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Sequence of Events
Based on the information I reviewed, Aaron Griggs and his three friends - Elin Sanchez, Jess
Ferguson, and Monroe Williams - arrived at Jodie Donahue’s property around 2:00 PM on April 18, 2020.
Griggs and Williams had some limited experience in urban exploring, but as far as I am aware Sanchez
and Ferguson had none. As far as I could tell from the statements I reviewed, they did not bring any
specific equipment for urban exploring aside from a flashlight.
Text messages and witness accounts suggest that Griggs had been discussing this destination for
several months after the four students viewed The Belair Witch Project on Halloween of 2019. Accounts
vary as to what Griggs said regarding the trip and his willingness to abide by posted signs and rules, but
witness Monroe Williams does suggest that Griggs may have expressed a willingness to break rules or
laws when exploring in the past.
The four individuals encountered Jodie Donahue in the gift shop when they arrived at the
Donahue property, and accounts differ somewhat about the conversations that they had with Donahue.
Because I was not able to speak with Donahue or review any statements given by Donahue, I cannot
speak to Donahue’s account of these conversations. Each of the three students present agree that
Griggs asked Donahue about whether they could go inside the cabin, and each student gives a slightly
different depiction of what Donahue said in response.
After this interaction with Donahue, the students left to explore the property, guided by a map
they purchased at Donahue’s shop. They eventually found their way to the cabin area where they went
through a fence and entered the cabin despite it clearly showing signs of weathering and disrepair. Once
inside, Griggs attempted to go down the stairs to the basement. Sanchez was with Griggs when the stair
Griggs was standing on collapsed and Griggs fell to his death.
Violation of Safety Standards
To more easily explain my first conclusion, I believe it will be helpful to address each of the factors I
mentioned above. I will take those factors one at a time.
1. Follow all applicable laws.
This may seem like an obvious point, but urban explorers must be aware of local and state laws
and take careful steps to follow those laws when exploring. The tendency to bend or break the law to
see an interesting place can be strong, especially when the explorer may perceive there to be no
consequences for their actions, but that mistakes the intent of those laws. Abandoned buildings often
have hidden or unpredictable dangers, and laws are in place to protect people from entering those
structures and being injured.
While I am certainly not a legal expert, it doesn’t take one to understand the concept of
trespassing. As you can see in Exhibit 14B, a photograph taken by Rahul Singh barely two weeks after
this incident, the fence at Jodie Donahue’s property had a “No Trespassing” sign on it. This clearly
indicates that anyone who went beyond the fence without express permission from Donahue would
likely be trespassing on private property.
I do not find the argument convincing that Donahue invited the students onto their property
and thus the students could reasonably assume they were free to explore all areas. There are countless
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examples of private property that is partially open to the public at certain specific times and with
defined terms. A farmer who invites the community onto their farm for an autumn hayride is not
offering the public a place to eat in their kitchen. The evidence shows that Aaron Griggs likely trespassed
on April 18th, and I believe that is a violation of a core safety standard for urban explorers.
2. Pay close attention to signs and other markings that indicate a place is off-limits to explorers and
could be dangerous.
I will address the topics of signs and other indicators more thoroughly in my second conclusion.
But this standard pertains to a slightly different concept: urban explorers must carefully look for signs
and markings when exploring an unfamiliar area. When Aaron Griggs and the other students came
across a fence surrounding an area that they admit they were uncertain if they were allowed to enter, it
was their obligation to carefully look for any other indications that they were allowed to explore in that
area.
This responsibility only increases when a barrier like a fence is present. Fences and walls don’t
just magically appear; they exist because someone puts them in a particular location and for a specific
reason. When I am exploring a building where I have been given permission to explore, I will frequently
come across locked doors or “Do Not Enter” signs. I pay attention to those signs and follow their
instructions when I find them, because I know the safest thing to do is to assume that someone does not
want me to enter a particular area for my own safety.
Aaron Griggs had an obligation as an urban explorer to look for signs that could have faded or
fallen down when he came across the fence surrounding that cabin. His apparent failure to do that was
a violation of another basic safety standard for exploring, and the consequences of that decision are a
clear example of why this is a core standard that explorers must follow to keep themselves and others
around them out of harm's way.
I have reviewed the photographs in Exhibits 14A – 14K, and these photographs support my
conclusions. It is true that the fence was broken in several areas, and Exhibit 14J shows a partially open
gate. That gate is not ideal, and I can see why someone would look at that gate and believe they could
pass through it. But an urban explorer is not an ordinary “someone.” It is our responsibility to be diligent
and careful when exploring. The gate in Exhibit 14J is rusted and not well maintained, which means
Aaron Griggs should not have assumed the gate was “open” for him and his friends to pass through. Of
course, it is ultimately Donahue’s responsibility to maintain the gate, but that does not remove the
responsibility of the explorer to pay close attention to why a fence might be present.
3. Never explore alone.
For most of the day on April 18th, Griggs followed this standard. Whether you can argue he
followed it by bringing three less experienced (or completely inexperienced in the case of Sanchez and
Leonard) explorers to a dangerous location is not for me to decide. By the letter of this rule, Griggs had
people with him for nearly the entire time he was at the Donahue property. But he deviated from this
safety principle in one crucial moment, and it was arguably the most important moment before his
death.
According to the account of Elin Sanchez, Griggs turned down a hallway and went away from the
group before Sanchez caught up to him. While Sanchez does not give an exact description of how long
Griggs was separated from the group, even a few seconds can be critically dangerous. When you’re
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exploring in an unfamiliar place, the group acts as eyes and ears for each other. The more people are
actively looking for potential danger and holding each other accountable to safety standards, the more
likely it is that everyone in the group will avoid harm.
In this case, Griggs was away from the only other student with exploring experience (Monroe
Williams) and had already begun to move toward the basement starts when Sanchez rejoined him. If he
and the others had explored this area of the cabin together, they would have been following this safety
standard at all times.
I will admit that for the overwhelming majority of the time, Griggs followed this standard. It’s
even arguable that he followed it the entire time depending on how far away Sanchez was from Griggs
when Griggs walked down the hallway toward the basement stairs. But this rule is less about the letter
of the law and more about the idea I mentioned above of having more than one perspective on each
decision. Had Griggs asked the group about whether they should explore the basement, someone may
have been able to convince him it was unsafe.
4. Never trust weight-bearing structures without testing their strength first.
Urban exploring often involves traversing what I refer to as “weight-bearing structures” which
usually are things like stairs, floors above the ground level, ground floors with a basement underneath,
and roofs or ceilings. The main thing these structures each have in common is that a person can be
injured or killed if a weight-bearing structure collapses.
It is basically impossible to eliminate the risk of weight-bearing structures and still participate in
urban exploring. That’s why this rule isn’t “never put your weight on a weight-bearing structure.” Urban
explorers can safely explore upper floors or basements if they carefully evaluate every step before they
continue. Common techniques include finding heavy rocks or other objects and tossing them onto a
surface to see if it shows signs of weakness, or placing your body weight onto a surface while holding
onto something that is less likely to collapse and could prevent you from falling. Some more elaborate
explorations may involve harness systems with independent mounting systems to allow explorers to
move freely without the concern of a collapse.
Based on the evidence I reviewed, Griggs did not follow this standard when he explored the
stairs to the basement of the Donahue cabin. Those stairs are an example of exactly why this standard
exists. They are wooden, likely over 20 years old, contained within a building in an obvious state of
disrepair, and they are in a location (a basement) that has a higher likelihood of dampness and water
damage, making it more likely the stairs could be rotted or weakened by water and insects. A weight
test with a heavy object may have demonstrated that the stairs were not safe to use and could have
saved Griggs’ life.
Of course, there’s no way to know if this would have been effective because we can’t recreate
the conditions immediately before Griggs’ death. It’s possible the stairs could have held a heavy object
but not the weight of a human adult. But given that according to Sanchez’s account of Griggs’ fall, Griggs
was barely on the stair for a second before it collapsed, it is reasonable to consider whether testing the
stairs beforehand could have made a meaningful difference in keeping Griggs from falling to his death.
Unfortunately, Griggs’ apparent failure to do this was a violation of another crucial safety standard.
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5. Maximize light sources.
Eyewitness accounts suggest the group had one flashlight for the four people exploring the
property. That is woefully inadequate. Even when exploring in the daytime, each person should have at
least a handheld flashlight if not a headlamp and a flashlight. You never know when you can end up in a
situation where you have to operate in low lighting conditions, especially when you’re exploring
structures with interior rooms or basements.
None of the eyewitness accounts speak to whether the stairs were visibly damaged before
Griggs fell, and that’s part of the problem. If each person had a flashlight, someone might have looked at
the stairs closely and deemed them to be unsafe. At the very least, the group would have been more
prepared for all possible scenarios. While I cannot say with any certainty whether this violation
contributed to Aaron Griggs’ death, I can say that Griggs and his fellow students failed to follow this
safety standard as well.
Signs and Warnings from Jodie Donahue
Finally, I concluded that Jodie Donahue provided sufficient signs and indications to demonstrate that
explorers on Donahue’s property should not enter the cabin where Aaron Griggs was killed.
Evidence from the three other students and Inspector Rahul Singh shows that Donahue had a
fence around the cabin and one “No Trespassing” sign on the north side of the property. To be clear,
Donahue could have done more. The list of things Donahue could have done to be clearer about the fact
that the cabin was off-limits is nearly endless. Donahue could have repaired the fence, put in a better
fence, hung more “No Trespassing” signs or similar signs, written on the map that the cabin area was off
limits, and many other options. Donahue could have easily fixed the gate shown in Exhibit 14J and
avoided any confusion about whether explorers were allowed to pass through it. Donahue can be fairly
criticized in my opinion for the failure to take at least some of these steps.
But whether Donahue can be criticized is ultimately not the issue here. In my opinion, Donahue
met the minimum standard for what was reasonable to give notice to visitors on the property that the
cabin area was not open for exploration. When a person comes across a fence, it is reasonable for
Donahue to expect that person not to assume they can bypass or simply ignore that fence. And this
analysis does not change simply because the fence is worn down and does not have clearly displayed
signs indicating people should not go beyond the fence, or because the fence has a gate that is obviously
falling apart. A land barrier without an intentional gap has one meaning: don’t pass this barrier unless
you’re allowed to do so.
I will acknowledge that because I did not have access to Donahue for an interview, I can’t speak
to what statements Donahue may have said that could change this analysis. If Donahue told anyone
they could bypass the fence and enter the cabin, that would certainly change my analysis. But from the
information I reviewed I did not find any direct evidence that this occurred, and as a result I believe
Donahue acted reasonably.
Finally, I will note that I disagree with Singh’s criticism of Donahue for not securing the cabin
itself. In addition to what I have already identified about the fence and signage that Donahue put up, the
cabin’s value was in its rundown state. Donahue presumably wanted to preserve the look of the cabin
that would be familiar to visitors and made the decision to use other security measures to keep people
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away from the interior of the cabin. While those decisions may have some aspects that can be criticized,
I believe Donahue provided sufficient notice to visitors that the cabin itself was not open for exploration.
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Salem Harris
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EXHIBIT

2

Office of the Chesapeake County Coroner

Assistant: Victoria

DATE and HOUR AUTOPSY
PERFORMED:

Witte, M.D.

4/20/2020; 8:30 A.M. by
Manish Agarwala, M.D.
555 Elm Avenue
Chesapeake, MD 28655
667-234-5432 (FAX 667-234-5433)

Full Autopsy
Performed

SUMMARY REPORT OF AUTOPSY
Name:
GRIGGS, Aaron

Date of Birth:
3/23/01

Coroner's Case #:
2020-277

Age:
19

Sex:
Male

Date of Death:
4/18/2020

Case #
001294-23E-2020

Body Identified by:
Jess Leonard, friend of the deceased

Investigative Agency:
Maryland State Police

EXTERNAL EXAMINATION:
The autopsy is begun at 8:30 A.M. on April 20. The body is presented in a black body
bag.
The body is that of a normally developed male measuring 67 inches and weighing 160
pounds, and appearing generally consistent with the stated age of nineteen years. The
body is cold and unembalmed. The eyes are open. The irises are brown and corneas are
cloudy. Petechial hemorrhaging is present in the conjunctival surfaces of the eyes.
The pupils measure 0.3 cm. Multiple contusions present on arms and torso. The
fingernails are short in length and fingernail beds are blue. There are no residual
scars, markings or tattoos.

INTERNAL EXAMINATION:
HEAD--CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM: The brain weighs 1,303 grams and within normal limits.
SKELETAL SYSTEM: Spinal cord injury at cervical vertebrae C2 likely cause of
immediate death. The craniovertebral junction (CVJ)including atlas (C1) and axis (C2)
are shattered.
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM--THROAT STRUCTURES: The oral cavity shows no lesions. Otherwise,
the mucosa is intact and there are no injuries to the lips, teeth or gums.
There is no obstruction of the airway. The mucosa of the epiglottis, glottis,
piriform sinuses, trachea and major bronchi are anatomic. No injuries are seen and
there are no mucosal lesions.
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The lungs weigh: right, 355 grams; left 362 grams. The lungs are unremarkable.
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM: The heart weighs 253 grams, and has a normal size and
configuration. No evidence of atherosclerosis is present.
GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM: The mucosa and wall of the esophagus are intact and graypink, without lesions or injuries. The gastric mucosa is intact and pink without
injury. Approximately 125 ml of partially digested semisolid food is found in the
stomach. The mucosa of the duodenum, jejunum, ileum, colon and rectum are intact.
URINARY SYSTEM: The kidneys weigh: left, 115 grams; right, 113 grams. The kidneys are
anatomic in size, shape and location and are without lesions.
TOXICOLOGY: Sample of right pleural blood and bile are submitted for toxicologic
analysis. Stomach contents are saved.
SEROLOGY: A sample of right pleural blood is submitted in the EDTA tube. Routine
toxicologic studies were ordered.

Drug Screen Results:
Urine screen: 2.0 ng/mL, tetrahydrocannabinol carboxylic acid (THC-COOH)
Ethanol: 0 gm/dl, Blood (Heart)
Ethanol: 0 gm/dl, Vitreous
Millicent Schmidt, Ph.D.
Chief Toxicologist
April 23, 2020

EVIDENCE COLLECTED:
1. Samples of Blood (type O+), Bile, and Tissue (heart, lung, brain, kidney, liver,
spleen).
2. Eleven (11) autopsy photographs.
3. One postmortem CT scan.
4. One postmortem MRI.

OPINION
Time of Death: Body temperature, rigor and livor mortis, and stomach contents
approximate the time of death between 6:30 and 8:30 P.M. on 4/18/2020.
Immediate Cause of Death: Fractures of the cervical vertebrae, C1 and C2.
Manner of Death: Accidental.
Remarks: Decedent originally presented to this office as fall victim. Autopsy
findings support cause of death by serious fall. MSP detectives were notified of this
finding immediately upon conclusion of examination.
//Manish Agarwala, M.D.
Chesapeake County Coroner's Office
April 20, 2020
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EXHIBIT
3

CHESAPEAKE POLICE DEPARTMENT
CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION DIVISION
INVESTIGATIVE REPORT
Incident
Accidental Death

Victim Name
Aaron Griggs

Incident Date
April 18, 2020

INVESTIGATION
INCIDENT:

Accidental Death

LOCATION:

Cabin located on the Donahue Property, off Chapman Road,
Chesapeake County, Maryland

VICTIM:

Aaron Griggs

SUSPECT:

Unknown

WITNESS:

Jodie Donahue

Owner of property where incident
occurred

Elin Sanchez

Friend of Aaron Griggs

Jess Leonard

Friend of Aaron Griggs

Monroe Williams

Friend of Aaron Griggs

Officer Karen Featherston

Chesapeake Police Department

POLICE PERSONNEL:

Officer Charles Carmichael Chesapeake Police Department
Officer Devin Woodcomb

Chesapeake Police Department

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF Dr. Manish Agarwala
MEDICAL EXAMINER:
LEAD INVESTIGATOR: Officer Michael Sloat
CASE STATUS:

Chesapeake Police Department

Closed

Narrative:
On April 18, 2020, I was called to the scene of an accident at the property of Jodie Donahue
located off of Chapman Road. There had been a 911 emergency call for service in relation to a
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person who injured themselves by falling. I responded to an abandoned property at the
location. By the time I arrived, other officers and EMTs were already on scene. I met with the
first officer on scene, Officer Karen Featherston. Officer Featherston reported to me that the
case was no longer a call for assistance as the person who fell, Aaron Griggs, had died on
scene.
Officer Featherston relayed to me that the owner of property, Jodie Donahue, was contacted to
be made aware of the situation, and was en route.
Officer Featherston also relayed to me that the deceased was not alone at the property. Officer
Featherston introduced me to Elin Sanchez, Jess Leonard, and Monroe Williams. All 3
witnesses were very upset, as they had already been advised that their friend had been
pronounced dead on scene.
I then attempted to interview the witnesses individually. I had Officer Featherston stay with
each witness so that I could try to ascertain what took place.
First, I spoke with Monroe Williams. Williams explained that others saw the actual fall and
only heard a loud sound at that the time that it happened. Williams additionally explained that
the group of 4 had originally come onto the property to explore the area where The Belair
Witch Project was filmed. Williams stated the four individuals met with Jodie Donahue earlier
that day and Donahue advised them not to go into the cabin or to bypass the fence surrounding
the cabin, but Williams told me they did not obey this warning and crossed over the fence to
explore the cabin.
I next spoke with Jess Leonard. Leonard indicated they were the one who called 911. Leonard
told me they were just inside the front entrance to the cabin at the time of the fall but did not
see Griggs fall. I questioned Leonard about whether the individuals had permission to enter the
cabin and Leonard indicated to me that they did. Leonard said they believed the cabin was safe
to explore and that the impression they got from Donahue is that the cabin was part of the
experience of exploring the land.
I then spoke with Elin Sanchez. Sanchez was next to Griggs when he stepped onto the first
wooden stair to the basement and fell through that step and to the ground. Sanchez indicated
that the deceased was immediately unresponsive. Sanchez told me they also believed based on
their conversation with Donahue that the students were encouraged to explore the area around
the cabin. Sanchez appeared to be in a state of shock for most of the interview and their
statements were short and occasionally unintelligible.
After concluding these interviews, I inspected the property. The fence surrounding the cabin
area was intact but in a state of disrepair at various points. It appeared to span a large
fenced area, which is the side opposite of the main entrance to the property. That sign was on
an area of fence that was black and largely intact, while other areas of the fence were a lighter
gray color and appeared in substantially worse condition.
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The exterior of the cabin was built with wooden log beams, while the interior wall were a
combination of stucco and brick. My understanding is that the cabin was built for filming of
The Belair Witch Project and the exterior was built with cheap materials while the interior was
staged more elaborately for filming purposes. The floorboards appeared older and there was
considerable dust and debris built up on the floor. While the floor felt weak at points, none of
the boards broke or cracked while I walked on them.
Once I had finished inspecting the area around the cabin, I came back out to finish my report. I
was met by the parents of the deceased who were frantic. I explained that their child had been
taken from the scene and gave them phone numbers for how to get more information about the
location
arrived on scene. I advised Donahue that someone had died on their property and that I would
onahue speak
with the parents of the deceased before I left but did not hear what they were saying. Their
conversation appeared to be animated but never to the point where I felt it was necessary to
intervene.
Before leaving the property, I walked the perimeter of the Donahue land. The entire border of
the land is marked by a well-maintained chain-link fence approximately six feet high. I did not
locate anything additional during my time on the land that impacted my investigation.
On April 20, 2020, I contacted Jodie Donahue and asked about the possibility of doing a
followculpability in the death of Aaron Griggs. Donahue indicated this would be fine but that they
were not able to talk right when I called and asked if I could call back in a couple of days.
Additionally, on April 20, 2020, the autopsy was completed by Dr. Manish Agarwala of the
be
Accidental.
On April 24, 2020, I contacted Jodie Donahue again and asked if I could conduct an interview.
Donahue advised they were very busy. Ultimately, Donahue agreed to come in on April 30,
2020.
On April 29, 2020, I received a voicemail from Jodie Donahue indicated they were not
available any longer for the April 30, 2020 meeting and wanted to reschedule. I called Jodie
Donahue back and agreed to a new meeting date of May 6, 2020.
On May 6, 2020, I met with Jodie Donahue at the Chesapeake Police precinct. Present with me
for this interview was Officer Featherston. I brought Jodie Donahue into Interview Room #2. I
then conducted an interview of Jodie Donahue. The interview was recorded. I later transcribed
the interview. The transcription was 7 pages in length. The interview was conducted with
asked many questions of Jodie Donahue based on my investigation. At first, Jodie Donahue
was very open with me and had a lot of sympathy for the deceased. When I pushed harder in
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my questions, communication became more challenging. At no point did Jodie Donahue give
any impression that they believed they acted in a reckless manner.
My impression based on this conversation is that Donahue believes that their actions indicated
or should have indicated to the four students Griggs, Sanchez, Leonard and Williams that
the cabin area and the cabin itself were off-limits to the public. Donahue provided numerous
reasons for this belief including the fence around the cabin, No Trespassing signs that
Donahue claimed to have hung, and conversations with the four individuals including Aaron
Griggs where Donahue stated they made it clear the students were not to explore the cabin
area.
At no time before, during or after my interview did I believe I had proof that Jodie Donahue
expressly advised those involved in this case that they should explore the area in and around
the cabin. Based on that information and upon that belief, I am closing this case as Accidental.
No further action will be taken at this time.
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Early in The Belair Witch Project
the students visit Coffin Rock.
Those scenes were filmed here at
this large overgrown rock
formation. It's a great spot to sit and
relax before you find yourselves
lost in the woods.

Come find Gaskins Creek where
Mike, Heather and Josh realize
they've lost their map. Hopefully
you won't lose your map though,
because who knows how long
you might be stuck out in the
woods if you do...

See the place where it all ended!
The cabin from that final scene in
The Belair Witch Project might
not look like much, but if you look
closely from outside you might
catch a glimpse of the trap door to
that infamous basement.

To preserve the original look of The
Belair Witch Project, we haven't marked
any walking paths on the property.
Please use your common sense when
navigating the property, and follow all
posted signs and instructions. You'll find
fences at the edge of the property; please
don't go beyond those fences.

Here on the edge of the property
you'll find the cemetery where the
students in The Belair Witch
Project first started to realize that
something might be wrong. These
gravestones are from the original
film but there's no one actually
buried here... or is there?

As you explore, we encourage you to
take pictures and videos and post them
on social media. Make sure to tag your
location so future explorers can find us
here and experience the same thrills that
you will!

The campsite scenes were filmed
in the same location each night,
and the filmmakers deliberately
chose the deepest, darkest part of
the woods. We've set up some
tents for you to find, but don't
linger too long. You never know
what's out there.

Come get your
souvenirs and maps
here! You need a
map to explore the
property.

Gift
Shop
Owner's
House
(Private)

Grey lines on this map indicate the
location of fences. You can use these
fences as reference points to help you
navigate your way around the property.
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Aaron Griggs

11/13/19, 10:56 p.m.

https://www.TheBelairWitchExperience.com
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Elin Sanchez

11/13/19, 11:03 p.m.

Monroe Willliams

11/13/19, 11:06 p.m.

Jess Leonard

11/13/19, 11:07 p.m.

Aaron Griggs

11/13/19, 11:23 p.m.
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Aaron Griggs

02/14/20, 6:21 p.m.

Elin Sanchez

02/14/20, 8:46 p.m.
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Aaron Griggs

02/14/20, 8:46 p.m.

Jess Leonard

02/14/20, 8:48 p.m.

Monroe Williams

02/14/20, 8:50 p.m.

Aaron Griggs

02/14/20, 8:59 p.m.
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Aaron Griggs

03/19/20, 1:45 a.m.
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ATLAS ENIGMA
The definitive guide to the globe's hidden treasures

THE BELAIR WITCH
PROJECT FILM SITE
BRING A CAMERA IF YOU WANT TO BE FOUND...
October 14, 2019
Nestled in the deep woods of Chesapeake County, Maryland, not far
from Catoctin College is the original filming location for 1999's cult
classic, The Belair Witch Project. New property owner Jodie Donahue
tells us the entire property has been meticulously maintained to
preserve the original filming locations, and says that any thrill seeker
worth their weight in screams will move this spot to the top of their
urban exploring bucket list.

YOU MIGHT ALSO LIKE:
IS THE GOAT MAN
LEGEND REAL?

Donahue tells us that explorers can visit all the famous locations from
the film including the graveyard, several campsites, Coffin Rock,
Gaskins Creek, and of course, the cabin where it all ended. According to
Donahue, "the ultimate scare opportunity is to try and stand in the
same corner as Josh did at the end of Belair Witch." We can't say for
sure if the cabin is actually haunted, but you could have the chance to
find out for yourself.
The filming location is open on weekends from 9 AM to dusk, and
Donahue requires that all explorers stop by the gift shop first to buy a
map (which will set you back $20) and get a safety briefing on what they
can and cannot do. It's rare to see a film site as iconic as this one that is
preserved so many years later, so Donahue might be on to something
here. We even hear rumors there's some discussion of filming a sequel...
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WHAT REALLY
HAPPENED AT CRY BABY
BRIDGE?
WHO IS THE "POE
TOASTER"?
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The Chesapeake Gazette
Natalie Swift
December 3, 2019
Some of you may have driven by the entrance to Jodie

Donahue does admit they've tried out what they call the

Donahue's property over the years and had no clue

"ultimate scare" - to stand in that corner and see how

what was hiding just behind the tree line on Chapman

long they could last. They didn't give an exact time for

Road. In 1999, those woods were home to one of

how long they held out before making an escape, but

horror's great cult classics: The Belair Witch Project.

Donahue certainly didn't sound like it was an extended

And just a few years ago, Chesapeake native Jodie

stay. And who could blame them.

Donahue decided to buy that land and turn it into a
place where urban explorers and thrill seekers can

Visitors to the property should park in a small public lot

come and live out those same moments of terror that

on the right by the entrance, and should head to the gift

we've all seen on the big screen.

shop before exploring. Donahue sells maps for the
property and a few basic souvenirs including framed

Not every spot from the film is open to the public

stills from the original film and replicas of the stick

though. Donahue says the cabin where the final scenes

figures found by the students throughout the movie.

were filmed isn't safe due to aging of the wooden

Donahue even has a green screen photo opportunity so

floorboards, but Donahue emphasizes that you can still

guests can still get that photo of them standing in the

get that cinematic experience even without a trip into

basement corner to freak out their friends.

the iconic basement.
Social media also seems to be a major part of Donahue's
Says Donahue, "That entire basement area is still

plan for spreading the word, and guests are encouraged

intact and it looks the same way it did the day they

to take as many photos as possible and share them on

filmed that final scene." Asked what it was like the

Twitter and Instagram. Donahue tells me they've

first time they stepped foot in a location some might

considered making a TikTok to market their property

consider to be the ultimate haunt, Donahue recounted

tours to a younger audience, but admits "I just can't

how they were "instantly spooked" when they climbed

figure it out and I don't think I ever will." But in some

down the stairs because the first thing they saw was

ways that seems fitting; while the films might have used

"the corner of the basement where Josh stood at the

found footage to tell a story, the Belair Witch probably

end of Belair Witch."

would prefer to stay off TikTok.
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I had a chance to sit down with
Jodie Donahue, the owner of the
property in Chesapeake where the
infamous found-footage horror
movie The Belair Witch Project was
filmed in 1999. Jodie told me all
about the property and why it’s
worth a visit to see some of the
places where those iconic scenes
were filmed over twenty years ago.
“You’d be amazed how well the
place is preserved,” Donahue told
me. “If you walk through the woods
even on a bright sunny day, you
suddenly find that the light seems
far off in the distance and you’re
surrounded by thick foliage.
Remember how the kids in the
movie thought they were going in
one direction but it turned out they
just went in a circle? You might just
have the same experience if you
spend some time on my land.”
Of course I had to ask Donahue
about the infamous cabin where
that terrifying final scene was
filmed. It’s hard to imagine a scarier
place to spend an hour, trying not to
think about what… or who might be
lurking in a corner. Donahue gave
me a wry smile when I asked about
the cabin, and told me “look, I can’t
tell you to go inside the cabin… but
hypothetically if you did, you’d find
yourself immersed into the final
scene of The Belair Witch Project.
And who doesn’t want to live out a
moment like that?”

I asked Donahue straight out: are
you giving tours of that cabin?
Donahue told me they weren’t
giving tours, but “if people take selfguided tours, well, just make sure to
tag us on Instagram.”
Of course this property has a lot
more going for it than just some
cheap thrills. I asked Donahue how
they felt about having so much
history in their backyard. Donahue
said they considered it an honor to
be responsible for keeping such a
storied property in good enough
shape for the public to come visit.
Donahue said “I think when people
come and see the place they’ll be
able to tell how much I respect the
value of keeping this property
intact.”
For horror movie buffs and casual
thrill-seekers alike, the Belair Witch
property seems like a place you can’t
miss. And Donahue didn’t hesitate
to tell me (several times) that
explorers need to stop by the gift
shop first to purchase a map.
Donahue also told me the map will
tell you everything you need to
know about what you can and can’t
do on the property. But according to
Donahue, “we don’t focus on what
you can’t do; we focus on making
sure you leave with a realistic and
authentic experience.”
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February 21, 2020 - Hunter Knowles - ExploreChesapeake.bay

Above
A photo provided by Jodie Donahue
of light trying to reach the ground
through the thick woods on the
property where The Belair Witch
Project was filmed.

"if people take selfguided tours [of the
cabin], well, just
make sure to tag us
on Instagram"

I’m not sure if “authentic experience”
and “$20 map” go hand in hand, but
it definitely fit the vibe I got from
Donahue as someone who was
looking for profits to go along with
promotion.
As for whether you’re brave enough
to bring a camera along for your
adventure? Well, that’s up to you.
Just make sure to leave it rolling
when you go exploring so we can
turn it into a movie after you
disappear into the woods…
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THE BELAIR
WITCH PROJECT
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LOCATION FOR THE BELAIR WITCH PROJECT
EXPLORE EVERY INCH OF WHERE THAT
ICONIC FILM WAS MADE
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Experience the legend and the ultimate scare
for yourself. How well can you navigate the
dense woods? Can you keep your wits about
you as darkness creeps closer and closer?
How long can you stand in the same basement
corner as Josh did and not look back?
Was that a scream you heard in the distance...
or was it just your imagination?

HOME
EXPLORE
DIRECTIONS
SHOP
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Public Records Request
Jurisdiction: Maryland
Name: Knowles, Hunter
DOB: 07/24/1995
Address: 2818 Winding Lane, Chesapeake, MD, 21250
Records Found: 01
Jurisdiction: All Other Domestic U.S. States and Territories
Name: Knowles, Hunter
DOB: 07/24/1995
Address: 2818 Winding Lane, Chesapeake, MD, 21250
Records Found: 0
Record Name: Knowles, Hunter
Jurisdiction: Maryland
Source: Chesapeake County Circuit Court
Type: Criminal
DOB: 07/24/1995
Address: 2818 Winding Lane, Chesapeake, MD, 21250
Case #: 60315422
Filing Date: 10/16/2019
Disposition Date: 10/23/2019
Disposition: Guilty Plea
Sentencing: 30 days imprisonment with 30 days suspended sentence, $250 fine
Statute: MD Crim Law Code § 9-501
Summary: Defendant was caught trespassing on the property of the abandoned
building that formerly held Chesapeake Upper Elementary School. Upon discovery,
Defendant indicated to the responding officer that they were the owner of the property
before acknowledging this was false under additional questioning. Defendant was
charged with one count of making a false statement to a law enforcement officer.
Defendant was sentenced to 30 days imprisonment with all 30 days suspended.
Three years probation imposed.
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PRO

Normal speed:
"Are you afraid of the dark? If you’re not, then take a trip to
Chapman Road and discover the ultimate thrill. The sets of The
Belair Witch Project have been perfectly preserved, and you can
explore all of them… if you dare."
1.5x speed:
"For operation hours, visit TheBelairWitchExperience.com. Some
restrictions apply, visitors must follow all applicable rules.”

I hereby certify that this transcription is fair and accurate to the best of
my ability.
Shelby Williams
Shelby Williams
PRO Transcription, LLC
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ESTATE OF AARON GRIGGS

*

IN THE

*

CIRCUIT COURT

v.

*

FOR

JODIE DONAHUE

*

CHESAPEAKE COUNTY

Plaintiff

Defendant
*

*

*

*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

MPJI-Cv 1:1 INTRODUCTION
Members of the jury, the time has come for the court to give you its instructions with respect to the law that is
applicable in this case. You should consider my instructions as a whole, and you should not single out any
particular sentence, phrase, or word to the exclusion of another. If I state any rule or idea in differing ways, no
emphasis on any particular phraseology is intended by me. You should not attach any significance to the order in
which I state these instructions. You must apply the law as I explain it to you. My statement of the law is binding
on you, and must be followed by you whether you personally agree or disagree with the wisdom of any rule of
law.
Any comments I may make about the facts are only to help you and you are not required to agree with them. It
is your function and responsibility to decide the facts. You must base your findings only upon the testimony, the
exhibits received and the stipulation[s] of the parties, including any conclusions which may be fairly drawn from
that evidence. Opening statements and arguments of the lawyers are not evidence in this case. If your memory
of any of the testimony is different from any statement that I might make during the course of these instructions
or that counsel might make in argument, you must rely on your own memory.
During your deliberations, you must not communicate with or provide any information to anyone by any means
about this case. You may not use any electronic device or media, such as a smart phone, cell phone, email, text
messaging, Twitter, any blog or website, any internet chat room or forum, or other social networking websites,
including Facebook, LinkedIn, Reddit, and YouTube to communicate to anyone any information about this case
or to conduct any research about this case until the verdict is accepted.
MPJI-Cv 1:20 CONCLUSION--UNANIMOUS VERDICT
To reach a verdict in this case, each of you must agree upon it. Your verdict must be unanimous.
MPJI-Cv 1:21 DEADLOCKED JURY CHARGE
The verdict must represent the considered judgment of each juror. In order to return a verdict, it is necessary
that each juror agree thereto. Your verdict must be unanimous.
Do not surrender your honest conviction as to the weight or effect of evidence solely because of the opinion of
your fellow jurors, or for the mere purpose of returning a verdict.
It is your duty, as jurors, to consult with one another and to deliberate with a view to reaching an agreement, if
you can do so without violence to individual judgment.
Each of you must decide the case for yourself, but do so only after an impartial consideration of the evidence
with your fellow jurors. In the course of your deliberations, do not hesitate to reexamine your own views and
change your opinion if convinced it is erroneous.
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MPJI-Cv 1:7 WHAT CONSTITUTES EVIDENCE?
In making your decision, you must consider the evidence in this case; that is
(1) testimony from the witness stand;
(2) physical evidence or exhibits admitted into evidence;
(3) stipulations;
(4) depositions; and
(5) facts that I have judicially noticed.
In evaluating the evidence, you should consider it in light of your own experiences. You may draw any
reasonable conclusion from the evidence that you believe to be justified by common sense and your own
experiences.
Objections of the lawyers are not evidence and you should not give them any weight or consideration.
You must not consider exhibits that I did not admit into evidence or testimony that I ordered be stricken. You
must disregard questions that I did not permit the witness to answer and you must not speculate as to the
possible answers. If after an answer was given, I ordered that the answer be stricken, you must disregard both
the question and the answer.
During the trial, I may have commented on the evidence or asked a question of a witness. You should not draw
any conclusion about my views of the case or of any witness from my comments or my questions.
Opening statements and closing arguments of lawyers are not evidence. They are intended only to help you
understand the evidence and to apply the law. Therefore, if your memory of the evidence differs from anything
the lawyers or I may say, you must rely on your own memory of the evidence.
MPJI-Cv 1:8 DIRECT AND CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE
There are two types of evidence--direct and circumstantial.
Direct evidence is, for example, testimony of a person reporting firsthand knowledge of a matter, such as
testimony of an eyewitness to an occurrence. Circumstantial evidence is indirect and is proof of a chain of facts
and circumstances that point to the existence of certain facts.
[For example, if a witness testifies that he saw a deer in the field, that is direct evidence that there was a deer in
the field. If a person testifies that he saw deer prints in the snow in the field, that is direct evidence that there
were deer prints in the snow, and circumstantial evidence that there was at least one deer in the field.] The law
makes no distinction between the weight to be given to either type of evidence. No greater degree of certainty
is required of circumstantial evidence than of direct evidence. In reaching a verdict, you should weigh all of the
evidence presented, whether direct or circumstantial.
MPJI-Cv 1:3 WITNESS TESTIMONY CONSIDERATION
Any person who testifies, including a party, is a witness. You are the sole judges of whether testimony should be
believed. In making this decision, you may apply your own common sense and everyday experiences.
In deciding whether a witness should be believed, you should carefully consider all the testimony and evidence,
as well as whether the witness’s testimony was affected by other factors. You should consider such factors as:
(1) the witness’s behavior on the stand and way of testifying;
(2) the witness’s opportunity to see or hear the things about which testimony was given;
(3) the accuracy of the witness’s memory;
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(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

whether the witness had a motive not to tell the truth;
whether the witness had an interest in the outcome of the case;
whether the witness’s testimony was consistent;
whether the witness’s testimony supported or contradicted other evidence, and
whether and the extent to which the witness’s testimony in the court differed from
statements made by the witness on any previous occasion. You are the sole judges of
whether a witness should be believed. You need not believe any witness even though the
testimony is uncontradicted. You may believe all, part, or none of the testimony of any
witness.

MPJI-Cv 1:4 EXPERT OPINION TESTIMONY
An expert is a witness who has special training or experience in a given field. You should give expert testimony
the weight and value you believe it should have. You are not required to accept any expert’s opinion. You should
consider an expert’s opinion together with all the other evidence.
MPJI-Cv 1:14 BURDEN OF PROOF--PREPONDERANCE OF EVIDENCE STANDARD
The party who asserts a claim or affirmative defense has the burden of proving it by what we call the
preponderance of the evidence.
In order to prove something by a preponderance of the evidence, a party must prove that it is more likely so
than not so. In other words, a preponderance of the evidence means such evidence which, when considered and
compared with the evidence opposed to it, has more convincing force and produces in your minds a belief that it
is more likely true than not true.
In determining whether a party has met the burden of proof you should consider the quality of all of the
evidence regardless of who called the witness or introduced the exhibit and regardless of the number of
witnesses which one party or the other may have produced.
If you believe that the evidence is evenly balanced on an issue, then your finding on that issue must be against
the party who has the burden of proving it.
MPJI-Cv 19:1 DEFINITION OF NEGLIGENCE
Negligence is doing something that a person using reasonable care would not do, or not doing something that a
person using reasonable care would do. Reasonable care means that caution, attention, or skill a reasonable
person would use under similar circumstances.
The elements of a negligence action are:
(a) Duty or obligation, recognized by law, requiring conformance to a certain standard of conduct
for the protection of others against unreasonable risks;
(b) Failure to conform to that standard (breach of duty);
(c) Reasonably close causal connection and resulting injury (proximate cause); and
(d) Actual damage or loss by others.
MPJI-Cv 24:1 BASIS FOR PREMISES LIABILITY
The duty of the owner or possessor of property to people injured on their property depends on the injured
person’s status on the property. As you evaluate the evidence, you must determine if the plaintiff was an
invitee or a trespasser.
a. Invitee

MPJI-Cv 24:2 DEFINITIONS
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An invitee is a person who is invited or permitted to be on another’s property for purposes related to the
owner’s or occupier’s business. Invitee status can be established under one of two doctrines: (1) mutual benefit
or (2) implied invitation. Under the “mutual benefit theory,” the invitee generally enters a business
establishment for the purpose of purchasing goods or services. Under the “implied invitation theory,” a person
must enter the premises because he or she was led by the acts or conduct of the owner or occupier to believe
that the premises were intended to be used in the manner in which he or she used them, and that such use was
in accordance with the intention or design for use of the property. An invitee using the property in a manner
exceeding that person’s invitation is a trespasser as to that conduct.
b. Trespasser
A trespasser is a person who is on the property of another without the consent of the owner or occupier of the
property. Also, an invitee using the property in a manner exceeding his or her invitation is a trespasser as to that
conduct.
MPJI-Cv 24:3 DUTY TO AN INVITEE
The duty owed to an invitee is to use reasonable care to see that those portions of the property that the invitee
may be expected to use are safe.
MPJI-Cv 24:5 DUTY TO A TRESPASSER
The only duty owed to a trespasser is to refrain from willful injury or entrapment. A trespasser takes the
property as it exists.
MPJI-Cv 19:3 FORESEEABLE CIRCUMSTANCES
The care exercised by a reasonable person varies according to the circumstances and the danger that is known
or should be appreciated by a reasonable person. Therefore, if the foreseeable danger increases, a reasonable
person acts more carefully.
MPJI-Cv 19:14 ASSUMPTION OF RISK
A plaintiff cannot recover damages if the plaintiff has assumed the risk of an injury. A person assumes the risk of
an injury if that person knows and understands, or must have known and understood, the risk of an existing
danger and voluntarily chooses to encounter that danger.
The elements of the defense of Assumption of Risk are:
(a) Knowledge and understanding of the danger, or when the plaintiff must have known and
understood the danger; and
(b) Voluntary exposure to the danger.
A plaintiff’s knowledge may be either actual or imputed. Whether one assumes the risk is determined by a
subjective standard, unless it is clear that any person in the plaintiff’s position would have understood the
danger (objective standard). An existing danger that a plaintiff “must have known and understood” is also
known as an “obvious danger.” Obvious dangers are those that anyone must appreciate.
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Celebrating 38 years of Mock Trial State Champions!
2021: The Park School (Baltimore County)
River Hill High School (Howard County)
2020: Not applicable
2019: Richard Montgomery High School(Montgomery County)
Beth Tfiloh, Co-Champion (Baltimore County)
2018: Allegany High School (Allegany County)
2017: The Park School (Baltimore County)
2016: Annapolis High School (Anne Arundel County)
2015: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County)
2014: Richard Montgomery High School (Montgomery County)
2013: Annapolis High School (Anne Arundel County)
2012: Park School of Baltimore (Baltimore County)
2011: Park School of Baltimore (Baltimore County)
2010: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County)
2009: Allegany High School (Allegany County)
2008: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County)
2007: Severn School (Anne Arundel County)
2006: Severna Park High School (Anne Arundel County)
2005: Richard Montgomery High School (Montgomery County)
2004: Park School of Baltimore (Baltimore County)
2003: Elizabeth Seton High School (Prince George’s County)
2002: Towson High School (Baltimore County)
2001: DeMatha Catholic High School (Prince George’s County)
2000: Broadneck High School (Anne Arundel County)
1999: Towson High School (Baltimore County)
1998: Pikesville High School (Baltimore County)
1997: Suitland High School (Prince George’s County)
1996: Towson High School (Baltimore County)
1995: Pikesville High School (Baltimore County)
1994: Richard Montgomery High School (Montgomery County)
1993: Elizabeth Seton High School (Prince George’s County)
1992: Oxon Hill High School (Prince George’s County)
1991: Westmar High School (Allegany County)
1990: Bishop Walsh High School (Allegany County)
1989: Lake Clifton High School (Baltimore City)
1988: Pikesville High School (Baltimore County)
1987: Thomas S. Wootton High School (Prince George’s County)
1986: Old Mill High School (Baltimore County)
1985: High Point High School (Prince George’s County)
1984: Worcester County Schools
MYLaw is pleased to coordinate the following programs, in addition to Mock Trial:
Summer Law Academy
Baltimore City Law Links
Baltimore City Teen Court
Moot Court
Baltimore City Council Page Program
For more information, please visit: www.mylaw.org or Facebook (/mylaw.org)

is proud to support the
Maryland Youth and the Law

MY High School Mock Trial
Competition
Good luck to all
Mock Trial teams!

Our mission is to support projects that keep families safe,
educate the public about the civil justice system,
and help those who need it most in Maryland.

Visit us online at mdforjustice.com/foundation

join the
national
champions
mylaw competitors + UMBC = national champions
In April of 2021, UMBC Mock Trial defeated Yale
University to win the National Championship.
Every member of the team was a graduate of a
Maryland high school, and several were former
MYLAW competitors. The best team in college
Mock Trial is right here in Maryland. Come to
UMBC and travel the country competing and
winning awards at the best tournaments in the
country - and help us win our next title!

